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Abstract

A new generation of intelligent Traffic Light Controllers uses Model Predictive Control to minimise delay
at signalised intersections. The conventional cycle of set sequences of green phases is dropped for
optimisation purposes. This research uses the ethical theories utilitarianism, egalitarianism, sufficien
tarianism & deontology to define equity. An explicit connection of these ethical theories and technical
principles of conventional traffic light controller CCOL & new generation traffic light controller Flowtack,
has been provided to identify the change in ethical landscape, from predominantly egalitarian towards
relatively utilitarian. Performance indicators for equity in traffic control are defined based on earlier
research. Multiple setting changes in Flowtack are proposed and tested in simulation experiments with
Aimsun. These experiments show that adjusting Flowtack’s objective function can improve the equity
scores according to egalitarianism & sufficientarianism, at the cost of the equity score of utilitarianism.
The best results are validated using various flow compositions on an alternative intersection. As a
result, the gain in equity by the proposed settings becomes greater, as the flow composition becomes
more uneven.
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Executive summary

A new generation of Traffic Light Controllers
Nowadays, about 5500 signalised intersections are up and running in the Netherlands (Talking Traffic,
2019). These signalised intersection are implemented to both safely and efficiently manage the flow
of traffic. Most of the signalised intersections are equipped with an intelligent Traffic Light Controller
(iTLC) that runs with set sequences, or cycles. Some of those iTLCs use a fixed time control, but more
commonly these iTLCs use the more sophisticated (fully) actuated control.

A new generation of intelligent Traffic Light Controllers (iTLCs) that can anticipate incoming traffic flow
is now being developed and tested. This new generation iTLCs do not necessarily follow a cycle pattern
or particular sequences, instead, it controls in a structurefree order of directions, and optimises the
sequence and time of the control plan for green phases. This allows the new generation of iTLCs to
respond more freely on the measured and anticipated traffic, which creates opportunities for even more
efficient intersection control.

Losing the structure of cycles in intersection control also rises questions. When efficiency is one of the
leading purposes for the new development, will the new generation of iTLCs be fair? Cycles ensure
a frequency of turns, which could be perceived as fair, where free structures do not ensure this. An
example of this problem is given by a side road with a single road user on it, who has to wait for a busy
main road during peak hour. Using a cyclebased iTLC guarantees this road user to have their turn
within one cycle under unsaturated conditions. However, without cycles it is probably optimal to let this
road user wait until peak hour is over. This however, is an unacceptable long waiting time. On the other
hand, prioritising this single road user would not be fair to the substantial group of road users that then
would have to stop. The solution lays somewhere in between these 2 scenarios. The relevant question
to ask with the present development and opportunities is: ”What is acceptable  or what is fair?”

Multiple principles are added into the iTLC, in order to influence the behavior of the iTLC in such a way
that it will be accepted. One of the reasons why these principles were added is to reduce the maximum
waiting time. This thesis aims to make the explicit connection between these principles and the ethics
that were implicitly considered when implementing such principles.

Research question 1:

”How are ethics implicitly implemented in the current (i)TLCs?”
Next, experiments with an iTLC in practise are performed with the objective of improving equity. In
order to know whether there is an improvement, a measure for equity will be established.

Research question 2:

”How to improve equity in an iTLC, according to various ethical theories?”

Equity definition & measure
Four ethical theories are elaborated, each providing a definition of equity. Three of the considered eth
ical theories are teleological: with the focus on the consequences of the action rather than the intention
of the action. The teleological ethical theories are utilitarianism, egalitarianism and sufficientarianism.

Utilitarianism is an ethical theory most are acquainted with, because of the broad use of utilitarian
approaches. Namely, utilitarianism concerns the maximisation of utility, which can be translated to
maximisation of profit or social value. A utilitarian approach that is often applied is the costbenefit
analysis, considering the total utility (benefits) opposed to the total costs. Equity is then defined as the
maximisation of the sum of utility for all of the population, that produces the greatest possible utility, in
other words, the greatest good for the greatest group.

ix



x 0. Executive summary

On a signalised intersection, road users want to minimise their delay. The greatest good for the greatest
group means in this case, that the sum of the total delay should be minimised, which correlates with
minimisation of average delay. In this thesis, average delay is the indicator that will be used to measure
equity, from utilitarian perspective.

Egalitarianism defines equity on a more social level. Egalitarianism strives towards equality of goods
and capabilities, based on an individual’s needs. An egalitarian argues that an unborn individual, with
out any knowledge of their future social status, would want to be born with equal capabilities, regardless
of which environment they are born in. In order to reach such a society, goods should be distributed
in such a way they are of the greatest benefit to the leastadvantaged individuals in society (Rawls,
2009), also known as the Maximin principle.
A distribution of goods can be measured by the Gini coefficient, which is a dimensionless number from
0 to 1 that indicates perfect equality if the value is 0, and perfect inequality if the value is 1. The dis
tributed ’good’ is the delay of the road users at the intersection. This implicates that all road users
experience the exact same delay if the Gini coefficient would be 0, or one group of road users experi
enced all the delay (never got to cross), whilst another group of road users didn’t have any delay at all
if the Gini coefficient would be 1.

Sufficientarianism sets a minimum boundary for the amount of goods each individual should have. The
main idea behind this is that everyone has the right for basic needs. Once every individual has reached
this minimum value, no other constrictions to the distribution of goods are desired by the sufficientarian
philosophy.
Sufficientarianism can be measured with a boundary of sufficiency. At the intersection however, delay
is a good that is not desired, therefore the boundary should be a maximum boundary. This thesis
does not aim to define such a boundary. Thus, the maximum measured delay is used instead, which
indicates to what extend the system complies to a variable boundary.

Deontology is about the intention of an action rather than the consequence. This ethical theory uses
moral rules, which should be universal, apply to everyone. The individual is key and is to be respected
as a person. Deontology and religion are closely connected.
Deontology is not measured in this thesis. As deontology considers the intention rather than the con
sequence, whilst consequences are usually what is measured.

From egalitarian control, towards utilitarian control
Where conventional iTLCs are controlled via a ”feedback control” method, nowadays the ”Model pre
dictive control” (MPC) method is implemented in modern iTLCs. The difference between those control
strategies is that, where feedback control reacts to the present traffic based on rules, the MPC opti
mises by actively predicting the impact of (variable) possible control plans. Additionally, example MPC
iTLC Flowtack, does not use predefined sequences, or cycles. Due to this extra degree of freedom,
which is referred to as being structurefree, the solutions Flowtack can come up with are even more
efficient.

The development of using cycles in feedback control towards structurefree MPC causes differences in
the principles that are applied in these controllers. For example, for the feedback controller, a maximum
green time is applied to ensure progress of the cycle, whilst there is no limitation on the amount of green
time in the structurefree MPC. The MPC controller switches its green phase based on other principles.

Altogether, both iTLCs are represented with principles regarding to all of the before mentioned ethical
theories. Due to the leading cycles and optimisation principles, feedback control iTLC (CCOL as exam
ple) is identified rather egalitarian relative to structurefree MPC Flowtack, whilst Flowtack is identified
rather utilitarian compared to CCOL.

Ethicsbased TLC by alternative Flowtack settings
Next, a simulation experiment is performed with Flowtack at an isolated intersection, A050, in De
venter. Because Flowtack was identified as predominantly utilitarian, the goal of this experiment is to
improve Flowtack’s equity performance by the egalitarian and sufficientarian definitions, in other words:
reduction of the maximum delay and reduction of the Gini coefficient for a more equal distribution.
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Flowtack has multiple settings that can be adjusted to reach such a goal:

• The weight function, the relative importance of time, defines how much ’weight’ a road user gains
over time. Every second that a road user is delayed is multiplied by the corresponding weight
at this time. This function can have different shapes, leading to different control behavior of
Flowtack.

• Road user type specific multiplication factors, these factors define a relative weight between dif
ferent road user types. The entire weight function is multiplied by this factor.

• Direction specific multiplication factors, these factors work the same as those above, but instead
they can be tuned per direction on the intersection.

Four experiments were performed, individually adjusting the above mentioned settings for the first
3 experiments, and combining the best results for a fourth experiment. A linearly increasing weight
function turned out to be the best weight function based on all 3 equity indicators from experiment 1.
Experiment 2 did not show significant impact on the equity measures from the road user type specific
multiplication factors, and are left out of consideration for experiment 4 due to external factors that play
a role for implementation of the initial factors. Experiment 3 showed great improvement on the Gini
coefficient and maximum delay, by implementation of settings directional multiplication factors based
on the amount of conflicting and nonconflicting roadusers per direction. A weight is determined for
each direction, based on this amount, since nonconflicting roadusers help a direction to achieve green
light, whilst conflicting roadusers oppose this direction to achieve green light.

Experiment 4, therefore combined the best settings of experiments 1 and 3, to see whether the pos
itive effects on the equity indicators accumulate. This hypothesis was correct, the results are shown
in Figure 1. To cancel out variation in results due to latency issues in the simulation environment,
every experiment is performed a number of times (56) with the same settings. Referential settings
are created, close to the settings that are currently used in practise. The only difference is that direc
tional multiplication factors are set to 1, reducing the impact of local policy on the reference for this
experiment. Figure 1 shows that the experiment 4, which is the combination of experiment 1 & 3, accu
mulates the effects as expected. Therefore, this combination of settings generated the greatest equity
improvement of the tested settings, in terms of Gini coefficient for egalitarianism and maximum delay
for sufficientarianism.

This thesis proposes to use this combination of settings for a more egalitarian & sufficientarian iTLC,
the ethicsbased eTLC.
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Figure 1: Equity scores of Referential settings, best settings of experiment 1, 3 and the results of experiment 4: the
combination of the presented results from experiments 1 & 3.

Potential impact of eTLC depends on the inequality of flow
Next, the proposed settings for an eTLC are validated by varying the OD matrices, on an intersection
with a different layout. The goal of this validation experiment is to validate whether the proposedmethod
for creating the eTLC settings for Flowtack, still improve the egalitarian and sufficientarian equity on
the intersection, for a different intersection and variable compositions of flow, by determining different
OD matrices.
This validation concluded that the improvement of egalitarian and sufficientarian equity is still achieved
when applying the eTLC method there. However, the amount of improvement that is achieved when
applying the eTLC, is dependent on the flow distribution. When the flow on all directions is about
equal, there is little to gain by the eTLC settings. The egalitarian / sufficientarian solution for an equally
distributed flow on all directions lays very close to the utilitarian solution (greatest good for the greatest
group, but the groups of road users on each direction are of the same size). Thus, when increasing
the differences in flow on the directions, the amount of gain from the eTLC method increases too.

The perception of delay
Whether the eTLC will be accepted in practise, depends on perception of delay and Gini coefficient to
the road users and policy makers. Road users perceive their delay different from the actually measured
delay. This perceived delay generally increases over time. Looking back at the results of the proposed
settings, this means that an average delay of 1 second higher might not even be noticed, whilst the
reduction of maximum delay by more than half a minute could be perceived rather positive.

Identified, measured and improved  equity
This thesis combined the complex fields of control theory & ethics to explicitly identify Flowtack as rel
atively utilitarian & CCOL as relatively egalitarian. Furthermore, performance indicators to measure
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equity according to utilitarianism, egalitarianism & sufficientarianism are defined. These performance
indicators allowed an improvement in egalitarian and sufficientarian equity to be measured, by suc
cessfully adjusting Flowtack’s settings in simulation experiments. These settings showed not only to
improve egalitarian and sufficientarian equity on the A050 intersection during eveningpeak hour in De
venter, but also proved themselves valid for more general use on another intersection for various flow
compositions.

This thesis concludes that it is technically feasible to improve equity in an egalitarian & sufficientarian
way. It is up to the traffic engineers and policy makers to choose between egalitarianism, sufficientari
anism and utilitarianism. Their choices can now be explicitly substantiated by a combination of ethical
theories, control theory and principles in iTLCs.





1
Introduction

Every time wemove outside to do groceries, commute or even for leisure purposes, we encounter inter
sections on our way. Whether we travel by public transport, bicycle or car, each of these travel modes
intersect with others at some point in their journey. Some of these intersection are just based on give
way rules, some are dimensioned as roundabouts and others are signalised. Giveway intersections
are generally implemented on quiet roads, and roundabouts and signals on busier roads. Roundabouts
are generally chosen over signals mainly for safety reasons whilst a signalised intersection is mainly
chosen for its higher capacity (Farah, 2018).

How did we get to this point of traffic control via signalised intersections? Over 200 years ago, the first
traffic lights were implemented at ports for naval traffic. However, practise showed that normal lights
were not visible enough through the fog, therefore studies from 1831 concluded that red and green
light would be visible and distinguishable best. This idea was adopted for railway signals and later,
for intersection signals as we know it. The first intersection signals were implemented in the mid 19th
century in London, in order for the Parliamentarians to cross over busy streets in this rapidly growing
city. This traffic signal was operated manually by a police officer (Stone, 2016).

No major traffic light developments were made until the early 19th century, when the amount of mo
torised traffic started to increase rapidly. This is when yellow lights were added for traffic control in the
USA, whilst at that time, the first autonomous traffic light controller was installed in England. The first
experiments for actuated TLCs were done a few years later, where a vehicle would be detected by a
microphone when honking  which was a very unpopular solution for the local population. In the 1970’s,
a solution was found in the form of loop detectors in the roads, creating the opportunities for vehicle
actuated control (Stone, 2016).

Nowadays, about 5500 signalised intersections are up and running in the Netherlands (Talking Traffic,
2019). These signalised intersection are implemented to safely manage the flow of traffic, in an efficient
way. Most of the signalised intersections are equipped with a Traffic Light Controller (TLC) that runs
with set sequences, or cycles. Some of those intersection are equipped with a fixed time control if there
is no detection and commonly equipped with the more sophisticated (fully) actuated control.

In addition to detection via loop detectors and push buttons for pedestrians and cyclists, the increased
use of connected devices (like mobile phones) are new sources of data that lead to new opportunities.
Where actuated control reacts on detected vehicles, a new generation of intelligent Traffic Light Con
trollers (iTLCs) anticipate incoming traffic flow before they have arrived. This new generation iTLCs do
not necessarily follow a cycle pattern or particular sequences, instead they are structure free in order
to respond more freely on the measured and anticipated traffic. This creates opportunities for more
efficient intersection control.

Losing the structure of cycles within intersection control also rises questions. When efficiency is one of
the leading purposes for the new development, will the new generation of iTLCs be fair? Cycles ensure
a frequency of turns, which could be perceived as fair, where free structures do not ensure anything.

1



2 1. Introduction

An example of this problem is given by a side road with a single road user on it, who has to wait for
a busy main road during peak hour. Using a cyclebased iTLC guarantees this road user to have its
turn within one cycle under unsaturated conditions. However, without cycles it is probably optimal to
let this road user wait until peak hour is over. This however, is unacceptable. The relevant question to
ask with the present development and opportunities is as mentioned before: ”What is acceptable  or
what is fair?”

1.1. Research gap & objectives
Philosophers in the field of ethics have discussed about the definitions of fairness or equity for plenty
of years, and there is no unambiguous answer to this question. There are plenty of ethical theories,
with each an own definition of equity.

This research will elaborate on some of those definitions of equity in order to find out how equity is
currently implemented in the world of traffic light controllers. However research in the field of transport
policies and traffic management is already acquainted with ethics for evaluation and design (for example
(Van Wee & Roeser, 2013), (Mladenovic & McPherson, 2016)), explicitly connecting the state of the art
iTLCs with their ethical background has not been done before. This research aims to make the explicit
connection between the principles that drive an iTLC and the ethics that were implicitly considered to
implement those principles.

Furthermore, this research intends to perform experiments on an iTLC in practise with the objective of
improving the equity. In order to know whether there is an improvement, a measure for equity needs
to be established first. Equity has been measured before by other studies ((Yarger, 1993), (Kesten,
Ergün, & Yai, 2013), (Lucas, Van Wee, & Maat, 2016) (Wu, Ghosal, Zhang, & Chuah, 2017), (Liang,
Guler, & Gayah, 2020)). Other than the previous studies, this research will select its measures specific
for traffic light control with a foundation of multiple ethical theories.

Two research objectives are stated as follows:

1. To explicitly state what principles are currently implicitly implemented for equity on an intersection,
regarding to various definitions of equity by ethical theories.

2. To measure and improve equity of a present iTLC, based on the insight of various definitions of
equity by ethical theories.

The ambition of this research is to create more awareness of ethics in the world of traffic light control.
Such awareness could lead to a movement of ethicsbased TLCs (eTLCs) in the near future, where the
addition or fine tuning of principles in an eTLC answer to dilemmas  such as priority, efficiency, equity
and sustainability  explicitly supported by ethics. Research objective 2 could kickstart this movement
by defining the performance indicators and a demonstration the eTLC.

1.2. Research Questions
The research questions follow from the research objectives and are stated in such a way that answering
the research questions will achieve the research objective. Since there are two research objectives
stated, two main research questions are stated below:

Research question 1:

”How are ethics implicitly implemented in the current (i)TLCs?”
Research question 2:

”How to improve equity in an iTLC, according to various ethical theories?”

1.3. Scope
Research question 1 shows the need for ethics and present (i)TLCs. However, ethics is a very broad
topic, therefore it is not possible to take all theories into account for this research. The amount of ethical
theories will be narrowed down to the outlines of a selection of four relevant theories. The selection of
ethical theories will be elaborated in Chapter 3.
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The present (i)TLCs that these ethics are linked to will be narrowed down to 2 types: one cyclebased
and one eventbased (i)TLC, each of which is represented by 1 (i)TLC that is currently active in the
Netherlands.

For research question 2, an experiment with measures of equity is performed. This experiment will be
performed in a simulation environment rather than the real world and focuses solely on themanagement
of a signalised intersection, including cycling paths and pedestrian sidewalks. Road users are the
population of interest, thus human related factors stays on the intersection itself, excluding, for instance,
effects on local inhabitants and politics. The measures of equity are only connected to this single
intersection, not involving any effects on network level. This experiment will be performed with realistic
flow amounts of road users during peak hour.

1.4. Thesis outline
The following chapters of this thesis are depicted in Figure ??. The information that is found in the
following chapters will be shortly introduced in this section. Chapters 2 and 3 are used to answer
research question 1, and is used as a foundation for the second part (chapters 4, 5 and 6) of this
thesis, answering research question 2.

• Chapter 2 provides the methodology of this thesis.

• Chapter 3 provides a literature review of ethical theories that set the definitions of equity.

• Chapter 4 explains iTLCs based on control theory and makes an explicit connection between
ethics and example iTLCs CCOL & Flowtack. Answers research question 1.

• Chapter 5 selects a measurement method for equity that will be used to judge whether equity is
improved or not by the following simulation experiment.

• Chapter 6 contains the experiment setup and hypotheses.

• Chapter 7 presents the results of the simulation experiment and provides an analysis of these
results.

• Chapter 8 contains the discussion and conclusion of this thesis.

• Chapter 9 provides recommendations for further research and recommendations for implemen
tation.





2
Methodology

This thesis is split in 2 main bodies with 2 main differences in methodology. The first part uses mainly
literature to find an answer to research question 1, whilst the second part uses a combination of literature
and simulation experiments in order to find an answer to research question 2. The first main body of
this thesis consists of:

• Definition of equity

• Control theory

• Traffic light controllers & equity

And the second main body of this thesis consists of:

• Selection of a equity measurement method

• Simulation experiments

• Validation experiment

The 2 main bodies of this thesis are indicated by the dashed lines, and the different parts are depicted
as blocks in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Flowchart of this thesis

During this thesis, one main method is to connect multiple fields of research. Existing literature is inter
preted in such a way that a connection between the research fields can be explained. Generalisation
of ethical theories and argued consequences and intentions. This method can be found in the following
parts of Figure 2.1:

• TLCs & Equity, linking control theory & equity to traffic light controllers

• Measuring equity, linking equity to mathematical/pragmatic measures in traffic management

• Simulation experiments, linking previously obtained knowledge of equity, control theory and
measures together to perform simulation experiments with the goal of improving of equity

5
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The other main methods consist of literature review and a simulation experiment. The following para
graphs elaborate the methods that were used per subject in this thesis.

Definition of equity
Ethics is a broad and comprehensive subject, that originates from the early cultures about 2500 years
ago (Yu, 2005). Ever since, the topics of ethics is debated and new ideas of ethical theories arise.
Ethics describes what is morally right or wrong, including definitions of equity. These definitions of
equity are used as foundation for this thesis. Because of the accumulated amount of available ethical
theories over a long period of time, a selection of ethical theories is made, based on ethical theories
that have been selected for previous literature in the field of traffic management. This selection includes
utilitarianism, egalitarianism and sufficientarianism as a broad spectrum of teleological theories, which
judges based on the consequences of an action. Consequences of technical implementations can be
measured, and are therefore useful for this thesis. Deontology on the other hand, judges based on the
intention of the action and also finds its place in traffic control.

The main body of the ethical theories is described with the use of philosophical journals and books writ
ten by major philosophers, rather than transport / traffic related literature. This split is made because
the definition(s) of equity should not be correlated with the topic of research. This literature review aims
to find the main definitions (axioms) of equity for the considered ethical theories, which is the input for
the follow up parts of this thesis.

Control theory, traffic light controllers & equity
Next, general control theory is used to shed light on the different ways that controllers interact with their
processes in general. Such control theory is applicable for signalised intersection control, and helps
to clarify the similarities and differences between different iTLCs. Because there are multiple types of
TLCs, and multiple choices in the current market for these types, one example of a iTLC is provided for
those control methods. The optimisation process for Flowtack is described, based on known technical
specifications and members of the Flowtack team at RoyalHaskoningDHV.

In the next block, TLCS & Equity, the example controllers are decomposed to a set of principles that
describe the rules and techniques of CCOL and Flowtack in more detail. This is where equity and
control theory come together. How these principles work is found in documentation like (Wilson, 2006)
and (Kant, Hut, & Wolfrat, 2019). The intentions and consequences of the iTLC principles are analysed
under the assumption that the resulting effects are the reasons for implementing the principles at the
traffic light controller. Then, the principles are linked with a generalised axiom from the ethical theories
that these principles agree with. It is possible that there is no link at all between the selected ethical
theories and the iTLC principles, but it is also possible that there are multiple links. The link between
ethics and iTLC principles is now explicitly stated.
Identifying how ethical theories are implemented with principles helps to determine what could be
improved or adjusted in the experimental part of this thesis. Furthermore, by comparison of the ethical
background of different iTLCs, certain ethical theories that are relatively over or underrepresented
indicate how equity on the iTLC has developed over time. Insight in the principles and the explicit link
with ethics opens the discussion on differences between TLCs and the impact on equity.

Selection of a equity measurement method
The performance of recent developments in the field of signalised intersection control have previously
been evaluated with the use of performance indicators like safety, throughput, logic, emissions, inter
section capacity, average delay and promotion of active modes  and public transport (Willekens, 2020)
(Ranjitkar, Shahin, & Shirwali, 2014). These performance indicators originate from the evaluation of
conventional Traffic Light Controllers and have been repeated for the evaluation of recently developed
TLCs, that optimise based on these performance indicators. While different methods can be measured
by the same performance indicators, since they are eventually impacting the outcome of on the same
road situation, it is the question whether the optimised performance indicator is still a relevant measure.
This emphasizes the need for (a) new measure(s).
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A measure of equity is necessary in this research, in order to measure whether the following experi
ments cause an improvement of equity or not. The definitions of equity that have been elaborated in
the first block of the methodology are key to find a measure fit to evaluate the performance on equity.
Since there are multiple definitions of equity, multiple measures are required. Since the definitions
of equity are rather complex, a main non nuanced axiom can be made explicit with a mathematical
indicator. Literature is consulted to see how equity has previously been measured in the field of traffic
/ transport. Some literature has been explicitly linked to the definition of equity that its equity measures
refer to, however, not all literature has done this explicitly. To find measures for the definitions of equity
that are selected in this thesis, the measures from literature are now explicitly linked to the definition
of equity that these measures apply to. This creates an oversight of measures, ethical theories and
their sources, which is then used to find a collection of measures that represent each of the chosen
definitions of equity.

Simulation experiments
With known definitions of equity, a measure to assess the level(s) of equity and knowledge of traffic
light controllers and control theory, it is time to experiment with the traffic light controller in a simulation
environment, with the goal of improving the equity performance. A simulation experiment is chosen, be
cause simulations visualises the behavior and automatically measures the delay of all road users. Real
life experiments on this scale would come with safety issues and risk of creating congestion. The simu
lation experiment is performed with the available simulation software at RoyalHaskoningDHV, namely
Aimsun, provided with an existing intersection and realistic flow and arrival rates. Additionally, Flow
tack comes with certain settings that influence the objective function and can be modified conveniently.
Some trial and error experiments are performed initially in order to gain insight in . This insight, together
with theoretical knowledge from the previous chapters, is used to construct hypotheses for experimental
settings.

The experimental settings are created with the explicit goal of improving equity. Weight functions are
tested based on different function shapes, that either might be interesting, or just to prove whether the
results behave in an expected way. On the other hand, multiplication factor settings in Flowtack are
constructed based on reason, trial and error. More details about the experiment setup can be found in
Chapter 6.

Validation
When experimental settings improved equity, by the defined definitions and measures of equity, these
settings are validated. A validation is necessary because traffic control is rather complex, one inter
section is not the other. The validation is also performed to find if there are any unforeseen factors that
might have impacted the results. The validation is performed with experimental settings that are cre
ated in the same way as the settings that generated the best results in the simulation experiment and
differs in the simulation environment (intersection layout & origindestination flow). A different environ
ment, logically, leads to different results with and without the proposed settings for improving equity.
New referential scenarios are needed, and the experimental settings are validated if the course of the
shift in results stays similar for the different validation scenarios.

Another form of validation is implicitly performed by regular communication with experts in the fields of
traffic management and simulation modelling. Intermediate results are presented to supervisors and
experts in order to gain feedback on the experiment, which leads to extra experiments and deeper
understanding of why these results were found. This form of validation is an ongoing process during
the entire experimental phase (2nd main body of this thesis). More details about the validation can be
found in Chapter 6.





3
Ethics

This literature review includes literature on various ethical theories, regardless of traffic related theory.
The theories that are discussed in this chapter will be used as input for Chapters 4 & 5 and sets the
definitions of equity that will be referred to in the rest of this document. A summary of the discussed
ethical theories is presented at the end of this chapter.

3.1. Ethical theories
The study of ethics is about 2500 years old, as Confucius and Socrates are considered its founding
fathers for Eastern and Western ethics (Yu, 2005). Throughout the years, many philosophers have
documented their ethical theories, creating a wide range of theories. Names like Spinoza (16321677),
Kant (17241804), Hegel (17701831), Marx (18181883), Nietzsche (18441900), Sartre (19051980)
and Rawls (19212002) are some examples of influential philosophers one might have heard about.
BaumaneVitolina, Cals, and Sumilo (2016) distinct three main groups of ethical theories: teleological,
deontological and virtue ethics. Teleological theories originate from the Greek ’telos’, translated to ’an
end’. The end is the consequence of an action and not the action itself, thus in teleology the conse
quence of the action determines whether the action is ethical. On the contrary, deontology originates
from the word ’deon’, which means ’duty’ in Greek. The duty, or motivation to act, is key for ethical
behaviour in deontology, rather than the consequence in teleology. Lastly, virtue ethics focuses on
desired personal traits that are behaviour related (BaumaneVitolina et al., 2016). Personal traits are
out of the scope of this research, therefore virtue ethics are left out of consideration in this chapter.
Some teleological and deontological theories will be discussed.

A selection of ethical theories is made out of Van Wee and Roeser (2013)’s earlier research where
ethical theories are combined with costbenefit based ex ante evaluation. This selection should cover
a broad spectrum of ethical theories, including teleological and deontological theories. The theories
that were mentioned in this research are contextualism, contractarianism, utilitarianism, deontology
and egalitarianism.

VanWee and Roeser (2013) mentions contextualism as a nonmonistic theory, which means this theory
consists of various ethical considerations instead of one single moral principle. This makes contextu
alism a very interesting alternative, yet more complex than monistic theories. Due to time constraints,
this theory will be cast aside for further research.
Contractarianism is another interesting theory, based on the idea that every member of the community
should sign the imaginary contract. This means that every individual has to agree. A strong mecha
nism to achieve agreement can be compensation for those that wouldn’t agree in the first place. Yet,
compensation is out of the scope of this project because it involves individuals, thus contractarianism
is cast aside.

This leaves three ethical theories from Van Wee and Roeser (2013) that will be elaborated in this
chapter are: utilitarianism, deontology and egalitarianism. A fourth interesting ethical theory is added

9
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as it was identified as an interesting theory for intersection control: sufficientarianism. This theory has
been elaborated in Lucas et al. (2016). The main concept of the above mentioned ethical theories will
be elaborated. This is followed up by a brief summary, stating the key principles of justice for each
ethical theory, defining equity. Ethics involves more than just equity, however the aim of this literature
review is to define equity.

3.1.1. Utilitarianism
Utilitarianism is an altruistic form of teleology, where the end justifies the means (Van Wee & Roeser,
2013). There are 2 forms of utilitarianism, the classic ’act utilitarianism’ and the newer ’rule utilitarian
ism’. Both forms of utilitarianism will be discussed in this paragraph, starting with act utilitarianism.

Actutilitarianism can be described by three basic rules (Åqvist, 1969):

1. An action ought to be done, if and only if its consequences are better than those of every alter
native;

2. an action is right, if and only if its consequences are at least as good as those of every alternative;

3. an action is wrong, if and only if its consequences are worse than those of some alternative.

The definition of ’better’ in this formulation has been clearly described by Harsanyi (1977). He describes
the above mentioned rules as the maximisation of ’social utility’. Utility can then be approached in a
hedonistic way by the means of the total amount of pleasure, or a Moorean way where social utility is
measured by the total amount of ’mental states of intrinsic worth’. The hedonistic approach assumes
that pleasure is the only motivation for humans to act. In order to find the societal utility, the sum of the
pleasure can be used. Moore’s definition of utility however, differs for each person, as every person
has different and situational needs in order to achieve their objective mental state of intrinsic worth.
To calculate societal utility regarding to the latter principle, the arithmetic mean is used instead of the
sum. The sum and arithmetic mean are mathematically equivalent when the amount of persons in the
equation remain constant (Harsanyi, 1977).

Arithmethic mean:

𝐴 = 1
𝑛

𝑛

∑
𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖

Maximisation of social utility can, in classic actutilitarianism, mean that someone could be disadvan
taged over others if this generates more utility for society as a whole. To put this concept to an extreme,
if a lie leads to more happiness in certain circumstances, a utilitarian is morally right to lie. This is con
troversial, as lying can be considered unjust in any kind of situation, following deontological theory (next
section).

Harrod (1936) revised utilitarianism because of, how Goodin (1995) describes it, the ”Limits of reason”
(p. 17). Furthermore, utilitarians would be considered unreliable when they always lie if that leads to
better societal consequences. The essence of the problem is stated by Harrod (1936) as ”There are
certain acts which when performed on n similar occasions have consequences more than n times as
great as those resulting from one performance” (p. 148). The Kantian theory obligates truthfulness, as
it is morally right to always be truthful, this will be elaborated in the next section, ’Deontology’. Harrod
(1936) has embodied the Kantian principle into the utilitarian theory, creating the concept now called
ruleutilitarianism. To fall back to the previous example, the ruleutilitarian does not condemn all lies,
but the lie would be justified so that if the total loss of confidence would not exceed the disutility of
truthfulness in all circumstances. The correct moral rule should be defined in such a way that it would
create the highest societal utility in the long run. Utilitarian moral rules will always have exemptions for
situations of emergency or exceptional cases (Harsanyi, 1977).

3.1.2. Deontology
Deontology is a collection of moral principle based ethical theories. If a judgement is not solely depen
dent on consequences, Gaus (2001a) states that the theory behind this judgement is then considered
deontological. Based on this definition, the above described ruleutilitarianism is could be considered
a deontological theory, because a ruleutilitarian will not act upon the optimal consequences when the
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moral rule/principle rejects the act (Gaus, 2001a). To find a better understanding of moral principles,
we move to key deontological philosopher Immanuel Kant. Kant stated that moral principles need to
be universally and unconditionally valid: the categorical imperative (Van Wee & Roeser, 2013). The
categorical imperative does not need argumentation in order to establish, it is rather obvious to rational
humans. Kant’s formulated three categorical imperatives (Robinson, 2019):

1. Formula of autonomy or universal law

2. Formula for the respect of the dignity of persons

3. Formula of legislation for a moral community

The first formula implies that the moral rules we decide to live by must be intended by us to be universal:
apply to everyone. The second formula says we cannot use people as a means to our end, we must
treat people as an end in themselves. The third formulameans that all rules we create should harmonise
with a kingdom of ends, where every person in the kingdom is subject of the universal laws.

Discussion whether moral rules are absolute or not divides the deontological philosophers. Some
moral ’fanatics’ say that moral rules can not be broken under any circumstances, regardless of the
consequences. Other deontologists state that exceptions to moral rules are evident, as not all moral
rules weigh the same if one has to chose between breaking two moral rules (Gaus, 2001a).

Actually, deontology is so broad, Gaus (2001b) concludes his article with ten different influential ways
in which deontology has been understood:

1. ”as an ethical theory in which the right does not maximise production of the good;

2. as an ethical theory admitting considerations of justice;

3. as a moral theory that advances absolute moral commands or prohibitions;

4. as an ethical theory such as Prichard’s in which duties and obligations are justified independently
of the concept op good;

5. as an ethical theory such as Gauthier’s moral contractualism, in which the concept of the right is
not defined in terms of a substantive notion of the good;

6. as an ethical theory according to which our values and conceptions of the good presuppose
justified moral principles;

7. as an ethical theory which would have us hold that we have reasons to respect as well as to
promote value;

8. as an ethical theory founded on, or giving a large role to, the concept of respect for persons;

9. as an ethical theory which gives pride of place to moral rules;

10. as an imperatival ethical theory.” (Gaus, 2001b, p. 11)

No deontological theory conforms to all ten definitions. Because of the broadness of deontology, even
actutilitarianism can be considered deontological conform definition 2 and 10, and ruleutilitarianism
conforms 1, 9 and 10 (Gaus, 2001b).

3.1.3. Egalitarianism
Egalitarianism has a closer connection to deontology than utilitarianism, because it is based on moral
considerations especially in the topics of justice and fairness. However, egalitarianism falls under
the group of teleological theories, as it measures the ends, rather than the intention. Egalitarianism
originates from the french word ’égal’, which means ’equal’. Just like previously shown in deontology,
there are multiple egalitarian views. John Rawls, Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum are leading
egalitarian philosophers, their views will be elaborated in this chapter.

Rawls (2009) has created his own ethical theory based on a selfdeveloped thought experiment. In
this experiment, the subject uses the ’original position’ as its base for developing moral principles of
justice and fairness. The original position is a perspective reached by imagining an unborn impartial
state, where the subject has no idea about its future social status. Ignoring social status and personal
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interests is called the ’veil of ignorance’. Using this thought experiment, Rawls states, rational human
beings will develop maximin principles: benefiting the least advantaged of society. A second important
result from Rawls thought experiment is that certain primary social goods are needed in order to have
a fair society (Van Wee & Roeser, 2013):

• ”Basic liberties, including freedom of association;

• Freedom of movement and choice of occupation;

• Powers and prerogatives of offices and positions of responsibility;

• Income and wealth;

• The social bases of selfrespect.” (Van Wee and Roeser, (2013), p. 7)

Crocker (1977) argues that the maximin principle is not necessarily pure egalitarian, as not everyone
is treated equal: the initially least advantaged are now advantaged over the initially slightly better
advantaged. Four other mathematical examples of egalitarian distribution are stated by Crocker (1977),
which are interpreted as:

1. an upper boundary for absolute differences;

2. an upper boundary for relative (percentage) differences;

3. an upper boundary for the relative improvement between initially least and most advantaged;

4. a boundary for absolute increase for the initially least advantaged, but allowing increase of relative
differences.

The above principles are very material based, as fairness is based on the distribution of goods. How
ever, philosophers Sen & Nussbaum have a different view on egalitarian fairness. Instead of the dis
tribution of goods, they think that the ’capabilities’ should be distributed equally (Van Wee & Roeser,
2013). Nussbaum (2003) describes capabilities as ”What people are actually able to do and to be”
(p. 33). Sen & Nussbaum stated that distribution of goods is an inadequate way of judging equality,
because not every person has the same needs. This is caused by diversity in: person, environment,
social climate and relational perspective. For example, a handicapped person generally needs different
goods than an able bodied person (Van Wee & Roeser, 2013).

Moreover, Nussbaum (2003) listed ten capabilities, with in mind that each person is treated as an end
itself, just like deontologist Kant stated in his second formulation of the categorical imperative. The ten
central human capabilities (shortened the explanation) according to Nussbaum (2003):

1. Life  No premature death or reduction of life quality to notworthliving;

2. bodily health  Physical, reproductive health and shelter;

3. bodily integrity  Secure from any type of violence;

4. senses, imagination and thought  Education and freedom of choice and speech in artistic and
religious matter;

5. emotions  True emotions, not forced by fear or anxiety;

6. practical reason  Ability to form a concept of good or bad, and ability to critically reflect on life;

7. affiliation  Ability to live with and toward others and social bases of self respect and nonhumili
ation;

8. other species  Being able to to live with concern for and in relation to flora and fauna;

9. play  Being able to enjoy recreational activities;

10. control over one’s environment  Political participation and material property and privacy.

To strengthen this theory, Sen notes that research in the field of happiness shows that an increase of
an already wealthy person’s wealth, does not increase his/her happiness. This conflicts with any type
of conventional measure of utility, ’goods’ or Willingness to pay. Thus, equalising capabilities should
be considered for a new measure of equity (Van Wee & Roeser, 2013).
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3.1.4. Sufficientarianism
Sufficientarianism comes from the word ’sufficient’, enough. The main principle of this ethical theory is
to bring all persons in a society above a certain threshold for their basic needs, such as Rawls primary
social goods stated above in the egalitarianism section. Other than the boundaries stated earlier by
Crocker (1977), a sufficientarian boundary only sets a minimum boundary for the distributed goods.

Arneson (2007) states 2 important rules that explain sufficientarianism:

1. The Headcount Claim, the number of persons with sufficient goods should be maximised;

2. The Negative Thesis, there are no distributive criteria when everyone has access to sufficient
goods.

A simple example of the headcount claim is constructed to clarify how it works: Distributing €3 over 3
children, with a threshold value of €1.50 (price for ice cream). Option 1: each kid receives €1 euro,
which is insufficient to buy ice cream. Option 2: two kids receive €1.50 euros and 1 kid receives nothing.
The headcount claim from the sufficientarian point of view would lead to option 2. The negative thesis
can be explained with an abundance of money, where every kid would get sufficient money to buy 1
ice cream and the distribution of the abundance of money does not matter.

Criticism on sufficientarianism is found in Arneson (2007). These critics are based on the fact that
sufficientarianismwould benefit those who are close to the threshold in small amounts by large numbers
instead of those far from the threshold by large amounts. Other critics focus on the negative thesis,
because it leads to indifference of equity above the threshold.

Shields (2020) recently published a new idea in response to the criticism on sufficientarianism: plural
ism. A pluralist would accept the importance of nonsufficientarian principles, on top of sufficientarian
ism. This way, the indifference from the negative thesis can be overcome by the addition of for example
egalitarian principles after sufficient has been reached.

3.1.5. Summary of ethical theories
Four ethical theories have been elaborated in this chapter: utilitarianism, deontology, egalitarianism
and sufficientarianism. It has been made clear that there are different branches with different views
within these theories. Even though there are many different views, the fundamentals of the theories
are identified and summarised in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Ethical theories and fundamental principle(s) of equity, summarised.

Theory Fundamental principle(s) of equity Obtained by

Utilitarianism Utility maximisation, greatest good for the greatest group.
Only consequences matter. Optimising total utility

Egalitarianism Veil of ignorance, benefit the least advantaged in society.
Distribution of capabilities. Maximin principle

Sufficientarianism Everyone has right to a sufficient level their basic needs. Headcount claim,
negative thesis

Deontology Categorical imperative, moral rules apply to everyone.
Human dignity is central. Moral constraints





4
Ethics in traffic light control

This chapter starts with a short overview of control theories. These theories are rather general for
anything that includes a controller that influences a process. A signalised intersection manages traffic,
thus can be covered by control theory with a controller and a process. What in this research is referred
to as a intelligent traffic light controller (iTLC), is the controller that corresponds with the controller block
of control theory. This contradicts with other documents (Fløan, Looijen, Smit, & Hiddink, 2016), where
the controller from control theory would be referred to as an Intelligent Transport System application
(ITS), whilst ’iTLC’ refers to the hardware on the intersection (including traffic lights and detection).

In the subsequent section, the principles that are implemented in iTLCs are linked with corresponding
ethical theories, for example iTLCs CCOL & Flowtack. These links are made to identify how equity
is currently implemented in iTLCs. The similarities and differences in ethical background of those
controllers will be highlighted in this chapter’s conclusion.

4.1. Control theory
Control theory describes the input, output and process of a system, emphasizing how these charac
teristics influence each other. Control theory is relevant in order to understand how different TLCs
influence / manage the real world traffic situation on the intersection. A few general definitions that are
important to understand control theory are listed:

• Controller, the decision maker that uses information (desired behavior) as inputs and sends out
its decisions as control signals

• Desired behavior, the desired outcome of the process, comes in form of control laws (restrictions)

• Control signals, the output of a decision maker that will be sent to the process

• Process, the response of the ’realworld’ system to the combination of control signals and distur
bances

• Process behavior,

• Disturbances, inputs to the controller or the process that cannot be influenced by the controller
(external influences), but do effect the outcome (van Lint et al., 2014)

Three generic control methods are explained and linked to the field of signalised intersection control,
starting with a basic control method: feedforward control, to then addmore complexity: feedback control
& model predictive control (MPC).

Feedforward control
Feedforward control methods solely react to disturbances and predefined desired behavior. Data re
garding to the current state and/or output of the system is not used for the controller’s decision making
process (van Lint et al., 2014).
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Figure 4.1: Feedforward control structure in a block diagram, adapted from (van Lint et al., 2014)

On a signalised intersection, such feedforward control is used by fixed time control. Fixed time control
uses historical flow data and the conflict matrix1, to distribute green time in a fixed cycle for a fixed
sequence of stages2. The Webster formula3 is used to find the optimal cycle time and corresponding
green times for each stage, based on the historical flow data and capacities (Knoop et al., 2019).

The desired behavior of such a fixed time control system is to have the stages take turns, based on
the predefined schedule. An important disturbance to the controller is time, as the controller can adjust
the schedule to the corresponding time of day, which is the control signal. The process includes the
management of traffic on the intersection using predefined cycles.

Feedback control

Figure 4.2: Feedback control structure in a block diagram, adapted from van Lint et al. (2014)

Feedback control adds a feedback measurement of the process behavior back to the controller in the
block diagram, as depicted in Figure 4.4 (van Lint et al., 2014).

On an intersection, such feedback control is used by fully actuated control. Fully actuated control
uses a fixed sequence of conflicting directions, just like fixed time control. However, fully actuated
control makes use of realtime detection of road users, in order to decide whether a green phase4
should be extended, truncated or entirely skipped. The use of phases instead of stages reduces the
internal lost time5 considerably (Knoop et al., 2019). Figure 4.3 shows the phases that are used in fully
actuated control. This shows that there are various possibilities to adjust the green phase, relative to
a fixed green duration in fixed time stage control. Fully actuated control is the state of the art in the
Netherlands, CCOL is a typical fully actuated control application that is applied as the controller in the
block diagram.

In the fully actuated CCOL controller, the measurement feedback consists of a loop detector that mea
sures whether there is traffic present at its current direction in the cycle. The presence of traffic means
that the current green phase could be extended and the lack of traffic means that the corresponding
green phase will be skipped or truncated to move on to the next direction. The process in this block
1Conflicts on an intersection are movements that would collide when given green light simultaneously. Conflict groups are
combinations of directions with mutual conflicts that do not conflict each other (Knoop et al., 2019).

2A stage is a group of nonconflicting directions that are granted green at the same time. The sequence of stages is repeated
every cycle and a direction can be placed in multiple stages if it does not conflict with the other directions in those stages (Knoop
et al., 2019).

3Calculates an optimum cycle time per conflict group based on the internal lost time, total vehicle flow rate and total saturation
flow rate. TheWebster formula uses empirical factors for this optimisation and assumes the arrival of vehicles randomly Poisson
distributed (Knoop et al., 2019).

4A phase structure uses individual conflicts of directions to prolong the green time of a direction during a next, nonconflicting
direction’s turn. The length of each green phase can be different in each cycle (Knoop et al., 2019).

5Internal lost time is calculated per conflict group and consists of the sum of the time that it takes for a driver to react on green,
the yellow time that is not used and the clearance time between conflicting movements.
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Figure 4.3: Phase cycle, adapted from Knoop et al. (2019)

diagram corresponds to the management of traffic by adjusting the green phase to the measured situa
tion. Note that this feedback is limited to the lanes that currently are in the green phase, the presence of
traffic on other lanes does not influence the controller decision. Viti and Van Zuylen (2010) described in
more detail how the vehicle actuated control system interacts with the measurements of detector loops.
The presence of traffic is in this case a disturbance input to the process. The controller decides based
on control laws and feedback measurements on the presence of traffic in the current lane, whether a
green phase should be extended, truncated or skipped.

Model predictive control

Figure 4.4: Model predictive control structure in a block diagram, adapted from (Knoop et al., 2019)

The block diagram for MPC is similar to that of feedback control, as it also includes a feedback loop
between the controller and the process. However, the MPC controller uses both prediction and optimi
sation for its decision making, which differs from the previous controllers.

The controller uses feedback input of the system state 𝑥(𝑘) as a whole for its optimisation. This means
that, rather than measuring whether there is traffic present in the current green phase in order to decide
by control laws how to act, the model predictive controller uses the presence of vehicles at all directions,
estimated arrivals by measurements of the current state, to predict the optimal solution for this situation
over a future time horizon N, for every time step of 𝑘. This updating time horizon is called the rolling
horizon. The prediction state �̂�(�̃�) for time step 𝑘 ≤ �̃� ≥ 𝑘+𝑁 with control signal plans 𝑢(𝑘), ..., 𝑢(𝑘+𝑁).
The controller searches for a control signal 𝑢, which optimises objective function 𝐽 by its best prediction
state �̂�(�̃�) (Knoop et al., 2019).

Various versions of objective function J can create various types of controllers within the MPC type
of control. An objective function that optimises green times within a given sequence or cycle, with
average flow predictions, can for example be used as input to optimise the Webster formula, instead of
the historical flow data input (in feedforward control). An example of a whole different type of controller
is Flowtack (Humblet, 2020).
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Flowtack is an example of and iTLC, practised in the Netherlands, that uses a block diagram such as
that of theMPC. However, anMPCversion of the previously mentioned CCOL controllerwould optimise
cycles by varying the cycle time and green time duration of the predetermined sequence of green
phases. Instead, Flowtack optimises the sequences and the green times structurefree. Structure
free refers to the freedom of defining the sequences without being limited by the rule of creating a
cycle: there are no cycles in Flowtack. This means that, unlike the other types of controllers, this
controller can interchange green light between 2 directions  even when there is presence of traffic
on the other directions  if this is found ’optimal’ for the that situation. There is no documentation in
mathematical format of Flowtack’s operations. A rough description of Flowtack is made in the following
paragraphs, in order to to clarify the prediction and optimisation processes. A list of definitions is
created for clarification of the variables used in this description:

• 𝐽, the objective function, defines what is optimised

• 𝑘, frequency or time step for which the objective function updates its solution. Order of magnitude
1 second. 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾.

• 𝑛, rolling horizon N is divided into a number of time steps n. Every time step n, control plan u can
decide whether direction j is granted green or not. Adjustable variables, order of magnitude N =
400 seconds, n = 0.2 second. 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁.

• 𝑖, individual road user i. 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼.

• 𝑗(𝑖), direction j on the intersection where individual road user i queues. 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽

• 𝑢𝑗(𝑘), the optimisation variable, control plan u defines whether direction j is planned red or green;
0 or 1. The amount of control plans that are tried for each optimisation step 𝑘 depends on the
amount of possible solutions, order of magnitude 100  30.000.

• 𝑤𝑖(𝑛), accumulated waiting time for road user i previous to the starting time 𝑛 = 0 of time step k.

• 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)), weight function (curve shaped) for each road user, with the weight factor (w/s) on the
yaxis and waiting time (s) on the xaxis.

• 𝛽𝑗(𝑖), a multiplication factor () that is direction and road user type dependent.

To decide the optimal control solution, Flowtack uses an objective function 𝐽, which updates approxi
mately every second (time step 𝑘). This objective function finds an optimal solution for a control plan
𝑢𝑗(𝑘), which is the optimisation variable that is tested with a decision tree. Within the optimisation, 𝑁
defines the time horizon; how far the optimisation looks ahead.

Figure 4.5 shows the the timeline which includes the arrival time of road user 𝑖 at left side, optimisation
starting point 𝑘 somewhere in the middle and time horizon 𝑁 on the right side. The accumulated waiting
time for 𝑛 = 0, 𝑤𝑖(𝑛 = 0), is the time that road user i has waited prior to optimisation time step 𝑘. Time
horizon 𝑁 is divided into sections of 𝑛 seconds, for each of which control plan 𝑢𝑗(𝑘) can change its
signal. One could imagine that a time horizon of 400 seconds in steps of 0.2 seconds leads to a
countless number of possibilities for the decision tree. Therefore, the decision tree is pruned, leading
to the order of magnitude of 10030.000 options of 𝑢𝑗(𝑘)6.

Figure 4.5: Timeline

6Details about how this decision tree works can not be disclosed in this thesis.
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For each time step 𝑛, a weight for each waiting road user 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 is added to the optimisation. The
weight that is added over time step 𝑛 is defined by weight function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)), which is dependent of
the time that road user 𝑖 has already waited before time step 𝑛. That waiting time is referred to as
the accumulated waiting time 𝑤𝑖(𝑛) in Figure 4.5. The accumulated waiting time is defined, because a
vehicle could have been already waiting when time step 𝑘 starts, or it can arrive after time step 𝑘 starts,
which means it has not been delayed yet. Thus, the accumulated waiting time defines the location of
road user 𝑖 on the weight function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)) of a time step 𝑛, over which the weighted delay is summed
in the objective function.

Figure 4.6: Weight function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)), time dependent weight factor (w/s) on the vertical axis, and expected delay (s) on the
horizontal axis. Also known as ’Badkuip curve’ or ’Bathtub curve’, adapted from Kant et al. (2019)
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Weight function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)) is depicted in Figure 4.6. The marked area in this Figure shows the weight
accumulation per second (w/s) on the vertical axis for time step 𝑛 with an accumulated waiting time
𝑤𝑖(𝑛) for road user 𝑖. 𝑤𝑖(𝑛−1) is the waiting time at which previous time step 𝑛−1 ended. Furthermore,
a direction or road user type can be granted a multiplication factor, which multiplies the whole block of
weight depicted in Figure 4.6.

Flowtack sums the weight of each road user and each time step that this road user was waiting. Then
multiplies this with a corresponding multiplication factor, and finally minimises this by trying various
control plans 𝑢𝑗(𝑘). The following equation describes the optimisation function:

𝐽 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑗(𝑘) =
𝐼

∑
𝑖

𝑁

∑
𝑛
𝛽𝑗(𝑖) 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)) (𝑤𝑖(𝑛) − 𝑤𝑖(𝑛 − 1))

Equity in a block diagram
Now the block diagrams for feedforward, feedback and MPC are elaborated with traffic light controller
examples, it is interesting to identify the locations in a block diagram where equityrelated principles
could be applied. The MPC is the most complex and complete block diagram, therefore this block
diagram is used as a reference for locating equity in the block diagrams.

To start, equity could be the optimisation goal of a controller. In MPC, this means that equity finds
itself at objective function 𝐽, where equity is to be maximised by testing variable control plans. As
objective, equity is required to be explicitly defined, because an outcome for a ’level’ of equity needs
to be predicted with mathematical relations, testing the impact of variable control plans on the level
of equity. Another place to implement equity into the block diagram is found in control laws, via the
desired behavior input. These control laws can consist of system boundary conditions, restrictions or
other forms of desired control behavior. Desired behavior can result in different types of candidate
control signals or different behavior at the performance function.

Figure 4.7: Locations for implementations of equity, on the MPC block diagram

Figure 4.7 shows the locations where equityrelated principles can be implemented in green. Note
that in feedforward and feedback control, the option to implement equity is limited to desired behavior,
which can still influence the control scheme. With a predefined control structure in feedforward and
feedback control, a form of optimisation finds it place in the Webster formula, outside of the block
diagram. Changes to this formula could be another alternative to implement equity goals.

On the other hand, Flowtack does make use of changes in the performance function and control input
measures, as weights are added in order to influence the optimisation outcome in a desired, equitable,
way. However, equity is not implemented explicitly as its optimisation objective, settings within the
performance function are tuned to improve equity, implicitly.
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Conclusion
The main difference between feedforward and feedback control is the caused by the provision of in
formation on the current state of the system in the feedback controller, which allows the controller to
be reactive. The MPC uses a similar block diagram to that of the feedback controller, however, due
to predictions and optimisation based on these predictions, the MPC is proactive, rather than reactive.
Currently, the feedback controller and MPC controllers are preferred over feedforward controllers in
practice for iTLCs in the Netherlands, because these controllers are able to respond to the situation.
Most intersections in the Netherlands are equipped with a feedback controller, rather than the feed
forward fixed time controller. MPClike controllers are rarely implemented, as this control technique is
fairly new in the market of iTLCs.

Fixed time (feedforward) control will not be taken into account in the following section, because this
control structure is not a desired type of control anymore. The following sections elaborate on the
principles that are key to CCOL and Flowtack, as examples of feedback control and structurefreemodel
predictive control. Being structurefree is added to Flowtack’s description, because this characteristic
is rather unique to Flowtack and not covered by the definition of MPC. The principles are subsequently
linked to the ethical theories that correspondwith the effects and/or intentions of adding these principles.
Most of the upcoming principles can be identified as control laws: inputs of desired behavior.

4.2. Linking iTLC principles to ethics
In the following section, a link of control theory will be made with intersection control and examples of
iTLCs in practise are given. Because each iTLC could work differently, this chapter uses 2 examples
of iTLCs to show their specific principles. These principles are presumed to be added with a certain
reason, or intention: an improvement of a performance of some kind. In the following sections, the
principles of the iTLCs are linked with the different the ethical theories that it currently implicitly cor
responds with. The effects or consequences of the principles are elaborated, after which the implicit
intention of the principle can be identified and linked with ethics.

4.2.1. Feedback control: CCOL principles
A first and very important principle in CCOL is that it uses cycles. Working with cycles ensures turn
based events, meaning there is a constant sequence of phases, with the difference from stages in a
fixed time control that the duration of the phase is variable. These phases are based on combinations
of conflict groups, and the sequence of the conflict groups is predefined. However when no traffic is
detected in CCOL, the corresponding phase will be omitted. Cycles are implemented in the first place,
because the function of a TLC is to provide safe crossing for all directions, avoiding conflicts.
The basic idea of a cycle can be identified as an egalitarian principle: all directions are served with the
same frequency. However, some directions might have multiple occurrences in one cycle when they
either have little conflicts with other directions, or when prioritised. Prioritisation will be discussed later
this section. Using phases instead of stages, reduces the internally lost time. This allows for more
optimal solutions, reducing unnecessary delay. Thus, some utilitarian aspects are present within the
cycles too.

An added principle that influences the cycles, is the maximum cycle time. The maximum cycle time
provides a threshold for the duration of 1 cycle. If no maximum cycle time was implemented, one main
flow of vehicles could claim a very long green time, causing the conflicting directions to wait longer
than acceptable. A maximum cycle time of 120 seconds is currently implemented in the Netherlands
(Wegenwiki, 2017). The implementation of a maximum cycle time can be seen as either sufficientar
ian or deontological, depending on the argumentation. The maximum cycle time implicitly provides a
maximum waiting time equal to the maximum cycle time if the queue can be processed within 1 cycle.
The exception to this is at an oversaturated intersection, where it can take multiple cycles for a waiting
vehicle to cross.
Creating a maximum waiting time comes closest to a sufficientarian idea, as it creates a maximum
threshold for something that is undesired. On the other hand, one can argue that it is undesirable to
long cycle times because of the risk that road users might ignore red light if cycles take too long, which
is unsafe. In that case, it can be argued that a maximum cycle time is a moral constraint due to its
function to limit waiting time, which suits the deontological theory.
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Also, amaximumgreen time is implemented. Themaximum green timemakes sure to switch between
phases after a certain amount of time, even if more upcoming traffic is detected. However, CCOL can
reset the maximum green time once, when a new vehicle triggers the detector during a waiting green
phase (see Figure 4.3). Thus, in 1 cycle, the maximum green time can be used twice for the same
direction. The real maximum of green time is therefore twice the value of the maximum green time.
The value that is used to determine the maximum green time is found by multiplying the optimal green
time for a fixed time controller by factor 1.2  1.4, depending on the number of phases (2  5) of the TLC
(Wilson, 2006).
When no maximum green time would be implemented, one conflict group could receive an unbalanced
amount of green time compared other directions. Thus, to consider a maximum green time, implies
a consideration between sufficient green time for the current phase versus the need for green time
within this cycle of next phase(s). The maximum green time draws a threshold line between these two
considerations, and ensures the cycle continues. however, drawing a maximum threshold for the green
time does not help the least advantaged directly (which would be sufficientarian), it actually limits those
who would otherwise be advantaged. Thus, having such a mechanism can be identified egalitarian.

In contrast to the maximum green time, a minimum green time is implemented. The minimum green
time guarantees about 56 seconds of green. This minimum is implemented in order for the waiting
road user(s) to react on the light switch and safely cross the intersection. The minimum green time
prevents disco light effects7, which is important for the credibility of the TLC. The minimum green time
starts counting after the initial vehicle(s) has left and no newly arriving vehicles are detected, or when a
prioritised vehicle on a conflicting direction arrives (Knoop et al., 2019). Without a minimum green time,
the green light on a TLC would not be trustworthy as it could switch before you react. In CCOL, the fixed
green time phase includes the minimum green time. Another function of the minimum green time is to
clear the detectors, in order to be able to detect new incoming vehicles. A minimum green time value
of about 6 seconds is often used, which corresponds to the clearance of 2 queued vehicles8(Knoop et
al., 2019).
The minimum green time can be seen as a categorical imperative type of principle as it revolves around
human factors. It would be wrong to have no minimum green time, as humans have a certain amount
of reaction time. The categorical imperative corresponds to a deontological principle. However from
the sufficientarian point of view, the minimum green time could be implemented as a threshold for a
minimum amount of vehicles having to be able to cross at once, before CCOL decides whether to
proceed or stop that green phase. Thus, the minimum green time guarantees a certain amount of road
users that can cross, which matches the headcount claim from sufficientarianism.

Furthermore, priority can be granted. Fixed pretimed control can not extend green phases or add
green phases. Therefore, prioritisation in fixed pretimed TLCs is executed by adding multiple green
phases for the prioritised direction(s) within the cycles. This could be practised in actuated control too,
however, in CCOL priority is generally granted to vehicles that can check in their arrival. Such priority
is granted to public transport (busses). On checkin, the prioritised vehicle will receive green light as
soon as possible. Conflicting directions currently are in the green or yellow phases will be cut off after
the minimum green and yellow time, switching as soon as possible to the prioritised direction. Inter
section layout plays a role here, as public transport either has its own lane, or shares its lane with other
vehicles. In a shared lane, other vehicles could obstruct the prioritised vehicle to move through, the
intersection has process the queue first. It is usually preferred to have a public transported dedicated
lane for prioritised intersections.
Priority for public transport or emergency services is accepted within every ethical theory in this re
search. It can be stated that prioritisation of these vehicles create more utility, whilst it is also morally
right to prioritise them and these vehicles need more priority than the other roadusers. From egali
tarian point of view it could be argued that public transport is accessible for everyone, therefore it is a
choice to not use it and its priority. For emergency services, everyone would want them to have priority
when they are the ones that need it. In sufficientarianism, the threshold for emergency services or
public transport can be set at a higher level than that of other road users.

7Disco light effect at an intersection happens when green and red interchange rapidly (Knoop et al., 2019).
8With the number of vehicles in the queue between the detectors ’n’, headway 2 seconds and driveoff lag 2 seconds, the fixed
green phase will be (2 + n*2) seconds.
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Another way to prioritise with CCOL is by using conditioned priority. Conditioned priority only grants
priority when the prioritised vehicle actually needs it. An example could be a bus that needs to catch up
with its schedule (would be prioritised), versus a bus that is ahead of schedule (would not be prioritised)
(Wilson, 2006).
Conditioned priority fits especially the utilitarian theory, because prioritising a bus that is driving ahead
of schedule would create less utility than prioritising a bus that is behind on schedule. Theoretically,
there could be potential to apply other conditions like whether the bus is full or empty or whether the
conflicting directions are congested or not. Potential boundary conditions for conditioned prioritisation
correspond with the other ethical theories. However, CCOL is not known for using other conditions.

Due to the slow deceleration of heavy vehicles, heavy vehicles are known to drive through yellow/red
light if the traffic light switches too late for them to stop. As a solution to this, priority can be granted to
heavy vehicles, increasing not only the safety on the intersection, but also reducing the environmental
impact, comfort & costs. Where a checkin is needed for conditioned priority, heavy vehicle priority
can be organised by road detection placement about 300 m before the intersection, identifying heavy
vehicles by vehicle length, as function of time and speed. This type of priority can only be realised if
the direction in which the prioritised heavy vehicles are detected, is already in the green phase at the
moment of detection. The detected heavy vehicle will cause CCOL to extend the current green phase
and delay the yellow phase (Wilson, 2006).
Heavy vehicle prioritisation fits well within the utilitarian theory. It is driven by practical reasons, including
the disutility of costs & environmental impacts and the utility of comfort & safety. However, the safety
argument for heavy vehicles prioritisation can be considered deontological, as it is a moral value to
increase the safety for human beings by avoiding red light crossing.

Coordination between different CCOL intersection is generally used to create green waves 9. It could 
in other words  be considered a form of prioritisation, specifically made for platoons on the main road.
CCOL uses the advance green phase for coordination, as mentioned in Figure 4.3. Advance green
aligns the green phases of the main road on multiple intersections. Advance green also suggests
confidence to the incoming platoon to accelerate as they will pass through the coming intersection as
well. However, coordination comes with the cost flexibility.
One reason to implement coordination is to prevent backlash of a traffic jam from one to another close by
intersection. A reason for coordination between close by intersections is safety, as accelerating traffic
will not always anticipate to stop soon after driving away, preventing red light crossing. Green waves
for through roads are on the other hand mainly implemented to improve the throughput of vehicles on
the through road, which is usually the biggest amount of vehicles. Preventing backlash and improving
throughput are utilitarian reasons, focused on the greater good for the biggest group. The safety reason
can be identified deontological, where preventing unsafe situations for human beings should be a moral
value, as previously stated when prioritising heavy vehicles.

Table 4.1 shows an overview of the above elaborated CCOL principles, effects and links with ethical
theories. Note that all of the elaborated ethical theories are represented by the principles that are used
by CCOL. Where egalitarian ideas stand at the base of (ensuring) cycles, adding a maximum cycle
time makes it sufficientarian. Safety related principles are identified deontological, and priority and
coordination are principles identified as utilitarian. It is also important to note that some of the described
principles are always present because they are evident for the iTLC, whilst other principles are added
more incidentally. CCOL’s principles that are always active are the cycles, cycle time, maximum and
minimum green time. Priority and coordination is only used when appropriate.

4.2.2. Structurefree model predictive control: Flowtack principles
Flowtack fits in the model predictive control type of controllers. As a result, rather than using cycles,
Flowtack is structurefree. This means that Flowtack can freely choose a sequence of following di
rections that acquire green phase. The choice to implement a structurefree optimisation rather than
an optimisation that uses cycles, is made because of the increased agility of structurefree control:
losing control laws regarding sequences leads to more possible (quantity), thus more optimal (quality)

9A green wave coordinates multiple intersection in such a way that a platoon of vehicles can pass all intersections without having
to stop / with minimum delay. Coordination is usually implemented on intersections that are located close to each other or are
part of a through road (Wilson, 2006)
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Table 4.1: Link between CCOL’s principles and ethical theories

Principle Effect Corresponding
ethical theory

Cycles Sequencebased
events & phases

Egalitarianism /
Utilitarianism

Maximum cycle time Waiting time Sufficientarianism /
Deontology

Maximum green time Constraint to the
distribution of green Egalitarianism

Minimum green time Constraint to the
distribution of green

Deontology /
Sufficientarianism

Priority Exceptions to
the standard cycle All

Coordination Fixed control for
platooning

Utilitarianism /
Deontology

solutions. This agility especially seems to pay off during offpeakhours, due to irregular and limited
demand, because cycles in saturated conditions is already very efficient. Flowtack seems to adapt well
to the irregular flows (Kant et al., 2019).
The principle of using structurefree optimisation causes increased agility of the optimisation process
of Flowtack. Optimal solutions are in the greatest interest of the greatest group, thus this principle is
linked to utilitarianism, which corresponds with maximisation of utility.

Data from detectors and vehicle to road side communication is currently used for the minimisation of
(weighted) vehicle loss hours 10. A minimisation of VLHs is chosen as optimisation goal, because
this is how the performance of the Flowtack is mostly measured: via key performance indicators, like
VLHs.
A minimisation of VLHs equals a maximisation of utility: VLHs are disutility for the road user. Thus, this
principle is utilitarian.

Weights are added to the VLHs minimisation in Flowtack. The weights are relative from one to another,
and can come in form of a multiplication factor or a weight propagation function. Weights were added in
order to protect the minority from waiting for an unlimited amount of time if the majority is much bigger.
A multiplication factor or increasing weight function can help minor road user to become more ’weighty’
to the optimisation process over time (Kant et al., 2019). More detail about the weight function and
multiplication factors that are currently applied in Flowtack is found in Chapter 6.
Currently, the weights are used to help the minority that otherwise experiences most delay. Helping the
minority some at the cost of the majority corresponds to egalitarianism. However, the increasing weight
function indirectly creates a maximum waiting time. As the weight increases faster over time, at some
tipping point this road user will be favoured over other road users with smaller weighted VLHs. This
tipping point equals a soft maximum waiting time. The maximum waiting time was earlier identified as
sufficientarian.

Priority can be given by adjusting the weights for specific road users or directions. Examples of possi
ble weight priority are increasing the initial weight, which impacts the chance of having to stop and in
creasing the steepness of weight propagation over time, which impacts the delay once already stopped.
Priority can be adjusted road user specific and per direction. Thus, the toolkit of weights is not only
used for the optimisation goal, it is also used to define priority between different road users or direc
tions on the intersection. Currently, Flowtack prioritises emergency services and public transport with
enormous weights to ensure green at all times. Depending on local policies, examples of other priority
are cyclists and side roads.
Where priority was identified predominantly utilitarian in CCOL, the priority mechanism can be imple
mented in different ways in Flowtack. Actually, notimplementing weight factors would be purely utili
tarian, since the optimisation goal will find the least total vehicle loss hours. And as mentioned in the
10vehicle loss hours (VLH) are defined as the sum of the time for vehicles that have to wait at the intersection. Thus, 1 vlh could
mean 60 vehicle had to wait for 1 minute at the intersection, or any combination of vehicles and minutes that add up to 1 vlh.
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paragraph above, the some weight settings lead to a more egalitarian optimisation process. However,
this was covered by the previous principle of weights. The priority of emergency services and public
transport was linked with every ethical theory, as it is done for Flowtack.

The next principle is that Flowtack implements nomaximumgreen time, in contrast to CCOL. Because
Flowtack uses increasing weight for waiting vehicles as a soft maximumwaiting time, it is not necessary
to implement a strict maximum green time. Waiting vehicles get their turn based on the optimisation of
weighted VLHs, and the weighted VHLs implicitly create a maximum green time, but only if other traffic
is present and waiting long enough.
Thus, not implementing a maximum green time can be very efficient when there is very little traffic
present on side roads, which corresponds with utilitarianism. From another point of view, it can be
argued that losing the urge of moving on in the sequence and instead providing green while possible,
is relatively person centered. If there are no other persons, there is no need for a maximum green time,
and even if there are other persons, the maximum green time should not be restricted, instead, their
maximumwaiting time should be restricted. Such reasoning identifies best as amoral rule, a categorical
imperative from deontology. Expanding this thought, when a maximum waiting time is restricted, but
the maximum green time is not, this means that the optimisation should supply sufficient (maximum
waiting time) for everyone, but indifference of the distribution any further than that. This is conform the
negative thesis, which makes this principle sufficientarian as well.

Another principle that is used in Flowtack is the topology of the intersection. The topology of the inter
section includes factors like its clearance times, detector locations and infrastructure design. Using the
topology allows the algorithm to optimise more adequate for specific intersections (Kant et al., 2019).
The topology fine tunes some factors and constraints that are used in the optimisation process, there
fore the topology is mainly used for utilitarian reasons.

Predicted information can be shared from Flowtack to the road users. Flowtack updates the most
optimal solution for the intersection every second, which makes informing the road users about their
waiting time quite hard, as it can be updated and changed right after the road user has been informed
(Kant et al., 2019).
Informing road users is mainly done for better understanding of the situation and acceptance to wait.
Informing road users allow them to choose more carefully how to act, it respects the dignity of persons,
Kant’s second categorical imperative as elaborated in Section 3.1.2. Thus, informing the road users is
identified as a deontological principle.

Information also goes the other way around, as an input for the iTLC. This information comes from a
combination of detectors and mobile data. Faulty detector data could lead to unacceptable situations
in the iTLC, where the conventional TLC is less sensitive to these faults. When a detector is in fault
state, the iTLC switches to another algorithm, turning off the detection for the according direction and
automatically generating requests for this direction once every minute, called detection replacement.
This ensures the faulty direction will gain green light at some point, even though detection is broken
and it is unknown whether or how many vehicles are present (Kant et al., 2019).
Using this detection replacement over not using it, could lead to a higher total utility based on the
amounts of vehicles in the faulty direction, but it could just as well lead to a lower total utility when there
is no traffic present at the faulty direction. It can be argued that because of the latter, this principle
is not utilitarian. However, a well functioning iTLC has a duty to let all traffic flow through, even if
detection is faulty. With such a point of view, this principle is deontological. Lastly, this principle is
identified egalitarian, because this mechanism distributes the capability of gaining green light: When
no detection replacement is implemented, the faulty direction would lose the capability of gaining green
light.

Currently, the main input information for the iTLC consists of detectors, because of the low penetration
rate of mobile date (only 3% of the road users were Flitsmeister users in the Deventer case study
(Willekens, 2020)). However, the quality of the detection data dependents on the presence and location
of detectors. This causes an inequality for road users depending on their orientation on the intersection,
where some might or might not be detected.
In a future where all data about incoming vehicles is available via mobile data, this situation becomes
more egalitarian, because participation in the optimisation algorithm is not dependent on the presence
of detectors. Not only can this be considered more egalitarian, it is potentially also more utilitarian,
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because accurate data will allow for more accurate optimisation, increasing the total utility.

Table 4.2: Link between Flowtack’s principles and ethical theories

Principle Effect Corresponding
ethical theory

Structurefree Agile, adapts
to the situation Utilitarianism

Vehicle loss hours minimisation Decrease of
total waiting time Utilitarianism

Weights Waiting time Egalitarianism /
Sufficientarianism

Priority Privilege for
directions or vehicles All

No maximum
green time Less restrictions

Utilitarianism /
Deontology /

Sufficientarianism

Topology Intersection
integration Utilitarianism

User information Acceptance Deontology

Detection replacement Ensures traffic flow
on faulty directions

Deontology /
Egalitarianism

Table 4.2 shows the principles of the iTLC Flowtack, their effects and the corresponding ethical theo
ries. It is important to note that there is some connection between different aspects. Where the vehicle
loss hours minimisation is utilitarian, adding weights to the optimisation makes it sufficientarian. Just
as the CCOL principles in the previous section, all elaborated ethical theories are also represented in
Flowtack’s principles. It is (again) important to note that some of the described principles are always
present because they are evident to the iTLC, whilst other principles are added more incidentally. Flow
tack’s evident principles are structurefree, VLH minimisation, weights, no maximum green time and
the topology. Currently, user information is limited, and both detection replacement and priority are
rather incidental.

4.3. Conclusion
All ethical theories are represented in the tables of CCOL and Flowtack. However, a glance on Tables
4.1 and 4.2 shows that egalitarian principles are represented more by CCOL than Flowtack. The op
posite applies to utilitarianism, as utilitarian principles are represented more by Flowtack than CCOL.
The main cause for this difference in ethical design between the two iTLCs can be found in the first
section of this chapter, as one iTLC uses structurefree MPC optimisation, whilst the other uses feed
back control with control laws for sequences. All of the following principles are built around the base
of these differences: an MPC needs different principles to function desirable in the real world than a
feedback controller.
Deontology is mainly found in principles that are added because of safety and human factors and suf
ficientarianism has been found mainly in restricting (threshold creating) principles of both iTLCs.
Flowtack’s principle of adding weights to the optimised VLHs feels like its strongest principle for bringing
egalitarianism and sufficientarianism into the rather utilitarian MPC Flowtack. How the weights principle
works and how it impacts equity within Flowtack will be elaborated in Chapters 6 & 7.

Repeating research question 1:

”How are ethics implicitly implemented in the current iTLCs?”

This Chapter concludes that the ethical theories are currently implicitly implemented via principles that
are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. All of the ethical theories have some form of representation in the
iTLCs via those principles, and how they are linked is explained through the intentional effects of the
principles on the iTLC or the road user.
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Side note: Willekens (2020) studied the effects of Flowtack versus CCOL for a network of 3 intersections
located in Deventer, the Netherlands. This study was performed with real life data and showed that
Flowtack causes significant improvement for performance indicators like VLHs, maximum and average
delay. Even though Willekens (2020) does not mention equity as one of the performance indicators,
the results of this report show that Flowtack scores well on utilitarian measures compared to CCOL,
which substantiates the conclusion that utilitarian principles are better represented by Flowtack than
CCOL. Additionally, the absence of equity emphasizes the significance of the next Chapter, where
performance indicators for equity are selected.





5
Measure of equity

To continue with research question 21, a measure of equity is needed to find whether equity has been
improved or not. This chapter aims to find a measure of equity, however since equity has multiple
interpretations, multiple measures are expected. Due to the nature of deontology, which measures by
the intention rather than the consequences, deontology is cast aside for the measurements of equity.
Thus, this chapter will define ameasure for equity based on the definitions of equity from the teleological
theories that are elaborated in Chapter 3: utilitarianism, egalitarianism & sufficientarianism.

This chapter starts with a literature section that shows how equity has been measured previously in
the field of (i)TLCs & transport, in chronological order. The measuring methods of the studies that are
mentioned in the literature section are then linked to the definitions of equity that are measured in by
those methods. This link is new for some of the studies, whilst for other studies, the link with ethics
might have already been discussed. This chapter ends with a selection of those methods for measuring
equity that will be used in this research.

5.1. Literature
Yarger (1993) described the difference in equity between a semi and fully actuated TLC. The fully ac
tuated TLC is equipped with detectors at all directions, whilst the semi actuated TLC only has detection
on side roads, leaving the main road undetected. Both TLCs use cycles that follow a fixed sequence of
green phases, where green phases can be passed when no traffic is detected. The measure for equity
in this document defined as the absolute difference in average delay between the main road and the
side road, as depicted in Figure 5.1.

A next study measured equity and efficiency of a ramp metering system. Ramp metering uses traffic
lights to control the flow of traffic that merges onto a freeway. The challenge of the onramp of a
saturated highway can be shortly described as a dilemma of choosing between congestion on the
highway due to weaving at critical highway capacity, or congestion at the onramp, possibly backfiring
to urban area. Kesten et al. (2013) compared the efficiency and equity of different ramp metering
systems versus no ramp metering system. Speed and delay was measured and processed into various
statistical indicators like range, variance, Gini, as shown in Figure 5.2. These indicators were used
to measure the equity performance of the ramp metering systems versus no ramp metering system.
Kesten et al. (2013) measured the efficiency, separately from equity, by the total travel time, delay,
stops, speed, and their averages.

The previously mentioned Gini coefficient has been elaborated by Lucas et al. (2016). This study elab
orates how the Gini coefficient can be used to evaluate accessibility in a quantitative way for transport
policies. The Gini coefficient can be calculated from cumulative distribution curves, such as the well
known Lorenz curve, often used to depict the distribution of income of countries. Figure 5.3 shows such
a distribution of a ’good’ over a population, with in this case accessibility as the distributed good. The
1Research question 2: ”How to improve equity in an iTLC, according to various ethical theories?”
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Figure 5.1: Equity measure by absolute difference between the average delay on the main road and the side road. Adapted
from Yarger (1993)

diagonal line, or equal distribution line, shows indicates when the distributed good is evenly distributed
over the whole population. This means that 10% of the population owns 10% of the distributed good,
20% of the population owns 20% of the distributed good etc.
The Lorenz curve however, shows the realistic distribution of a good over the population. The Gini co
efficient follows from dividing the area between the equal distribution line and the Lorenz curve through
the area under the equal distribution line. This results in a normalized coefficient that represents a
maximum unequal distribution when it has a value of 1, and a perfect equal distribution when it has a
value of 0. Lucas et al. (2016) suggested that this coefficient could be used with journey time on the
yaxis.

A variation of use of the Gini coefficient could be to implement a threshold value. Point Xs in Figure
5.3 shows a chosen threshold value for the measured good. This line shows the amount of social
exclusion, people who did not make it to the threshold value. The threshold value could be set at a
desired minimum or maximum of the good (accessibility).

Another study showed an equity measurement for the back pressure controller: an eventbased op
timisation algorithm that originates from queuing algorithms for wireless communication. The back
pressure controller optimises using both upstream, and downstream information to calculate the pres
sure on the availability of space on each direction of the intersection (Li & Jabari, 2019). Wu et al.
(2017) proposed an improvement of the back pressure controller by adding a delaybased decision
variable. Wu et al. (2017)’s study compared the ’fairness’ of the proposed delaybased back pressure
controller versus a queuebased back pressure controller.

Wu et al. (2017) argues that the theoretical queuebased back pressure could be improved by making
the decision variable delaybased, adding spatial limitations and defining & using the network capacity
as guidelines. They showed that the delaybased back pressure controller performed better in terms
of fairness, when using Jain’s fairness index and the probability that a thresholdvalue for delay is
exceeded. Jain’s fairness index is a dimensionless index between 0 and 1 which is independent for
scale, with the value of 1 referring to equal distribution. Jain’s fairness index is calculated by the formula
as shown in Figure 5.4, dividing the squared sum of the delays by the sum of the squared delays
multiplied by the amount of participants (Jain, Chiu, & Hawe, 1984). This fairness index originates, just
like the back pressure controller, from the field of computer engineering.

A recent study of Liang et al. (2020) identified the tradeoff between efficiency and equity for a traffic
signal control algorithm that works with connectedvehicles and minimises the delay per cycle (Guler,
Menendez, & Meier, 2014) based on this connected vehicle data and prediction data for nonconnected
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Figure 5.2: Equity indicators for speed and delay at ramp metering traffic control. Adapted from Kesten et al. (2013)

Figure 5.3: The Gini coefficient (or index), adapted from Lucas et al. (2016)

vehicles. Liang et al. (2020) used a cumulative percentage delay versus the cumulative percentage of
vehicles (equals the Lorenz curve as elaborated in the previous paragraphs) to show the distribution of
delay. The Gini index was calculated from these ’Lorenz’ curves and plotted versus the average delays,
as depicted in Figure 5.5. Their experiment was performed for multiple hardprogrammed maximum
delay threshold values and these thresholds for maximum delay were plotted on the same graph.

Liang et al. (2020)’s study shows in Figure 5.5 that a higher threshold value leads to a worse distribution
of delay (higher Gini coefficient), and a better average delay. The steepness of the graph implies the
trade of between the Gini coefficient and the average delay. Figure 5.6 shows that these curves vary
for different flows on the network, which mean that an improvement of the Gini coefficient costs less
average delay for a relatively quiet intersection. On the other hand, a relatively crowded intersection
starts off with a better Gini coefficient but has a worse tradeoff for improvement when looking at the
costs in average delay.
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Figure 5.4: Jain’s index formula. With 𝑑𝑖 the delay for vehicle i and M the total number of vehicles. Adapted from Wu et al.
(2017).

Figure 5.5: Gini coefficient versus average delay, for different maximum delay thresholds. Adapted from Liang et al. (2020).

Figure 5.6: Gini coefficient versus average delay, for different maximum delay thresholds and intensities. Adapted from Liang
et al. (2020).
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5.2. Link with ethics
In this section, the literature of the previous section is summarised by extracting themeasurement meth
ods. These measurement methods are then linked to the type of equity that it measures by the different
definitions of equity from the teleological theories (utilitarianism, egalitarianism and sufficientarianism)
that were elaborated in Chapter 3.

Yarger (1993) took the average delay for the main roads and subtracted the average delay on the side
road from it, leading to an equity difference expressed in seconds. Using the average delay matches
utilitarianism, because the biggest group determines where the average will be. A lower average delay
implicates a better situation for the biggest group. However, distinguishing the main road from the side
roads does add some form of distributive equity that comes closer to egalitarianism, as from this point
of view, the equity difference in average delay would be 0 for a perfectly egalitarian distribution of the
’good’ (delay). However, this method does not seem sophisticated enough to measure egalitarianism
from the road user’s point of view, because the distribution within the average of one direction can be
unfair, whilst the average delay remains appears the same.

Secondly, Kesten et al. (2013) created a Table with statistical indicators, including the delay and Gini
coefficient. Their measures were split up in 2 tables, 1 showing ’efficiency’ performance and the other
showing ’equity’ performance. In this research, the efficiency table matches utilitarianism due to the
average and total performance indicators, which says more about the performance for the majority
of the population than the performance for the minority of the population. Then there is the equity
table, which contains statistical information about the variance, deviation and the Gini. These are all
indicators for the distribution of the goods, which fits egalitarianism.

Next, Lucas et al. (2016) Uses a cumulative distribution curve, Gini coefficient and thresholds for social
exclusion as equity measures for accessibility. These methods were developed from egalitarian &
sufficientarian points of view, as elaborated by the authors of this study.
Wu et al. (2017)’s study used Jain’s index, which is actually very similar to the Gini coefficient. Where
the Gini coefficient determines distributive equity by a number from 0 to 1 with 0 for perfect distributive
equity, Jain’s index also determines distributive equity by a number from 0 to 1, although Jain’s index
refers to perfect distributive equity with a value of 1. Jain’s index is therefore identified as a measure
for egalitarian equity.

Last but not least, Liang et al. (2020) presented the average delay on the xaxis of a graph, with the
Gini coefficient for the distribution of delay on the yaxis of that graph and a threshold for maximum
delay within the graph. However Liang et al. (2020) did not explicitly mention the ethical theories in this
study, this study delivers a method to measure utilitarianism, egalitarianism and sufficientarianism in a
single graph.
The average delaymeasure corresponds to utilitarianism because the average shows information about
the majority rather than the minority, as elaborated in the previous paragraphs. The Gini coefficient is
an egalitarian measure (Lucas et al., 2016). Sufficientarianism was finally represented as a threshold
value in the graph for a maximum delay that was accepted for each simulation.

Table 5.1 summarises the measurement methods per study from the previous section, and links those
methods to the ethical theory of which equity is measured. as explained above. Note that all sources
regarding signalised intersections use some statistic value of delay to assess equity.
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Table 5.1: Summary of equity measures literature linked to ethical theories

Source Method(s) Measures corresponds
with (ethical theory)

Yarger (1993) Average delay per lane Utilitarianism /
Egalitarianism

Kesten, Ergun
and Yai (2013)

Table with statistical indicators
(incl. Delay & Gini)

Utilitarianism /
Egalitarianism

Lucas, Van Wee
and Maat (2016)

Cumulative distribution curve
(Lorenz curve) / Gini /

Threshold (Social exclusion)

Egalitarianism /
Sufficientarianism

Wu, Ghosal, Zhang
and Chuah (2017) Jain’s fairness index Egalitarianism

Liang, Guler
and Gayah (2020)

Average delay /
Gini coefficient /
Maximum delay

Utilitarianism /
Egalitarianism /
Sufficientarianism

5.3. Equity measurement selection
A selection of methods for measuring equity is selected in this section. Due to the different definitions of
equity for various ethical theories, equity can not be measured by merely a single indicator. Therefore,
a combination of different measures seems appropriate.

As shown in Table 5.1, Liang et al. (2020) provides a measure for all 3 ethical theories that have been
chosen in this research: utilitarianism, egalitarianism and sufficientarianism. With the Gini coefficient
on the yaxis and the average delay on the xaxis, this graphical display of the data clearly shows the
tradeoff between Utilitarianism and Egalitarianism. Sufficientarianism is presented as a threshold for
maximum delay that the plotted data point satisfies to. The other sources stated in Table 5.1 also shows
methods similar to Liang et al. (2020)’s, however not all equity measures in 1 graph. An advantage of
using the cumulative distribution (Lorenz) plot, as described by Lucas et al. (2016), is that it shows the
actual distribution rather than only providing a dimensionless vague number (Gini coefficient). However,
just a cumulative distribution lacks the absolute numbers of delay.

For example, a Lorenz curve could be very egalitarian (close to the line of equality), however the
absolute income of the country with this egalitarian curve could be very low, meaning everyone has a
low (maybe not even sufficient) income. To translate this to traffic control, a congestion could lead to
higher delay for everyone, resulting in a more equally distributed Lorenz curve. Reducing the Lorenz
curve to a Gini coefficient, allows the this data to be combined with context data (average, maximum),
which is important to judge its performance.

Thus, this thesis will use Liang et al. (2020)’s method, where utilitarian and egalitarian measures are
presented on the x and yaxes. Adding the average delay on the xaxis in a plot with the Gini coefficient
on the yaxis, adds the context that is necessary in order to use the Gini coefficient, as explained in the
example above. A decrease of the Gini coefficient is translated to an improvement of egalitarian equity
and a decrease of the average delay is translated to an improvement of the utilitarian equity. Decreasing
the maximum delay will be seen as an improvement of sufficientarian equity. This thesis does not define
a boundary definition for sufficient, however, a level of sufficientarianism can be identified by stating
the maximum measured delay that has been experienced. The links of Liang et al. (2020)’s measures
with the ethical theories that have been identified in this chapter are depicted in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: The equity measures selected for this research. Utilitarianism on the xaxis, measured by average delay.
Egalitarianism on the yaxis, measured by Gini coefficient. Sufficientarianism stated on plot, measured by maximum delay.

Original Figure adapted from Liang et al. (2020), added link with ethical theories and positive effects on the axes.
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Simulation experiment setup

To find out how equity can be influenced by the settings of Flowtack, an experiment to test those
settings is performed. This experiment is performed in a simulation environment, because a real world
experiment would take too much time and might create unacceptable situations. Different scenarios
with substantiated settings are tested for each experiment. The output data of these experiments will
eventually be processed to show the equity measures defined in Chapter 5. This chapter elaborates
the how and what questions for the simulation experiments.

6.1. Simulation setup
How the experiment is performed and with what software is elaborated in this section. This section
starts with the simulation environment, followed up by Flowtack as iTLC, how these 2 programs are
linked and finishes with the process from simulation data to equity measures in excel.

6.1.1. Simulation environment: Aimsun
Simulation software Aimsun, which stands for advanced interactive microscopic simulator for urban
and nonurban networks, is used as a replacement of the real world. An Aimsun model works with
supply and demand data. Supply data refers to everything related to the infrastructure and attributes
that define the way people move in the model and demand is defined by OriginDestination Matrices
per road user type and time interval (Casas, Ferrer, Garcia, Perarnau, & Torday, 2010).

Supply
The A050 intersection in Deventer is used, as this intersection is quite complete. It is a signalised
intersection that consists of a main road with 2 side roads, 2 cyclist / pedestrian crossovers and a
shared bus lane, as depicted in Figure 6.1. The upper side road connects a high school and a police
station to the main roads, hence relative small flow of vehicles and bigger flow of cyclists. The bottom
side road connects to a residential area and some industry.

For a validation experiment, intersection ’Rotterdam 97190’ was used. This intersection layout was
already available in Aimsun and is depicted in Figure 6.2. Other than intersection A050 in Deventer,
this intersection consists of 12 directions for vehicles, and has no pedestrian cross overs, only one
cyclist cross over. Directions from the North and South sides of this intersection have one extra lane
for straightahead traffic relative to the East and West sides.

Demand
Demand data for intersection A050 in Deventer was already available for RoyalHaskoningDHV (HaskoningDHV,
2021). Measured average flows for working days in March 2019 were provided. The demand data for
the evening peak between 16:00 and 18:00 was also provided, and is used for this experiment. This
data varies from flows of about 1400 veh/h on the main roads to about 10 veh/h on a side road, the
OriginDestination matrices can be found in Appendix B.1.2. 10% of the flow is simulated to be trucks
(5% heavy and 5% light trucks). For active modes, 25 pedestrians per hour per direction have been
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Figure 6.1: Intersection layout in Aimsun of A050 Deventer

Figure 6.2: Intersection layout in Aimsun of Rotterdam 97190

generated on both pedestrian crossovers and about 200 cyclists per hour per direction have been
generated on the bicycle path parallel to the main road, and about 30 cyclists per hour from and to the
bottom side road. The OD matrices and some more details can be found in Appendix B.1.2.

Originally intersection 97190 consists of mainly trucks traffic due to its location at the port of Rotterdam
between 2 Maasvlaktes. However, for this validation experiment, details about real demand on the in
tersection are ignored, and car traffic has been simulated instead. The active modes are not generated
in this experiment, which makes this intersection more different from the A050 in Deventer.

For the purpose of validation, 3 origindestination matrices have been constructed for intersection Rot
terdam 97190. The total flow is kept at 3600 veh/h because approximately such a total flow has been
measured in Deventer on the A050 as well. This flow is kept the same, because a lower amount would
generate a less interesting situation as there will be little traffic, and a higher flow would possibly gen
erate traffic jams, which creates a distorted picture about the Gini coefficient, as explained in Chapter
5. The distribution of flow over the directions on the intersection is varied per scenario, starting with
a perfectly equal distribution of cars on each direction. The second validation scenario uses an OD
matrix with a slight inequality in the distribution of traffic flow, varying with factor 6 from highest main
road flow to the lower side road flows. The last OD matrix uses a flow distribution similar to that of the
intersection at Deventer, where only a hand full of vehicles is simulated at the side roads with a very
dominant flow on the main road. The OD matrices can be found in Appendix B.1.2.
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6.1.2. Traffic light controller: Flowtack
Flowtack decides for the in Aimsun simulated traffic lights when to switch the color, based on realtime
data, which is simulated again in Aimsun for this experiment. This data is collected by loop detectors
under the roads and so called Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM), which is data about incoming
vehicles from apps, Flitsmeister for example. As elaborated in Section 4.1, Flowtack uses all input data
to predict the total delay for all the road users on the intersection for different control plans. However,
it is not just the delay that plays a role for the final decision, the performance function is influenced
by weights, defined by a weight function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)) and multiplication factors 𝛽𝑗(𝑖). Settings of Flowtack
allow to influence the weight function,multiplication factors per road user type andmultiplication
factors for intersection directions. Figure B.7 from Appendix B.1.3 shows what these settings look
like and how they can be adjusted.

The same definitions from Chapter 4 are used, with Objective function 𝐽. These are repeated below:

𝐽 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑗(𝑘) =
𝐼

∑
𝑖

𝑁

∑
𝑛
𝛽𝑗(𝑖) 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)) (𝑤𝑖(𝑛) − 𝑤𝑖(𝑛 − 1))

• 𝐽, the objective function, defines what is optimised
• 𝑘, frequency or time step for which the objective function updates its solution. Order of magnitude
1 second. 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾.

• 𝑛, rolling horizon N is divided into a number of time steps n. Every time step n, control plan u can
decide whether direction j is granted green or not. Adjustable variables, order of magnitude N =
400 seconds, n = 0.2 second. 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁.

• 𝑖, individual road user i. 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼.
• 𝑗(𝑖), direction j on the intersection where individual road user i queues. 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽
• 𝑢𝑗(𝑘), the optimisation variable, control plan u defines whether direction j is planned red or green;
0 or 1. The amount of control plans that are tried for each optimisation step 𝑘 depends on the
amount of possible solutions, order of magnitude 100  30.000.

• 𝑤𝑖(𝑛), accumulated waiting time for road user i previous to the starting time 𝑛 = 0 of time step k.
• 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)), weight function (curve shaped) for each road user, with the weight factor (w/s) on the
yaxis and waiting time (s) on the xaxis.

• 𝛽𝑗(𝑖), a multiplication factor () that is direction and road user type dependent.

Weight function
As mentioned, Flowtack’s settings allows adjustments to be made in the weight function. The weight
function for roadusers is influences the performance function of the optimisation and thus the resulting
optimal control plan. The horizontal axis of the weight function depicts the delay of one road user, and
the vertical axis depicts the weight that this road user gains per second of delay.
A simple example of a weight function is a horizontal line, with a value of 1.0. Such a weight function
results in a situation where each delayed roaduser gains 1 unit of weighted delay per second (w/s) that
he/she would be delayed. However, the standard weight function that is used at the moment is referred
to as the ’badkuip curve’ in Dutch, which means bathtub curve. This curve is depicted in Figure 6.3.
Such a function shape is implemented, because it decreases the gain of weight when a vehicle has
already stopped, which helps to prevent disco light effects 1 (Kant et al., 2019). After this dip in the curve,
the function ascends, which makes it so that this waiting road user becomes more weighty (important)
in the optimisation process. This upgoing tail is implemented to prevent undesirable long delay, if
possible. Thus, the weight function describes in some way the importance of time for a delayed/waiting
road user at the intersection.
1Disco light effect at an intersection happens when green and red interchange rapidly. This is the reason that minimum green
times are implemented in other TLCs (Knoop et al., 2019).
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Thus, the bathtub curve is a interpretation of the importance of time for this road user. The theory behind
such a bathtub shape is that a road user would not mind waiting for a bit once stopped, however no
road user is willing to wait for too long, hence the build up of importance over time. The dip in the curve
also serves to have notstopped road users drive on, reducing the amount of stops at the intersection,
because the weight to stop nondelayed road users is higher than to have shortly waiting road user wait
for a bit longer. The shape of the bathtub curve from Figure 6.3 is actually approximated by a set of
time and weight values for simplicity, resulting in a discrete version of the continuous curve. Appendix
B.1.3 shows the discrete version of the bathtub curve that is currently implemented.

Figure 6.3: Bathtub or ’Badkuip’ curve as weight propagation function, weight factor on the vertical axis, expected delay on the
horizontal axis. Minimum weight found at about 10 seconds of delay, maximum weight found at around 100 seconds of delay.

Adapted from Kant et al. (2019)

Multiplication factors for road user types
Next, there is the multiplication factors for road user types and directions, 𝛽𝑗(𝑖). These multiplication
factors multiply the weight function as a whole by this factor. Thus, multiplication factor 2 creates a
situation where the importance of the regarding road user is that of exactly 2 road users with factor 1,
if they arrived at the same point (so they are at the same location of the weight function).

The multiplication factor for road user types is mainly used in the current situation for prioritising emer
gency vehicles, public transport and active modes. Emergency vehicles and public transport get a very
high 𝛽 via a Signal Request Message (SRM), which guarantees priority over the other road users on
the intersection regardless of the built up total weight at other directions.
Additionally, the active modes (pedestrians & cyclists) are actually given a higher weight in the current
situation at the A050 in Deventer. Where trucks and cars have a 𝛽𝑣𝑒ℎ of 1, the pedestrians have a
𝛽𝑝𝑒𝑑 of 4 and the cyclists a 𝛽𝑐𝑦𝑐 of 2. These factors are not implemented to prioritise the active modes
over other modes, this is implemented as a compensation for the detection blindness of active modes.
The detection blindness for pedestrians is caused by the fact that the detector is merely a button at the
intersection. When the button is pressed, it remains unknown how many pedestrians are waiting, and
other than the other road users at the intersections that are observed by both loop detectors and CAM,
pedestrians are observed rather late: when already waiting at the intersection. The detection blindness
of cyclists is less severe than that for pedestrians, because there are some loop detectors to detect
incoming cyclists. However, these detectors have a hard time distinguishing a number of cyclists from
a single cyclist when they cycle close/next to each other.

Multiplication factors for intersection directions
The multiplication factors for intersection directions work in the same mathematical way as that of
the road user types. However, the reason for implementing these multiplication factors in the current
settings of Deventer are different. These settings are implemented mainly because of policy goals
and expert experience in the field of intersection management. Examples of this are a higher 𝛽 for a
main cycling path as a policy goal and a higher weight for a side road to lower the maximum delay
experienced by those who tend to experience high delays (expert experience). The current settings
are shown in Figure B.7, Appendix B.1.3.
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Weight function per road user type or direction
It is possible to create a weight function for each road user type or direction on the intersection, in
stead of a general weight function for all road users. Currently, this is not implemented because of
the philosophy of Flowtack, where the settings are meant to be elementary and general rather than
complex. During the following experiment, the effects of the weight function and multiplication factors
are explored, thus going into detailed settings like this is not for this thesis.

6.1.3. Communication, latency and reproducibility
For this experiment, Flowtack and Aimsun are linked to work together. Aimsun generates the road users
and sends the simulated detection data to Flowtack. Then Flowtack’s algorithm uses this data to decide
for the intersection which traffic light is granted green light, and Flowtack sends back this information
to Aimsun for it to execute Flowtack’s decisions. Both communication steps between Aimsun and
Flowtack are sent over the internet. This causes the arrival of a message to be delayed by the latency
of the network at that time, which is very variable.

Figure 6.4: Communication between Aimsun and Flowtack and the impact of latency of the network on it.

Figure 6.4 shows how the latency of the network could possibly influence the outcome of the optimisa
tion process. Flowtack updates the solution approximately every second, which is shown with the green
bars on the timeline. At some point in time, which is always the same point in time due to the random
seed being set, a vehicle request from Aimsun comes in via CAM or loop detector. Then, this request
is sent over the network to Flowtack. However, if the message arrives in Flowtack before the decision
update, the outcome of the decision might be different than when it arrives after the decision update.
This creates a situation where the results of this experiment are not exactly reproducible. To overcome
this, every experiment has to be repeated a few times (5x mostly) to show whether the differences in
the results are consistent.

6.1.4. Data collection and processing in Excel
Aimsun delivers the data from its simulation in SQLITE format. This format is transferred to excel
format by RoyalHaskoningDHV’s Transport Tools function for Aimsun. Every vehicle in the simulation
is tracked and a lot of data about every vehicle is stored in the excel file. This data consists of indicators
like air pollution (PM), emissions (CO2, NOx), amount of stops (), stop time (s), vehicle loss hours (h),
delay (s), speed (km/h), travel time (s), queue lengths (veh) and more. All data is available per car, per
direction on the intersection and in total amounts. Only the delay data for each road user is extracted
from these excel files, because this is all that is necessary to create the defined equity measures of
average delay, maximum delay and Gini coefficient, from Chapter 5.

In Excel, some basic function are used in order to find the average delay and the maximum delay of
one experiment. The data is then rounded up to deciseconds (10−1 s, initially provided in 10−4 s) and
sorted, because that much detail is not necessary and increases the number of unique data points
significantly. Next, the unique values are counted and a cumulative frequency from small to high delay
values is created. This sets up for the Lorenz curve data points created with x values for cumulative
share of the population and y values for the cumulative share of the delay. The Lorenz curves are not
necessarily plotted, the area under the Lorenz curve is needed and can be defined based on these data
points. With a known area under the Lorenz curve and a known area of 0.5 under the perfect equality
line, the Gini coefficient can easily be computed.
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Finally, each experiment delivers 3 data points: the average delay, maximum delay and Gini coefficient.
As each experiment is repeated a few times, multiple points are plotted. The average point of all data
points is also determined for easier comparison. Appendix B.1.4 shows how the excel functions are
used to create these equity measures and explains the steps.
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6.2. Experimental settings
Each experiment has been performed with the supply and demand as described earlier this chapter.
The simulation time starts at 17:00 and ends at 17:30, which is within the evening peak for which the
OD matrices were defined. 3% CAM data was generated by the road users which is a representative
number for the CAM data that is currently generated in Deventer (Willekens, 2020), these road users
allow Flowtack to make more accurate decisions.

The experiments are divided into 3 groups, based on the Flowtack settings that can be adjusted: Weight
function settings, road user type settings and directional settings. The goal of these experiments is to
find out whether adjusting these settings can improve equity. A fourth experiment combines some of
the findings from these three experiments to see whether different settings add up in a desired way.
Since Flowtack was identified more utilitarian than the conventional, cyclebased iTLCs like CCOL, in
Chapter 4, the challenge for this experiment is to find settings for Flowtack that increase its egalitarian
and sufficientarian measures, rather than looking to make Flowtack even more utilitarian. Each of the
following experiments consist of scenarios with certain Flowtack settings, and each scenario consists
of a set of simulation runs of 30 minutes to show whether there is consistency in the results.

The experiments are followed up by a validation of the scenario(s) with the best results, with the goal
of showing that the corresponding settings also perform as intended on an intersection with a different
layout and flow distribution.

6.2.1. Hypotheses
Before the experiments are conducted, hypotheses are constructed. The settings for the experiments
with Flowtack can be adjusted to infinite combinations, therefore a careful selection of settings for the
experiments is necessary. The hypotheses support the structure and selection of settings by explaining
what is expected from the experiments. Research question 2 is repeated:

”How to improve equity in an iTLC, according to various ethical theories?”
Various definitions and measures for equity have been elaborated in Chapters 3 & 5: utilitarianism by
average delay, egalitarianism by Gini coefficient and sufficientarianism by maximum delay. The follow
ing experiments are performed in order to find how these forms of equity are influenced by the settings
in the iTLC Flowtack, aiming for improvement of equity on the levels of egalitarianism and sufficientar
ianism. The selection for an improvement of egalitarianism and sufficientarianism is made, because
Flowtack seemed to be predominantly utilitarian compared to cyclebased TLC as concluded in Chap
ter 4. Furthermore, Liang et al. (2020) showed that when using those measures of Gini coefficient in
combination with average and maximum delay, that there is a correlation between the results that show
lower maximum delays result in lower Gini coefficients and higher average delays. Thus, updating the
research question and research goal can be updated with the current knowledge, substantiated with
the conclusion of principles of equity in Chapter 4 and results from previous research that shares the
same measures, as elaborated in Chapter 5.

The weight of a road user accumulates over time and is influenced by the weight function, thus the
weight function defines this road user’s priority in the optimisation process.
Hypothesis 1a: A weight function that increases over time is expected to favour the road users that
would otherwise have been disadvantaged in terms of delay over time, at the cost of road users that
would have otherwise been advantaged.
Using the measures for equity, it is expected that the weight function results in a lower Gini coefficient
at the cost of an increase in average delay.

Additional hypotheses can be created for weight function shapes other than the gradually increasing.
Hypothesis 1b: A weight function that stays constant over time is expected to treat all individual road
users equally, thus favouring larger groups of individuals over smaller groups of individuals.
Using the measures for equity, it is expected that the weight function results in a lower average delay
and a higher maximum delay and Gini coefficient.

To test whether the weight function can be altered to perform in an undesired way, one more similar
hypothesis is constructed, using a linearly decreasing weight function, which means that the road user
gains less priority over time once delayed.
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Hypothesis 1c: A weight function that decreases over time is expected to lead to more inequity:
(dis)advantaging the already (dis)advantaged.
Using the measures for equity, it is expected that the weight function results in a worse Gini coefficient.

Furthermore, there are settings that are road user type specific. A high multiplication factor for a certain
road user type improves the weight thus the priority of that road user type.
Hypothesis 2a: It is expected that when road user type specific settings are adjusted in favour of
currently in terms of delay disadvantaged road users, the relative disadvantage cancels out.
It is expected that the results show that the share of the total delay for the disadvantaged road users
should become more equal to their share in the total population.

and vice versa
Hypothesis 2b: It is expected that when road user type specific settings are adjusted in disadvantage
of currently in terms of delay favoured road users, the relative advantage cancels out.
It is expected that the results show that the share of the total delay for the advantaged road users
should become more equal to their share in the total population.

Directional settings generate a multiplication factor per direction on the intersection. It is assumed that
the layout of the intersection can advantage some directions over other directions, due to the varying
number of conflicts at each direction.
Hypothesis 3: It is expected that adjusting the directional settings can compensate for (dis)advantaged
directions.
Using the measures for equity, it is expected that this results in a lower Gini coefficient and maximum
delay, at the cost of a higher average delay.

When the experiments are separately performed and multiple independent settings led to improvement
of equity conform egalitarianism and/or sufficientarianism, these settings can be combined with the in
tention to find even better results. For example, when certain weight function settings leads to a lower
maximum delay and certain directional settings do too, combining those settings would lead to an even
lower maximum delay. Following the principle of 1 + 1 > 1.
Hypothesis 4: The performance of independent settings is expected to cumulate when combined.

Furthermore, the settings that are currently used in Flowtack are somewhat general and somewhat
tuned for the intersection, but similar settings of Flowtack are currently implemented and performing as
desired on multiple intersections.
Hypothesis 5a: When using the found (combination of) settings that lead to the most egalitarian and/or
sufficientarian measures of equity, similar settings are expected to lead to similar effects on the equity
indicators when implemented on another intersection.

Other than cyclebased TLCs, eventbased TLCs are functioning independent of the flow composition,
which leads to Hypothesis 5b.
Hypothesis 5b: When using the found (combination of) settings that lead to the most egalitarian and/or
sufficientarian measures of equity, similar settings are expected to lead to similar effects on the equity
indicators for different flow compositions.

Last but not least there are currently settings implemented that are intersection specific for A050 at
Deventer. These settings consist of multiplication factors for directions: The conflicting traffic with
the main cycling path gets a lower multiplication factor and the main cycling path and one side road
received higher multiplication factors. It is assumed that this side road with the lowest flow experienced
the highest delay.
Hypothesis 6: It is expected that helping a minor direction with a higher multiplication factor in the
current settings lowers the maximum delay.
Using the measures for equity, it is expected that this results in a lower maximum delay.

6.2.2. Experiments
The following experiments are performed to judge whether the previously stated hypotheses are true or
false. Additional reasons for specific settings are elaborated partly in this section, and partly in Appendix
B.2. The numbering of the intersection directions is standard, Appendix B.2 shows this numbering with
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a Figure and some explanations.

Experiment 0: Reference scenario A and current settings
In order to measure the effects of the adjustments in Flowtack’s settings on equity, a reference sce
nario is created. This scenario is created by simplification of the current settings. The reasoning and
operations behind the current settings are already elaborated earlier in this chapter, in section 6.1.2.
This section shows the numeric values, and the reasoning for the reference scenario to be different
from the current settings.

Table 6.1: Flowtack’s current settings at the A050 in Deventer

Current settings Weight Function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛))
See Figure 6.3

Road user type Multiplication factor 𝛽𝑖
Cyclists 2.0

Pedestrians 4.0
Directions Multiplication factor 𝛽𝑗
02 & 03 1.5
04 & 12 0.8
22 & 81 1.2

Table 6.1 shows the settings that are currently used. Since a weight function is needed for reference,
it is chosen to keep the weight function as it currently is for the reference scenario. Under perfect
conditions for reference, all settings would be set to 1.0 to minimise any influences on the objective
function of Flowtack. However, the road user type weights are chosen to remain as they are, because
these settings are used to compensate for detection blindness. Therefore, it is chosen to keep these
road user type specific settings in the reference scenario. This means that only the directional settings
of this reference scenario are different from the current settings, as shown in Table 6.2. While adjusting
the settings in the following 3 experiments, the results of the simulation with the settings of this reference
scenario is used for reference. Every experiment only adjusts 1 type of settings at a time, leaving the
other settings from the reference unmodified.

Table 6.2: Reference scenario A settings

Reference scenario A Weight Function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛))
See Figure 6.3

Road user type Multiplication factor 𝛽𝑖
Cyclists 2.0

Pedestrians 4.0
Directions Multiplication factor 𝛽𝑗

all 1.0

By running both sets of settings, a comparison of reference scenario A and the current settings can be
made. hypothesis 6 will be tested by this experiment.
hypothesis 6: It is expected that helping a minor direction with a higher multiplication factor in the
current settings lowers the maximum delay.

Experiment 1: Weight function settings
The shape of the weight function is varied in this experiment, keeping the road user type weights and
directional weights unchanged. Variations of function shapes that are used as concepts for the im
plemented weight functions in this experiment are shown in Figure 6.5, the actual implementation of
the weight functions is elaborated in Appendix B.2. More nonlinear shapes could have been tested,
however, due to time constraints this research has limited itself to these functions. Function shapes B
and D of this experiment test for hypothesis 1a, function shape E for hypothesis 1b and function shape
C for hypothesis 1c.
Hypothesis 1a: A weight function that increases over time is expected to favour the road users that
would otherwise have been disadvantaged in terms of delay over time, at the cost of road users that
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would have otherwise been advantaged.
Hypothesis 1b: A weight function that stays constant over time is expected to treat all individual road
users equally, thus favouring larger groups of individuals over smaller groups of individuals.
Hypothesis 1c: A weight function that decreases over time is expected to lead to more inequity:
(dis)advantaging the already (dis)advantaged.

Table 6.3: Experiment 1 settings

Experiment 1 Weight Function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛))
Varies

Road user type Multiplication factor 𝛽𝑖
Cyclists 2.0

Pedestrians 4.0
Directions Multiplication factor 𝛽𝑗

all 1.0

For explanatory reasons, Function E is elaborated first, the horizontal line. The weight propagation of
a road user remains the same during the delay of this road user. This means that the road user’s actual
weight for the optimisation process increases linearly. In this scenario, a long delayed road user’s time
is equivalent to a short delayed road user’s time, and multiple road user’s will always be advantaged
over a single road user.

Function B is linearly increasing, which should mean that a long waiting road user’s seconds count
heavier in the equation than a shortly waiting road user’s seconds at all times. This forces the optimi
sation process to the advantage of the road user’s with longer waiting times. In the implementation of
this scenario, the tub of the bathtub curve was preserved, and after the tub, the weight function be
comes linear. This choice was made to make this scenario a bit more realistic One long waiting road
user can in this case even be advantaged over a few other shortly waiting / just arriving road users, if the
difference in weight propagation is big enough. Such a principle is perceived fair under the definitions
of egalitarianism and sufficientarianism.

Function C shows aweight function that is linearly decreasing. A linearly decreasing weight propagation
function still increases the actual weight, however with smaller step sizes when delayed longer. This
function creates a scenario where waiting vehicles are disadvantaged over nonwaiting vehicles. The
cost of delaying a moving vehicle for a few seconds is higher than the cost of having the already delayed
vehicle wait for a longer time. This effect increases the maximum delays. Such a weight function does
not make sense. However, it is an interesting experiment to check whether the impact of such a weight
function on the measured performances of equity is as expected.

Function D shows the same function as Function A in Figure ??. The idea behind this curve is to
implement the same curve differently, varying the steepness of the curve. The curve that is currently
implemented is actually more steep at the end than depicted in Figure ??, therefore a curve that comes
closer to this shape is implemented in scenario D.

Experiment 2: Road user type settings
As explained in the first part of this chapter, the current multiplication factors for active modes (cyclists
and pedestrians) are implemented to compensate for the lack of proper detection, rather than granting
priority to active modes. For this reason, it is chosen to limit the experiments with these settings down
to a single experiment.

To find out whether the active modes are (dis)advantaged over the other road users due to the com
bination of detection blindness and their increased multiplication factor, the vehicle loss hours (VLH)
of the active modes are now compared to the total VLH of all road users and the flow of these active
modes is compared to the total flow. An egalitarian form of equity would be to balance the share of the
active mode’s population to their share of the vehicle loss hours.

Even though both the cyclists and the pedestrians have higher multiplication factors than the other
road users in reference scenario A, currently pedestrians are still disadvantaged, whilst the cyclists
seem to be very advantaged, as shown in Table 6.4. The ratios between the share of VLH and the
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Figure 6.5: Various function concepts as basis for weight function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)). Weight factor on the vertical axis, expected delay
on the horizontal axis.

share of population is then multiplied with the weight multiplication factor of these modes, resulting in
a multiplication factor of 0.8 for cyclists and 5.8 for pedestrians.

Table 6.4: Vehicle loss hours and flows in percentages for cyclists and pedestrians for 6 simulation runs of reference scenario A

%VLH bike 5.33 %VLH ped. 4.22
%Flow bike 13.53 %Flow ped. 2.92

VLH:Flow bike 0.39 VLH:Flow ped. 1.44

The resulting settings for the road user type experiment are presented in Table 6.5. In this experiment,
pedestrians are the disadvantaged road users that are favoured, testing hypothesis 2a. Simultaneously,
Hypothesis 2b is tested on the cyclists in this experiment. The equity measures asmentioned in Chapter
5 do not measure equity between different road user types. This additional information is required in
the results of this experiment to answer the hypotheses. Thus, Table 6.4 will be extended for scenario
AM.
Hypothesis 2a: It is expected that when road user type specific settings are adjusted in favour of
currently in terms of delay disadvantaged road users, the relative disadvantage cancels out.
Hypothesis 2b: It is expected that when road user type specific settings are adjusted in disadvantage
of currently in terms of delay favoured road users, the relative advantage cancels out.

Table 6.5: Experiment 2 settings

Experiment 2 Weight Function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛))
A

Road user type Multiplication factor 𝛽𝑖
Cyclists 0.8

Pedestrians 5.8
Directions Multiplication factor 𝛽𝑗

all 1.0

Experiment 3: Directional settings
In this experiment, the settings for cyclists and pedestrians are reset to those of reference scenario A.
Only the effects of the directional factors is tested. However, the A050 intersection has a lot of possible
variations for the directional settings as there are 21 directions 2 to define a multiplication factor for. This
experiment was created more in an iterative way rather than having a predefined plan. The iterations
211 directions for vehicles, 4 directions for cyclists, 4 for pedestrians and 2 for busses, however these bus lanes are shared with
other vehicles
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steps can be found in Appendix B.2, and their intermediate results are presented in Appendix C. This
experiment will test Hypothesis 3.
Hypothesis 3: It is expected that adjusting the directional settings can compensate for (dis)advantaged
directions.

Paying attention to the cyclists during the simulation runs of experiment 2 led to the realisation that
other factors than just weight for specific modes play a role in the (dis)advantaging of these modes:
the amount of conflicts with other directions. When paying attention to especially the cyclists during
the simulation runs, it was noted that the main cyclist route (directions 22 and 81 of Figure B.12 in
Appendix B.2) had a little amount of conflicts, as it only conflicts with traffic from and to one of the
side roads. The other cross over for cyclists conflicts with the main road, but there is a relatively small
amount of cyclists on this direction. This causes the cyclists to seem more advantaged over other road
users at the intersection due to the position of the cross over. The pedestrians share these routes
(and conflicts) with the cyclists, however the pedestrians are equally distributed over both cross overs,
whilst the cyclists are mainly using the this main direction. This difference in the distribution explains
why pedestrians seem to be disadvantaged and cyclists seem to be advantaged, even though the
similarity in routes.

The first iteration scenario of this experiment is implemented purely based on the conflict matrix 3 of
intersection A050. This iteration is referred to as scenario conflict factor (CF).During the run of scenario
CF, the next iteration was created. Namely after the realisation that one conflict does not equal another
conflict in terms of how the road user is delayed by the conflicts. A conflict with a big flow on it will
generate more delay for you than a conflict that barely has any flow on it. Thus, the weight of a conflict
should depend on the flow on this conflict: the opposers. However from road user A’s point of view,
there are also directions that have no conflict with road user A’s direction, including road user A’s own
direction. If these nonconflicting directions are occupied, these other road users basically ’help’ road
user A to get green light: the supporters. Iteration 2: scenario weighted conflict factors (WCF) divides
the amount of opposers by the amount of supporters, which leads to new multiplication factors per
directions.

However, during the simulation of scenario WCF, another flaw was recognised. This flaw is best ex
plained with road user A expecting support from road user B, whom has no conflict with road user A.
Meanwhile, road user B expects support from road user A. This means that the multiplication factor
in scenario WCF becomes smaller for both road users, due to each other. However, road user A did
not expect road user B to has its multiplication factor reduced, and vice versa. So eventually, both
road users expected to be supported a certain amount by one another, however the actual amount of
support is lower due to the correlation between the road users. This correlation causes the weighted
conflict factors to becomemore extreme than they should be, low values become lower and high values
become higher. To solve such a problem is not within the scope of this thesis. A rather practical solu
tion to reduce extreme values is the square root operator. Thus, the final iteration of this experiment
is referred to as scenario sqrt, where the square root of the multiplication factors of scenario WCF is
taken. The formula for the multiplication factor 𝛽𝑗 for every direction of j is stated:

𝛽𝑗 = √
𝐶𝑗
𝑆𝑗

• 𝛽𝑗, a multiplication factor () that is direction dependent.

• 𝐶𝑗, the amount of conflicting road users (opposers) for direction 𝑗.

• 𝑆𝑗, the amount of nonconflicting road users (supporters) for direction 𝑗, including the amount road
users at direction 𝑗.

The results of this formula are found in Table 6.6.

3The conflict matrix of an intersection shows which directions have ’conflicts’. A conflict is when two directions would clash if
both receive green light at the same time.
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Table 6.6: Experiment 3: settings for scenario sqrt

Experiment 3 Weight Function
A

Road user type Multiplication factor
Cyclists 2.0

Pedestrians 4.0
Directions Multiplication factor

02 3.7
03 2.4

04, 11 0.4
05 0.3
06 1.1
07 0.9
08 2.2

09, 24, 83 1.6
10, 31, 32 0.1

12 1.0
33 0.7
34 0.8
81 0.2

Experiment 4: Combination of ’best’ settings
In order to test Hypothesis 4, the ’best settings’ scenario is created from the selection of scenarios from
Experiments 1, 2 and 3 with the most egalitarian / sufficientarian results. A final run will be performed
which will be referred to as scenario combi, the combination of settings that both lead to an improvement
in egalitarian and/or sufficientarian equity.
Hypothesis 4: The performance of independent settings is expected to cumulate when combined.

Last but not least, a validation experiment is added to test the best settings for hypotheses 5a and 5b.
The best settings could be scenario combi or one of the other scenarios of the previous experiments,
if Experiment 4 does not lead to better settings. This validation will show whether these best settings
have the same impact on another intersection, with other flow compositions. The corresponding supply
and demand that are used for this validation experiment were already elaborated in Section 6.1.1. In
order to test these best settings, a new reference scenario is required for each of the OD matrices. The
settings of reference scenario A are used for the reference scenarios of the validation, the settings of
the best settings scenario will be selected after experiments 14 are finished. This creates a set of 6
scenarios that are used for validation, as depicted in Table 6.7.
Hypothesis 5a: When using the found (combination of) settings that lead to the most egalitarian and/or
sufficientarian measures of equity, similar settings are expected to lead to similar effects on the equity
indicators when implemented on another intersection.
Hypothesis 5b: When using the found (combination of) settings that lead to the most egalitarian and/or
sufficientarian measures of equity, similar settings are expected to lead to similar effects on the equity
indicators for different flow compositions.

Table 6.7: Validation scenarios

Validation experiment
Rotterdam 97190

Validation
reference scenario A

Validation
best settings scenario

Validation OD matrix 1 VA1 V1
Validation OD matrix 2 VA2 V2
Validation OD matrix 3 VA3 V3

6.2.3. Overview of hypotheses and experiments
An overview of the link between the hypotheses, experiments and scenarios is given in Table 6.8.
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Table 6.8: Overview of hypotheses, experiments and scenarios

Hypotheses About Experiment Scenario(s)
Hypothesis 1a Increasing weight function 1 B, D
Hypothesis 1b Constant weight function E
Hypothesis 1c Decreasing weight function C

Hypothesis 2a Road user type specific
compensation 2 AM

Hypothesis 2b Road user type specific
compensation

Hypothesis 3 Direction specific compensation 3 sqrt
Hypothesis 4 Cumulating settings 4 combi

Hypothesis 5a Similar effects on
different intersection Validation VA

Hypothesis 5b Similar effects with
different flow compositions V ’best’

Hypothesis 6 Current settings 0 A



7
Simulation experiment results & Analysis

This chapter presents the results from the experiments as set out in Chapter 6 with the equity measures
as described in Chapter 5. This chapter starts with the results of experiments 03, then briefly introduce
experiment 4, shows its results and ends with a validation experiment. An analysis of the results is
mixed in to either confirm or reject the hypotheses. Unexpected results will be highlighted and an
interpretation of what might cause such unexpected results is listed.

7.1. Initial experiments
This section includes experiments 0, 1, 2 and 3. Each of the experiments tests how one particular
type of settings can influence the equity on the intersection. The hypotheses from the previous chapter
are tested and either confirmed or rejected. Analysis of the results and explanation of unexpected
effects/behavior are provided in this section. This section ends with a conclusion of experiments 1 to 3
and a selection of the most interesting settings that would lead to a new scenario for experiment 4, in
which those settings are combined.

Experiment 0: Reference scenario A and current settings
Figure 7.1 shows the results of experiment 0. The blue dots in this Figure indicate the results for 6 runs
of reference scenario A, and the green crosses indicate the results for 5 runs with the current settings.
Note that the axes of the Figure are customised to zoom in on the details. The data points from multiple
simulation runs of 1 scenario create a cluster of results that indicate how these settings perform. For
these plotted data points the average is calculated, and lines are drawn towards this average in order
to indicate the center of the cluster of results.

The cluster of results for these scenarios overlap, and it can be seen that the Gini coefficient for the
scenarios has an average value of 0.74 and the average delay is also approximately 12.5s for both
scenarios. Hypothesis 6 1 expects that the current settings lead to a lower maximum delay, as the
intention of the current settings is to help the side road. The current settings are set as they are, because
experience in the field of traffic control tells that the side road is a direction that typically experiences
most delay. By reducing the maximum delay relative to reference scenario A by 10 seconds, hypothesis
6 is confirmed.

Reference scenario A is represented in each of the results of the following experiments, presenting
these exact same data points.

Experiment 1: Weight function settings
The results of experiment 1 are found in Figure 7.2. Note that the blue dots that indicated reference
scenario A in Figure 7.1 also indicate this scenario in Figure 7.2. The axes are widened to fit in the
results of the other scenarios.
1Hypothesis 6: It is expected that helping a minor direction with a higher multiplication factor in the current settings lowers the
maximum delay.

51
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Figure 7.1: Results of experiment 0: Current settings and reference scenario A

The results of scenario B are very promising, as these results score relatively well on all indicators of
equity, even though the numeric differences in average delay and Gini coefficient look small. Almost
all data points are located below those of the reference scenario and the average delay tends to be
slightly higher.

Hypothesis 1a2 seems to be confirmed by scenario B, because favouring the disadvantaged leads to
lower average delay and when doing this at the cost of the advantaged, this should lead to a better
(lower) value for the Gini coefficient. Both of these expectations are met as the maximum delay drops
by 23 seconds and the Gini coefficient drops by 2%.

Even though scenario D is also a curve that increases, the results from scenario D do not match hy
pothesis 1a, because scenario D’s Gini coefficient remains the same as that of the reference scenario.
This can be explained by scenario D’s curve being relatively similar to that of scenario A: only a gradual
increase of weight in the weight function between 70100 seconds is added (visualised in Appendix B.2
Figure B.17). The maximum delay for scenario D does show the desired effect, where it drops by 11
seconds relative to reference scenario A.

It is remarkable that the average delay of scenario D seems to be on the higher side (on average), when
comparing it to the reference, whilst the average delay of scenario B is arguably located on the lower
side of the reference. This could be caused by the spread between the different runs that occurs due
to the latency problem as described in Section 6.1.3, or by other factors within Flowtack that are not
known. Scenario B scores arguably better on the average delay, which is an unexpected result. Such
a result can be explained because the optimisation process of reference scenario A is being forced to
make nonoptimal solutions when a delayed road user approaches the ”wall of weight” at 100 seconds.

2Hypothesis 1a: A weight function that increases over time is expected to favour the road users that would otherwise have been
disadvantaged in terms of delay over time, at the cost of road users that would have otherwise been advantaged.
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Figure 7.2: Results of experiment 1: Reference scenario A, and weight function scenarios B, C, D & E

This wall of weight can be seen as a tipping point that changes the decisions that are made drastically.
The decisions that are made because of these tipping point can be far from optimal. For example,
when a platoon is just arriving while the ”wall of weight” is about to be hit by a waiting vehicle on a
conflicting direction, this waiting vehicle could get priority over the platoon of vehicles. However, it is
not only undesirable to stop the platoon for this waiting vehicle, it is also undesirable to have the waiting
vehicle wait for much longer. Therefore, it might have been more optimal to have granted green to this
waiting vehicle earlier. A gradually increasing weight does not cause such a tipping point or ”wall of
weight” and stimulates an earlier movement of the waiting vehicle.

Scenario E can be linked to Hypothesis 1b3, because scenario E uses a weight function that is a straight
line. Hypothesis 1b’s expectation matches the definition of the utilitarian form of equity: the greatest
good for the greatest group. Scoring worse on the maximum delay and the Gini coefficient matches the
expectation of a straight weight function, however, the average delay is actually worse by half a second
than that of the reference scenario, which is in counter to the expectation with respect to hypothesis
1b.

This result could be implicitly caused by the absence of a temporary decline (dip) at the lower levels
delays. This dip was preserved in scenarios A, B and D and left out in scenarios C and E. Without such
a dip, the disco light effect (see section 6.1.2) is not prevented. Thus, the traffic light switches between
green and red more often and every switch requires yellow time and clearance time4. The additional
clearance times from the disco light effect could lead to these higher average delays.
Even though the counter intuitive result can be explained, hypothesis 1b is not confirmed.
3Hypothesis 1b: A weight function that stays constant over time is expected to treat all individual road users equally, thus
favouring larger groups of individuals over smaller groups of individuals.

4Clearance time is the time that it takes to cross the intersection. This time is required between red of one direction and green
of the next (conflicting) direction and is implemented for safety reasons (Knoop et al., 2019)
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On the contrary, scenario C does not suffer at all from the disco light effect. Scenario C stimulates
waiting, as stopping a driving vehicle will have a high cost since its weight starts high, however having
a stopped vehicle wait for longer results in lower costs. This weight function is rather ridiculous, but it
shows very well whether the weight function behaviors as expected. A maximum delay of 586s equals
almost 10 minutes, a Gini coefficient that corresponds to a very unfair distribution and an average delay
that is also increased. This matches the expectation of hypothesis 1c5.

Experiment 2: Road user type settings
Experiment 2’s results are shown in Table 7.1. These results are the average values for the 6 runs of
reference scenario A and 5 runs of scenario Active Modes (AM), which data can be found in Appendix
C.1. The Figure with equity scores can be found in Appendix C.1.

Table 7.1: Vehicle loss hours, flows and the ratio between those in percentages for cyclists and pedestrians scenarios A and AM

Cyclists Scenario A Scenario AM Pedestrians Scenario A Scenario AM
%VLH 5.33 6.34 %VLH 4.22 3.75
%Flow 13.53 13.45 %Flow 2.92 2.92

VLH:Flow 0.39 0.47 VLH:Flow 1.44 1.28

The ratios in Table 7.1 show that the proposed settings for scenario AM do impact the ratio of VLH:Flow
in a way that this ratio comes closer to 1.0. A value of 1.0 indicates a balanced scenario (at least, on
average, between modes), which corresponds with egalitarianism. For example, when 10% of the total
road users experience 10% of the total delay, the VLH:Flow ratio for these road users is 1.0 and such
a data point is on the line of equality in the Lorenz curve. Both Hypotheses 2a6 & 2b7 are somewhat
confirmed. In scenario A, the pedestrians are the disadvantaged, who’s multiplication factor increases
from 4.0 to 5.8 in scenario AM, whilst the cyclists are the initially advantaged, who’s multiplication
factor now decreases from 2.0 to 0.8 in scenario AM. The relative (dis)advantage in scenario AM does
become smaller for both road user types as the ratios are now closer to 1.0, however, the relative
(dis)advantage is not entirely cancelled out because those values are still in advantage of the cyclists
and in disadvantage of the pedestrians.

Zooming in on the cyclists, who went from a multiplication factor that was twice as high as that for
vehicles to one that was lower than vehicles whilst suffering from detection blindness, it is remarkable
that they remained relatively advantaged. This is peculiar, as this is quite a significant change in the
multiplication factor, for a limited change in results. As explained in the experiment setup of experiment
3 in the previous chapter, it is not just multiplication factor for the road user type that plays a role here
as these cyclists are relatively well off due to the small amount of conflicts and potentially the settings
for corequestsA corequest is a request for green by a direction that has the same (or less) conflicts
as the direction that currently has green. and coextensions8.

Correcting hypotheses 2a & 2b: Yes, road user type specific settings can be used in order to compen
sate for (dis)advantage, leading to egalitarian equity. However, the impact is limited as other settings
also play a role.

Experiment 3: Directional settings
Figure 7.3 shows the result of experiment 3. In order to get to scenario sqrt, multiple iterations were
performed as described in the previous chapter. This section focuses on the results of the last iteration
scenario rather than the results of the previous iterations, which are elaborated in Appendix C C.1.

The results of experiment 3 stand out on the Gini coefficient, with the drawback of a higher (about 2
seconds) average delay. The intention of the scenario was to compensate for (dis)advantages caused
5Hypothesis 1c: A weight function that decreases over time is expected to lead to more inequity: (dis)advantaging the already
(dis)advantaged.

6Hypothesis 2a: It is expected that when road user type specific settings are adjusted in favour of currently in terms of delay
disadvantaged road users, the relative disadvantage cancels out.

7Hypothesis 2b: It is expected that when road user type specific settings are adjusted in disadvantage of currently in terms of
delay favoured road users, the relative advantage cancels out.

8A coextension is an extension of a green phase for a direction that has the same (or less) conflicts as another direction which
green phase is being extended. This means coextension will extend this green phase even though no road users are detected.
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by the flow distribution over the directions and the amount of conflicts due to the intersection layout.
This means that those who initially experienced a high delay due to these causes, now experience a
lower delay at the cost of those who experienced low/no delay, which fits under egalitarianism. This
type of compensation also has the effect of extreme values becoming less extreme, thus lowering the
maximum delay, which fits under sufficientarianism. Hypothesis 39 is confirmed.

Figure 7.3: Results of experiment 3: Reference scenario A and scenario sqrt  square root of flow weighted conflicts as
multiplication factor for each direction

Conclusion
From experiments 13 the first conclusion that can be drawn that interactions on an intersection are
rather complex and changing certain software related settings can have impact on the outcome but does
not always act as expected because of (explainable) other factors that also influence the outcomes.
These factors can be other settings that can be changed, or mechanisms of the intersection that can
not be changed with settings.

From the results of experiment 1, weight function scenario B shows dominant results, better in all
cases than all the other weight functions scenarios. Looking back at the research question and the
later established goal of improving equity by the definitions by egalitarianism and/or sufficientarianism,
scenario B is the only weight function in experiment 1 that improves both. Experiment 2 shows that
vehicle type settings can influence (egalitarian) equity between different road user types. However, the
actual impact on the results is limited. Experiment 3 consists of only 1 scenario that shows exactly the
improvement of egalitarianism and sufficientarianism that was expected, even though taking the square
root was only a practical solution rather than solving the correlation problem that was elaborated in the
experiment setup of experiment 3 (previous chapter).

The hypotheses that were answered in the previous experiments are summarised in Table 7.2.

9Hypothesis 3: It is expected that adjusting the directional settings can compensate for (dis)advantaged directions.
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Table 7.2: Hypotheses results from experiments 03

Hypotheses About Confirmed? Reason

Hypothesis 1a Increasing weight function
improves egalitarianism Partly

Little change in results
due to little change in

settings

Hypothesis 1b Constant weight function
improves utilitarianism No

No dip, leads to
disco light effect and

clearance time

Hypothesis 1c Decreasing weight function
leads to inequity Yes 

Hypotheses 2a & 2b Egalitarian settings lead to
egalitarian results Partly Limited impact,

Other factors intervene

Hypothesis 3 Directional settings can
compensate: egalitarianism Yes 

Hypothesis 6 Lowering max delay:
sufficientarianism Yes 

Scenario B of experiment 1 and scenario sqrt of experiment 3 could create an interesting combination
for follow up experiment 4. scenario AM of experiment 2 is passed for the last experiment, because
its impact on the equity indicators were negligible and would increase the complexity of analysing the
results of follow up experiment 4.

7.2. Combination experiment
It was concluded from experiments 13 that scenario combi will consist of the combined settings: weight
function 𝑓(𝑤𝑖(𝑛)) from scenario B and directional multiplication factors 𝛽𝑗 of scenario sqrt. The results
of this experiment are compared to those of the previous experiments, in order to determine which of
those scenarios has the most egalitarian and/or sufficientarian results.

Experiment 4: Combination of ’best’ settings
This final simulation experiment has been performed with the settings of scenario combi, the combina
tion of scenario B and scenario sqrt. The corresponding settings are displayed in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Experiment 4: settings of weight function scenario B and directional scenario sqrt combined to scenario combi

Experiment 4 Weight Function
B

Road user type Multiplication factor
Cyclists 2.0
Pedestrians 4.0
Directions Multiplication factor
02 3.7
03 2.4
04, 11 0.4
05 0.3
06 1.1
07 0.9
08 2.2
09, 24, 83 1.6
10, 31, 32 0.1
12 1.0
33 0.7
34 0.8
81 0.2
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The results of using these settings are shown in Figure 7.4. The results of scenarios B and sqrt are
copied into this scenario, to quickly see whether the principle of 1 + 1 > 1 from hypothesis 410 applies.
Figure 7.4 shows that the Gini coefficient of scenario combi is indeed better than either of the separate
scenarios. The same is seen for the maximum delay, where both scenarios B and sqrt caused the
maximum delay to be lower, the maximum delay of scenario combi is even lower. A similar effect is
observed for the average delay, where the value of a positive effect (scenario B, slightly lower average
delay) and a negative effect (scenario sqrt, higher average delay) combined end up somewhere in the
middle. Hypothesis 4 is confirmed.

Figure 7.4: Results of experiment 4: Reference scenario A, scenario B, scenario sqrt and scenario combi

Best scoring scenario
The ’best’ scenario, with the most egalitarian and sufficientarian scores, from experiments 14, can
now be identified as scenario combi. This scenario has the lowest Gini coefficient, and the lowest
maximum delay. A tradeoff to get to these scores is observed, as these results come at the cost of
some average delay. The next section will validate whether these settings can be implemented on
another intersection, for different flows (defined by a set of 3 OD matrices).

10Hypothesis 4: The performance of independent settings is expected to cumulate when combined.
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7.3. Validation
The validation experiments are performed to validate the results of the best scenario in terms of egali
tarianism and / or sufficientarianism: scenario combi. This validation is performed in order to show that
the settings generate comparable results of the equity performance of another intersection with differ
ent flows. This means explicitly that on a different intersection, for different flows, scenario combi will
score better on egalitarianism & sufficientarianism, and worse on utilitarianism than the corresponding
reference scenario, conforms hypotheses 5a11 & 5b12. However, the absolute value of this trend may
differ from Experiment 4, because the capability of improvement in equity measures is very situational
to the flow.

Validation experiment settings
The 3 OD matrices, as mentioned in Chapter 6 and found in B.2, create 6 validation scenarios: 3
reference scenarios and 3 combi scenarios. For reference, the same settings as reference scenario A
of experiment 0 are used: weight function A & all directional values at 1.0. The road user type specific
weights remain undefined in for the validation, and no cyclists or pedestrians are simulated during this
validation scenario opposed to the previous experiments.

The combined settings scenario in the validation experiment use weight function B, from Figure 6.5
Chapter 6. The directional settings are dependent on the flow distribution in the OD matrix, since
the flow and intersection layout influence the multiplication factor. Thus, 3 sets of directional settings
are created in the same way these settings were created for scenario sqrt in Experiment 3.

The settings for the validation scenarios combi are generated by the same method as the directional
settings of experiment 3. The resulting settings are stated in Table 7.4. The OD matrices, opposer
matrices and supporter matrices that were created to produce these settings can be found in Appendix
C. Other than for intersection A050 in Deventer, direction 1 on Rotterdam 79190 refers to the right
turning traffic from the East to the North, and this count increases clockwise around the intersection.
Appendix C.1.3 shows the link between the cardinal directions and the intersection directions in the
opposer and supporter matrices for each direction.

Note that the directional factors that are created for OD matrix 1 are either 1 for straight ahead traffic
and left turning traffic, or 0.4 for right turning traffic. Because when all flow is equal and the intersection
layout is symmetrical, weighing the conflicts by the flow cancels each other out.

Table 7.4: Directional settings for validation scenario combi 1, 2 and 3.

Validation scenario Reference combi OD 1 combi OD 2 combi OD 3
Weight Function A B B B

Directions Mult. Fact. Mult. Fact. Mult. Fact. Mult. Fact.
1 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.8
2 1.0 1.0 1.3 2.9
3 1.0 1.0 1.3 2.3
4 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.3
5 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.3
6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9
7 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.7
8 1.0 1.0 1.3 3.1
9 1.0 1.0 1.3 2.5
10 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.3
11 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.3
12 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

11Hypothesis 5a: When using the found (combination of) settings that lead to the most egalitarian and/or sufficientarian mea
sures of equity, similar settings are expected to lead to similar effects on the equity indicators when implemented on another
intersection.

12Hypothesis 5b: When using the found (combination of) settings that lead to the most egalitarian and/or sufficientarian measures
of equity, similar settings are expected to lead to similar effects on the equity indicators for different flow compositions.
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Validation results
The results of the validation are presented in Figure 7.5. This Figure contains 6 scenarios, of which 3
reference scenarios and 3 best settings combination scenarios.

OD matrix 1 had an equal flow on all directions. The results of the scenarios that were created with this
OD matrix (the crosses in Figure 7.5) shows an improvement of 12 seconds in maximum delay and
about 4% in Gini coefficient. The average delay is increased somewhat.

OD matrix 2 had a slightly unequal flow composition, and led to the result (the diamonds in Figure 7.5)
that the improvement of the Gini coefficient is better than that of OD matrix 1. The maximum delay is
decreased by 14 seconds and the average delay remains the same.

ODmatrix 3 had a very unequal flow composition, like the one in Deventer. This validation (the triangles
in Figure 7.5) shows that the Gini coefficient is reduced enormously compared to that of OD matrices 1
& 2, by about 15%. Also the maximum delay is reduced by a considerable 26 seconds. However, this
improvement of egalitarianism and sufficientarianism comes at a higher cost of utilitarianism than that
of the other OD matrices, about 2.5 seconds.

Figure 7.5: Results of the validation: Reference scenario VA13 and scenario Vcombi13 for each matrix. In red the reference
scenarios, and in blue the combi settings scenarios.

Thus, the more unequal the flow composition of the OD matrix, the more gain can be generated on
egalitarianism by implementing the settings of scenario combi, even on another matrix. The same
counts for the potential gain in sufficientarianism. Only the results for OD matrix 2 show no costs for
the improvement in egalitarianism and sufficientarianism, since the average delay remains the same.
However, just like on the intersection in Deventer, the validation scenarios with other OD matrices did
create the improvement in egalitarianism & sufficientarianism at the cost of utilitarianism. Whether
hypothesis 5b13 could be confirmed can be argued, since a similar negative effect on the utilitarian

13Hypothesis 5b: When using the found (combination of) settings that lead to the most egalitarian and/or sufficientarian measures
of equity, similar settings are expected to lead to similar effects on the equity indicators for different flow compositions.
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measure was not found in OD 2. Hypothesis 5a14 is confirmed, as OD 3 shows that a similar flow on
a different intersection does generate similar effects.

7.4. Conclusion
The combination of weight function B and directional factors based on conflicts, flow and a correction
leads to a more egalitarian and sufficientarian iTLC. Flowtack, which was identified as relatively utilitar
ian, shows the ability to compensate for the loss of egalitarianism and sufficientarianism in the principles
(cycles, maximum green time), by the means of adjusting its settings. Where a set sequence, or maxi
mum green time are hard control laws, Flowtack’s weight function seems to be more of a soft boundary
to reach those goals. An example of a soft boundary in Flowtack is found in the steep increase of the
original weight function in the reference scenario, when a road user is delayed for 100 seconds. In this
case, a soft boundary of 100 seconds maximum delay is used, which can be exceeded if traffic demand
on the intersection is very unbalanced in favor of other directions. Otherwise, the relatively high weight
will push this road user to priority over the others.

The validation of this experiment shows that the positive effects on the equity measures of scenario
combi are preserved, when implemented on another intersection with different flow compositions. The
potential gain in Gini coefficient (egalitarianism) of applying scenario combi’s settings, increases when
the flow composition (OD matrix) becomes more unequal (and realistic).

A summary of the answers on hypotheses 4, 5a and 5b is presented in Table 7.5 and an oversight of
the results of all experiments performed in this chapter is provided in Figure 7.6.

Table 7.5: Hypotheses results from experiment 4 and validation

Hypotheses About Confirmed? Reason
Hypothesis 4 Cumulating settings Yes 

Hypothesis 5a Similar effects on
different intersection Yes 

Hypothesis 5b Similar effects with
different flow compositions Yes 

This summary of the results shows the relative impact on equity, of all experiments and presented
scenarios, to the corresponding reference scenario in color. This table shows clearly that the magnitude
of improvement in the Gini coefficient increased over the validation scenarios. One exception is found
in the maximum delay of validation scenario 1, as its maximum delay increases instead of decreases.
The reason for this exception is presumed to be caused by the fact that the initial weight function was,
in this case (Validation scenario 1), more effective in reducing the maximum delay because of its shape
and the flow composition of the scenario. The shape increases the weight factor from 1 to 10 at 100
seconds, thus stimulating the optimisation to avoid delay longer than 100 seconds, whilst the proposed
weight function (B) is more effective at increasing a single road user’s weight to gain advantage over
the larger group. In this validation scenario, the flow composition was equally distributed over the
directions, such that there is no single road user or a main road with bigger groups.

14Hypothesis 5a: When using the found (combination of) settings that lead to the most egalitarian and/or sufficientarian mea
sures of equity, similar settings are expected to lead to similar effects on the equity indicators when implemented on another
intersection.
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Figure 7.6: The equity results of all experiments, average value of Gini coefficient, average delay and maximum delay for
multiple simulation runs per scenario on the left and on the right the relative change to the associated reference scenario.





8
Discussion & conclusion

This chapter starts with a discussion sections, which includes a reflection of the results. This discussion
will be taken into account for the conclusion of this thesis.

8.1. Discussion
This discussion reflects on the results of this thesis. Because this thesis includes 2 research questions,
this discussion is split up in 2 subsections, one of which covers Chapters 3 & 4 and the other covers
Chapters 5, 6 & 7.

8.1.1. Ethics & Control theory
The ethical theories that have been covered are by far not all ethical theories that were available.
Van Wee and Roeser (2013) mentioned contextualism & contractualism as interesting theories, and in
the process of looking for literature, theories like relativism & virtue ethics seemed interesting as well.
The selection of theories may have or may not have impacted the course of this research. However, for
this project’s scope, these 4 theories seem relevant and broad. To substantiate why these ethical theo
ries are relevant, Liang et al. (2020) have, by coincidence, used the measures of equity that correspond
to these ethical theories, in their isolated intersection control study on efficiency versus equity.

Using ethical theories to define iTLC principles in practise is new. However, studies in the field of
autonomous driving do show some ethical considerations of priority in situations where everyone travels
by autonomous vehicles, which is a field of study close to this one. Mladenovic and McPherson (2016)
proposed a method for individual priority indexes for each road user in an autonomous vehicle, with
a tradeoff of social justice and efficiency being fundamental for the design. Social justice finds its
way into  what is identified as  egalitarianism in this research, via John Rawls. Efficiency on the
other hand was identified as utilitarianism in this research. This confirms the use of egalitarianism and
utilitarianism as interesting theories for the traffic management problem. In addition, where Mladenovic
and McPherson (2016) is one step ahead in time by designing traffic management systems for fully
autonomous driving vehicles without the need for traffic light control, this thesis focused more on the
development and clarifications of the present day techniques.

For control theory, feedforward control (FFC), feedback control (FBC) and model predictive control
(MPC) are used in order to explain the main differences in traffic controllers that are used with fixed
time control, fully actuated control and structurefree, Flowtack. Due to limit of time, only CCOL, as fully
actuated FBC, and Flowtack, as structurefree MPC have been elaborated. Adding the elaboration and
identification of ethical background of fixed time FFC would have been more complete picture, possibly
pushing CCOL relatively in more utilitarian corner with Flowtack. However, Flowtack remains relatively
utilitarian with regards to CCOL, therefore the following simulation experiment goal of improving equity
on by the other definitions of egalitarianism & sufficientarianism, would not have changed if older traffic
light controllers would have been elaborated in this chapter.

63
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8.1.2. Equity measures & simulation experiment
Van Wee and Roeser (2013) and Lucas et al. (2016) show that the addition of ethical theories to the
now commonly used  mainly utilitarian  CostBenefit Analysis in the Netherlands, are key to include
equity in decision making. Measures for equity according to various ethical theories, including utilitar
ianism, egalitarianism and sufficientarianism are explicitly elaborated in these studies. However, the
measurement method provided by Liang et al. (2020) provided more insight to the tradeoff between
the different ethical theories, which shows useful for the experiments. These measures were selected
for this thesis as the measures for utilitarianism, egalitarianism and sufficientarianism. Relative to the
ethical theories, these measures seem quiet blunt. An excuse to accept this bluntness, is that most
philosophers argue about right or wrong, life and death, which makes the issues very complex: there
is not a single definition of equity, not even per ethical theory. On the other hand, a practical measure
needs a clear definition. Traffic light control is complex too, however, it does not cause discussions
about life or death and to some extent right or wrong. The challenge on the intersection is rather
practical, which requires the practical, but blunt, measures as provided in Chapter 5.

Liang et al. (2020) used these measures to show the impact of varying the maximum delay thresholds,
flow and the penetration rate of connected vehicles. The experiments in this research have some
similarities, but are in essence very different. The algorithm that was used by Liang et al. (2020) was
able to set absolute thresholds for the maximum delay in the optimisation problem, where Flowtack
does this in a soft way by changing weights in the settings. The maximum delay is an input in the Liang
et al. (2020)’s study, whilst it is an output measure in this thesis. Furthermore, this thesis does not vary
the amount of connected vehicles. It uses a number of 3% of connected vehicles for its simulations,
which is a representative number for the current situation on the roads (Willekens, 2020). Liang et al.
(2020) show a positive impact on the Gini coefficient with lower threshold values of the maximum delay,
whilst lower thresholds do cause a negative effect on the average delay. This can also be seen in this
thesis’s experiments, where improvement of the Gini coefficient often (but not always) moves along
with an improvement of the maximum delay at the cost of the average delay (the exception has been
elaborated in the results).

Another reason for the differences in results can be found in the reproducibility of the results that were
created in this thesis. Due to the latency, the results actually varied during each run, even though
settings remain the same and the simulated population is generated with the same random seed. How
latency impacts these results is elaborated in Chapter 6. Because of this latency error, this thesis
performed every experiment a number of times, creating a cluster of results, which could fade the cor
relation between the measures that were found in Liang et al. (2020)’s study.
The objective of this research was to measure and improve equity of an iTLC. Because Flowtack was
specified as mainly utilitarian by the first part of this thesis, this research goal was finetuned in the pro
cess to improve egalitarian & sufficientarian equity. The results in Chapter 7 show that this is achieved
with the settings of experiment 4: scenario combi. The imprecise reproducibility does not matter in this
case, because even though the spread of data points, they are clustered in results that show little to
no overlap. In the real world, the reproducibility and latency would not cause a problem to measure
equity, which would make the outcome of these measures more solid.

The 3 performance indicators for utilitarianism, sufficientarianism and egalitarianism  average delay,
maximum delay and Gini coefficient  show that an improvement from 0.74 to 0.66 on the Gini coeffi
cient and reducing the maximum delay from 117 to 81 seconds, brings the average delay (on average)
up from 12.5 to 13.5 seconds in experiment 4. A following question rises: is this result desired from
the road user’s perspective?
The most intuitive indicators are the average delay and the maximum delay. Feedback from experts
from sustainable mobility at RoyalHaskoningDHV brought up that the perceived delay of road users
does not necessarily equal the measured delay. This session showed that minor delay is generally
perceived close to the actual delay, whilst major delay is generally perceived as longer than the actual
delay. This means that the gain of lowering the maximum delay by 35 seconds would be perceived
more positive than the actual 35 seconds, whilst the extra second in average delay might pass unno
ticed. This means that the eTLC in this case, would be perceived positive by the road users.
On the contrary, if given a choice to the Dutch road user, who is generally an individualist, the greater
group of road users is expected to choose utilitarianism over egalitarianism or sufficientarianism, be
cause this will benefit this group. A popular saying in the Netherlands to support such a choice: ”Time
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is money”. Note that this statement is heavily generalised and not supported by research. However,
it can be a counter argument to take into account for the discussion whether an eTLC is desired or
not. As a matter of fact, every person has his/her own perspective on equity, hence the wide range of
ethical theories.
Next, the Gini coefficient is not as intuitive as the average and maximum delay, because this is a dimen
sionless number that says ’something’ about the distribution of delay in this research. An improvement
in Gini coefficient means that the leastadvantaged are now relatively closer in the distribution to the
mostadvantaged. However, this does not necessarily equal an absolute improvement in delay for the
leastadvantaged, as this improvement of Gini can also be reached by lowering the advantage of all
the advantaged. For example, traffic jams would lead to very egalitarian results, because in the case
of traffic jams, all road users experience a significant delay.

From the experiments, experiment 3 shows that there is some form of correlation when defining the
multiplication factors for directions: When one direction expects a certain amount of support from an
other nonconflicting direction, the actual support is lower because the other direction’s multiplication
factor was lowered because it was expecting a certain amount of help as well. This correlation problem
has been tackled by tackling the outcome, which becomes more extreme, via the square root operator,
rather than tackling the cause of the correlation. For now, this solution has provided the improvement
in equity that was looked for, thus this method was sufficient for this thesis. However, if ever to be
implemented, a more elegant solution would be to apply a different method that doesn’t suffer from
correlation.

An interesting point of discussion is found in the detection blindness. Due to this inaccuracy and in
consistency of detection, inequality is generated between road users. More accurate detection allows
for better anticipation of the arriving road user, advantaging this road user over a road user that can
not be accurately  or is rather late  detected. This problem has been pointed out earlier in Chapter 6,
where the current settings for pedestrians and cyclists seem to be implemented to compensate for this
detection blindness. These settings for pedestrians and cyclists were empirically estimated to function
as desired and it was chosen for this thesis to keep those settings as they are. These inconsistencies
are realworld problems, looking back, it was not necessary to implement such realworld problems into
this thesis’ simulation experiment in Aimsun. This option has been overlooked in the experiment setup.
These compensating factors might have blurred the actual results of the simulation experiments in this
thesis.
Ideally, the timing between detection and arrival would be equal, accurate and consistent for each type
of road user on every direction.

Last but not least, a little bit off topic, but nevertheless one of the most important issues nowadays
sustainability. This thesis did not tackle sustainability issues. Looking back at this thesis, Flowtack
does show potential to account for sustainability goals via the weight function. However, reaching
sustainability goals via the intersection creates a paradox. When stimulating road users to cycle instead
of taking the car, cyclists are generally prioritised, which causes vehicles to be stopped more often.
However, stopping vehicles increases the emissions, whilst stopping cyclists does not create additional
emissions.
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8.2. Conclusion
This thesis explicitly connected ethics and control theory, based on a combination of literature of both
topics. From this explicit connection, this thesis concludes that Flowtack, as example of a structure
free Model Predictive Control iTLC, is identified as rather utilitarian compared to CCOL, which is an
example of a conventional feedback controller, whilst CCOL is identified is rather egalitarian compared
to Flowtack. Even though, all ethical theories find some representation in both iTLCs. Together, this
answers research question 1.

Furthermore, measures for equity based on utilitarianism, egalitarianism & sufficientarianism have been
defined. These measures allowed this thesis to measure an improvement in egalitarian and sufficien
tarian equity, by successfully adjusting Flowtack’s settings in simulation experiments. This answers
research question 2.

Adding the two research parts of this thesis up leads to the conclusion that a choice between a more
egalitarian/sufficientarian eiTLC and the currently utilitarian iTLC is provided for traffic engineers and
policy makers. This choice can now be explicitly substantiated by a combination of ethical theories,
control theory, principles in iTLCs.

Pragmatically, identification and measurement of equity in the first part of this thesis, are the means to
an end: more equitable traffic light control, part 2 of this thesis. In terms of scientific contribution, the
explicit identification of the link between traffic control & equity is of value. Explicitly using definitions
of equity from various ethical theories in intersection control, leads to a deeper understanding of the
reason behind certain principles.

On one side, the ethical part of this discussion pointed out that all individual have their own ethical
perspective on equity. The perception of delay plays a considerable role in how the equity tradeoff
will be made by road users. On the other hand, policy makers consider criteria like time of day (peak
/ offpeak), location (industrial / residential), etc in order to make this equity tradeoff. On the other
side, the signalised intersection is controlled by a discrete controller in a continuously changing, and
complex environment.
The combination of the above mentioned ethical and technical difficulties add another layer of com
plexity. Nevertheless, this thesis has made the first steps to explicitly connect the complex topics of
equity & traffic control.

Only time will tell whether the ambition to ”create awareness of ethics in the world of traffic light control”
will be achieved. By telling the story of this thesis at TU Delft and the Transport & Planning department
of RoyalHaskoningDHV, discussion on this topic has already been encouraged. Furthermore, the pro
posed method for equitable settings shows that the ethicsbased iTLC (eiTLC) is technically feasible. A
remaining challenge for now is to find both societal and political feasibility, from road users’ and policy
makers’ perspective.
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Recommendations

This chapter contains some recommendations based on the discussion and conclusion of this thesis.
Starting with recommendation for further research, followed up by recommendations for implementa
tions in practise.

9.1. Further research
• A timeline of developments in intersection management, linked to equity. This puts the principles
and different control methods in perspective of time.

• The experiments of this research were performed with Flowtack. However, it would be interesting
to see how CCOL settings can be adjusted in order to improve equity by the same measures, and
compare the equity scores that the different technologies are able to achieve.

• The correlation problem from experiment 3 was not solved, instead, a rather practical solution
was used in this thesis. Further research could come up with another method in order to benefit
the least advantaged, that does not have this correlation problem.

• Instead of implementing equity by control laws that adjust the objective function, actual optimisa
tion of equity. This could theoretically be done by expressing the average delay and maximum
delay in a value of 0 (good) to 1 (bad), just like the Gini coefficient, with as objective function a
minimisation of the sum of these coefficients. Additionally, multiplication factors can be added to
determine a relative weight between the equity coefficients.

• Equity research on a networks level. In addition contractarianism could be added as ethical
theory, which could lead to principles like delay compensation for road users.

• Using the perceived delay in order to find the impact of this thesis’ eTLC settings on road users.
Such a research focuses on the human factors of the intersection. The perception of the Gini
coefficient would be a nice addition (see discussion, the Gini coefficient requires context).

• The impact of loop detection on equity. Liang et al. (2020) has already researched the impact of
the penetration rate of connected vehicles on the intersection, however, the impact of the moment
of detection by loop detector should be important if the penetration rate of connected vehicles
is low. Due to detection blindness, multiplication factors of respectively 4 and 2 are currently
implemented for pedestrians and cyclists. This implies that the difference in moment of detection
and actual arrival at the intersection has a significant enough impact on the level of service to the
road user to implement these compensation factors.

• A sensitivity analysis for the impact on equity of changing Flowtack’s settings by quantity and
absolute numbers, rather than the ideological approach of this thesis.
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9.2. Implementation in practise
• A market analysis to find out the political and societal feasibility of the eTLC.

• Weight function B seemed to score (slightly) better on all performance indicators of equity. If
this is validated to be true for various other intersections and flow composition, this would be an
argument to apply this weight function in general.

• Where in simulation, the OD matrices of yearaverage peak hours for the intersection are used to
create the eTLC settings per direction, in real life, realtime data could be used in order to find the
amount of conflicting and nonconflicting road users per direction, updating the directional factors
every x hours.

• Dynamic settings over the day, this creates the opportunity for policy makers to choose a desired
form of equity fit for the situation. This could for example be, utilitarian during peak hour and
egalitarian/sufficientarian way during offpeak.

• Inform policymakers at municipalities and provinces that Flowtack can adjust its settings to con
form to different ethical views. Policymakers will need insight in the trade off between utilitarianism
and egalitarianism / sufficientarianism.

• Stimulation of mobile (CAM) data by informing the road users about the impact of detection on
the optimisation, which is substantiated by other research (Liang et al., 2020) (Guler et al., 2014).
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Abstract. A new generation of intelligent Traffic Light Controllers uses
Model Predictive Control to minimise delay at signalised intersections.
The conventional cycle of set sequences of green phases is dropped for
optimisation purposes. This research uses the ethical theories utilitarian-
ism, egalitarianism, sufficientarianism & deontology to define equity. An
explicit connection of these ethical theories and technical principles of
conventional traffic light controller CCOL & new generation traffic light
controller Flowtack, has been provided to identify the change in ethical
landscape, from predominantly egalitarian towards relatively utilitarian.
Performance indicators for equity in traffic control are defined based
on earlier research. Multiple setting changes in Flowtack are proposed
and tested in simulation experiments with Aimsun. These experiments
show that adjusting Flowtack’s objective function can improve the eq-
uity scores according to egalitarianism & sufficientarianism, at the cost
of the equity score of utilitarianism. The best results are validated us-
ing various flow compositions on an alternative intersection. As a result,
the gain in equity by the proposed settings becomes greater, as the flow
composition becomes more uneven.

1 Introduction

There are 5500 signalised intersections in the Netherlands (Talking Traffic, 2019).
The key function of the signalised intersection is to safely and efficiently manage
the flow of traffic. Most of the signalised intersections are equipped with an
intelligent Traffic Light Controller (iTLC) that runs with set sequences, or cycles.
The most common iTLC in the Netherlands uses (fully) actuated control, which
allows the controller to react on detected traffic.

A new generation of iTLCs, that can anticipate on incoming traffic flows, is now
being developed and tested. This new generation iTLCs do not necessarily follow
a cycle pattern or particular sequences, instead, it controls in a structure-free
order of directions, and optimises the sequence and time of the control plan for
green phases. This allows the new generation of iTLCs to respond more freely on
the measured and anticipated traffic, which creates opportunities for even more
efficient intersection control.
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However, loss of cycle structure in intersection control rises questions. When
efficiency is the objective in development of newer techniques, will the new gen-
eration of iTLCs still be fair? Cycles ensure a frequency of turns, where the new
generation of iTLCs do not ensure this. An example of this problem is given by
a side road on an intersection with a single road user on it, who has to wait
for a very busy main road during peak hour. The conventional iTLC guarantees
this road user a turn within one cycle. However, without cycles it is probably
optimal to let this road user wait until peak hour is over. This however, is an
unacceptable long waiting time. On the other hand, prioritising this single road
user would not be fair to the big group of road users that then would have to
stop. Thus, somewhere in between these 2 extremes. The relevant question to
ask with the present development and opportunities is: ”What is acceptable - or
what is fair?”

This question has occupied philosophers in the study of ethics plenty of years.
The study of ethics is about 2500 years old, as Confucius and Socrates are consid-
ered its founding fathers for Eastern and Western ethics (Yu, 2005). Throughout
the years, many philosophers have documented their ethical theories, resulting
in a wide range of theories. Spinoza (1632-1677), Kant (1724-1804), Hegel (1770-
1831), Marx (1818-1883), Nietzsche (1844-1900), Sartre (1905-1980) and Rawls
(1921-2002) are some examples of influential philosophers one might have heard
about.

This paper merges control theory with the study of ethics, by decomposing the
iTLC system into principles that can be linked with an underlying ethical theory.
The ethical backgrounds of CCOL and Flowtack, as examples of a conventional-
and a new generation iTLC, will be explicitly defined in the following Section.
With knowledge of how ethics are implemented in these systems, a simulation
experiment will be performed. The objective of this simulation experiment will
be to show whether the level of equity (or fairness) can be improved by adjusting
settings in Flowtack.

2 Ethics, control theory & performance indicators

2.1 Definitions of equity

Four ethical theories are selected from Van Wee and Roeser (2013) and Lucas,
Van Wee, and Maat (2016): utilitarianism, egalitarianism, sufficientarianism &
deontology. These theories cover a broad spectrum of perspectives on the defi-
nition of equity (Van Wee & Roeser, 2013).

Utilitarianism concerns the maximisation of utility, which can be translated to
maximisation of profit or social value (Åqvist, 1969), (Harsanyi, 1977). Equity
is thus defined as the summed up utility for all members of the population that
produces the greatest possible utility, in other words, the greatest good for the
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greatest group.

Egalitarianism strives towards equality of goods and capabilities, based on an
individual’s needs (Rawls, 2009), (Nussbaum, 2003), (Van Wee & Roeser, 2013).
Rawls (2009) argues that goods should be distributed in such a way that they
are of the greatest benefit to the least-advantaged individuals in society, also
known as the Maximin principle. Crocker (1977) extended this idea with up-
per boundaries for both absolute and relative differences between a population’s
wealth.

Sufficientarianism argues that everyone has the right for a sufficient amount of
basic needs. Arneson (2007) uses two rules for explanation of equity: the head-
count claim & the negative thesis. The headcount claim says we should max-
imise the number of people that have sufficient goods. Once every individual has
reached this sufficiency, no other constrictions to the distribution of goods are
desired, according to the negative thesis.

Deontology defines what is right or wrong by the intention of the action, rather
than the consequence(s) (Gaus, 2001). This ethical theory uses moral rules, which
should be universal, apply to everyone. The individual is key and should always
be respected as a person (Robinson, 2019).

2.2 Equity in control theory

Multiple control methods have been applied in signalised intersection control.
Three relevant control methods are (1) feedforward control (FFC), (2) feedback
control (FBC) and (3) model predictive control (MPC) (van Lint et al., 2014).
FFC solely reacts on disturbances and predefined desired behavior. An iTLC that
uses the FFC methodology is known as fixed time control, where the disturbance
is the time of day (morning-peak, evening-peak, off-peak) and the desired behav-
ior is a predefined cycle schedule, with green duration calculated by Webster’s
formula, based on historical flow (Knoop et al., 2019). Next, a form of FBC is
known as fully actuated control. The feedback loop allows the controller to react
on detected vehicles at the intersection. The feedback controller still makes use
of a set sequence within the cycles, the main difference with FFC is that the
amount of green time can be adjusted based on the amount of detected vehicles
at the direction who’s turn it is.

MPC has the same control structure as feedback control, besides the process
within the controller. The MPC uses feedback data of all directions, in order
predict and find the optimal solution from candidate control signals (Knoop et
al., 2019). An MPC could optimise the Webster-cycle times with this method.
However, example MPC iTLC Flowtack does not use cycles. Instead, the se-
quence of green phases is an additional degree of freedom in the optimisation
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process.

Fig. 1. Model predictive control structure in a block diagram. Adapted from van Lint
et al. (2014)

Figure 2.2 shows the MPC structure. Without the prediction and optimisation
blocks within the controller and the rolling horizon, this would be a regular FBC.
Additionally, removing the measurement feedback would result in FFC.

The desired behavior input of the controller includes control laws. This is where
equity currently finds its place in the block diagrams. Control laws of example
FBC iTLC CCOL, mostly revolve around the principle of having cycles, such as
boundary conditions for the duration of a cycle or green phase (Wilson, 2006).
On the other hand, the control laws in MPC iTLC Flowtack focus more on
having influence on the optimisation via the performance function and the can-
didate control signals. An example principle in Flowtack is that it uses a weight
function in order to weigh the importance of delayed road users.

Due to the main difference in principle build up by the principles of either using
cycles or using structure-free optimisation, Flowtack is identified relatively utili-
tarian compared to CCOL, whilst CCOL is identified relatively egalitarian com-
pared to Flowtack. Even though the cycles can be optimised based on Websters
formula, which can be identified utilitarian, cycles ensure a maximum amount
of spread in the distribution of delay by having a fixed occurrence of directions,
which corresponds with the egalitarian idea. On the other hand, optimisation
without the use of cycles ensures a control plan that minimises disutility (equals
maximisation of utility), namely, the average delay. Additional principles are
added in both iTLCs, corresponding to all other mentioned ethical theories.

Table 1 shows a number of principles that are used in CCOL & Flowtack, the
consequence/effect that they have on the intersection or road user, and the
theories that this correspond with. Deontology is mainly found in principles
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that are implemented for safety and acceptance reasons, where utilitarianism is
mainly found in principles that increase the flow of traffic and egalitarianism
& sufficientarianism mainly involves principles that lead to upper and/or lower
boundary conditions.

Table 1. Connection between iTLC principles and ethical theories

CCOL principles Effect
Corresponding
ethical theory

Cycles
Sequence-based
events & phases

Egalitarianism /
Utilitarianism

Maximum cycle time Waiting time
Sufficientarianism /

Deontology

Maximum green time
Constraint to the

distribution of green
Egalitarianism

Minimum green time
Constraint to the

distribution of green
Deontology /

Sufficientarianism

Priority
Exceptions to

the standard cycle
All

Coordination
Fixed control for

platooning
Utilitarianism /

Deontology

Flowtack principles

Structure-free
Agile, adapts

to the situation
Utilitarianism

Minimisation of
vehicle loss hours

Reduces total delay Utilitarianism

Weights Waiting time
Egalitarianism /

Sufficientarianism

Priority
Privilege for

directions or vehicles
All

No maximum
green time

Less restrictions &
lower internal lost time

Utilitarianism /
Deontology /

Sufficientarianism

Topology
Intersection layout

integration
Utilitarianism

I2V information Acceptance Deontology

2.3 Performance indicator for equity

A performance indicator for equity is proposed based on the equity definitions
from the above mentioned ethical theories. Because deontology concerns the
intention rather than the consequence, no measure for deontology will be pro-
posed. Liang, Guler, and Gayah (2020) has measured the equity- and efficiency
performances of an iTLC at a signalised intersection by the Gini coefficient and
the average delay, while varying the maximum delay as control law. The Gini
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coefficient is a dimensionless number from 0 to 1 that indicates perfect equality
in the distribution of delay if the value is 0, and perfect inequality if the value is 1
(Lucas et al., 2016). This implicates that road users all experience the exact same
delay if the Gini coefficient would be 0, or one group of road users experienced
all the delay (never got to cross), whilst another group of road users didn’t have
any delay at all if the Gini coefficient would be 1. The average delay was referred
to as efficiency by Liang et al. (2020) & Kesten, Ergün, and Yai (2013), however
in this paper the average delay represents equity, by the definition of utilitari-
anism. If the average delay decreases, the total delay (disutility) also decreases,
and minimisation of disutility equals maximisation of utility: utilitarianism.

3 Case study: Flowtack in Deventer

Flowtack has been identified rather utilitarian, therefore, the settings of Flowtack
are adjusted in a simulation experiment in order to find whether the performance
indicators for equity by the definitions of egalitarianism & sufficientarianism can
be improved. Adjusting Flowtack’s settings, requires some insight in the ob-
jective function that Flowtack uses for its optimisation. The following objective
function has been composed, based on documentation from Kant, Hut, and Wol-
frat (2019).

J = minuj(k) =

I∑
i

N∑
n

βj f
(
wi(n)

) (
wi(n)− wi(n− 1)

)
– J , the objective function, defines what is optimised
– k, frequency or time step for which the objective function updates its solu-

tion. k ∈ K.
– n, rolling horizon N is divided into a number of time steps n. Every time

step n, control plan u can decide whether direction j gets green light. n ∈ N .
– i, individual road user i. i ∈ I.
– j(i), direction j on the intersection where individual road user i queues. j ∈ J
– uj(k), the optimisation variable, candidate control plan u defines whether

direction j is planned red or green; 0 or 1. The amount of candidate control
plans that are tried out in each optimisation step k depends on the amount
of possible solutions.

– wi(n), accumulated waiting time for road user i previous to the starting time
n = 0 of time step k.

– f(wi(n)), weight function (curve shaped) for each road user, with the weight
factor (w/s) on the y-axis and waiting time (s) on the x-axis.

– βj , a multiplication factor (-) that is direction dependent.

Every time step k, a look-a-head of N seconds is used to predict the delays for
every road user i, of candidate control signal uj(k). This is then weighted via a
multiplication factor βj and weight function f(wi(n)) in the objective function,
to find the lowest outcome of the sum of weighted delay. The lowest outcome
of the objective function is the optimal control signal uj(k) that is sent to the
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control device on the intersection. The accumulated waiting time wi(n) defines
the location for each delayed road user i on the x-axis of weight function f(wi(n))
for each time step n. Figure 3 shows how the accumulated waiting time defines
the location of one road user i on the weight function f(wi(n)) for a time step
n, over which the weighted delay is summed in the objective function.
Currently, the weight function is referred to as the Bathtub curve, after its shape.
This shape has been implemented, because of the assumption that once a vehicle
is stopped, the road user wouldn’t mind waiting for a certain amount of time.
The drop of weight at the beginning initiates such behavior. However, no road
user is willing to wait for too long, hence the build up of weight over time.
Another effect of the dip in the curve is that it reduces the amount of stops at
the intersection, because the cost to stop non-delayed road users is now higher
than than that of the road users in the dip of the curve.

Fig. 2. Weight function f(wi(n)), time dependent weight factor (weight/s) on the
vertical axis, and expected delay (s) on the horizontal axis. Also known as ’Badkuip
curve’ or ’Bathtub curve’, adapted from Kant et al. (2019)

3.1 Experiment setup

Simulation software package Aimsun is used with the isolated intersection A050
from the Deventer network, supplied by RoyalHaskoningDHV. The demand data
(origin-destination matrices) used for the simulations are for an average evening
peak hour, based on real life pre-COVID-19 pandemic data, from 2019. The
traffic flow on a single direction varies between 1400 on the main road veh/h to
about 10 veh/h on a side road, with a total of 3600 veh/h on the intersection.
No congestion occurred during these simulations.

The settings that can be adjusted in the simulation experiment are f(wi(n)) &
βj . Initially, a run with the current settings has been performed, and a reference
scenario has been created from those settings, using the current weight function
f(wi(n)) and resetting all βj to a value of 1.0, to reduce any effects other than
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that of a bathtub curve shaped function. A number of weight functions f(wi(n))
are tested, based on the concepts as depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Various function concepts as basis for weight function f(wi(n)). Weight factor
on the vertical axis, expected delay on the horizontal axis.

Next, the βj are determined. A method to calculate the βj is created from the
philosophy of improving equity, based on egalitarian and sufficientarian defi-
nition. Egalitarian philosopher Rawls (2009) argued that goods should be dis-
tributed in a way that they are of the greatest benefit for the least-advantaged,
thus in this case, weight should be distributed to benefit the least-advantaged
road users on the intersection. Due to the weighted-delay optimisation, the
amount of road users i on direction j implicitly defines the delay that these
road users will experience with respect to road users on other directions, via
the accumulated sum of their weight. Additionally, the amount of road users
on non-conflicting directions of direction j also add to the advantage of direc-
tion j towards the conflicting directions. Using the same reasoning, conflicting
directions oppose direction j to be advantaged. Therefore, the advantage of a
direction, relative to that of other directions, has been defined as:

Cj

Sj

– Cj , the amount of conflicting road users (opposers) for direction j.
– Sj , the amount of non-conflicting road users (supporters) for direction j,

including the amount road users at direction j.

However, a correlation issue is identified in this method: the amount of Cj & Sj

for direction j come from weighted directions themselves, thus do not actually
give the expected amount of resistance and support for direction j. This corre-
lation problem magnifies the extremes of this solution, therefore the square root
operator is applied as a pragmatic solution to reduce the extremes. This results
in the following formula:
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βj =

√
Cj

Sj

– βj , a multiplication factor (-) that is direction dependent.

3.2 Results

The results of the simulation experiments are presented in Table 4.

Fig. 4. The equity results of experiments 0, 1 and 2. Showing the average value of Gini
coefficient, average delay and maximum delay for multiple simulation runs per scenario
on the left side and the relative change to the associated reference scenario on the right
side (in color).

Scenarios B and sqrt are the most promising scenarios, showing the best improve-
ment of Gini coefficient and maximum delay for egalitarian & sufficientarian
equity. A linearly increasing weight function implies an increase of importance
over time, which logically decreases the maximum delay and Gini coefficients,
as it pushes the ’disadvantaged’ more quickly to have more weight. This weight
function will be tested in combination with the proposed βj in experiment 3.

Fig. 5. The equity results of experiments 3, V1, V2 and V3: the combination- and
validation scenarios

Table 5 shows the result of experiment 3, which covers the combination of these
settings. The settings of experiment 3 had an even more positive impact on the
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Gini coefficient and maximum delay, and are validated with scenarios V1, V2 and
V3. The validation scenarios are performed on another intersection layout, with a
total flow of 3600 veh/h. However, the difference between the validation scenarios
is that V1 has an equal flow input on each direction of the intersection, where V2
varies the flow from 50-300 veh/h between side- and main roads and V3 varies
the flow from 5-700 veh/h between side- and main roads. These results show that
the settings of scenario B + sqrt still improve egalitarian & sufficientarian equity
on another intersection with various flow compositions, except for a situation
with equal flows on all directions. The maximum delay of the referential settings
are lower, because these settings use the original weight function, with a steep
increase of weight at a delay of 100 seconds. This causes a virtual maximum
delay, where any road user who reaches this wall will be prioritised. Weight
function B did not have this virtual maximum. This validation showed that the
amount of gain is dependent on how unequal the flows are on different directions
of the intersection.

4 Conclusion & further research

This research combined the complex fields of control theory & ethics to explic-
itly identify Flowtack as relatively utilitarian & CCOL as relatively egalitarian.
Furthermore, performance indicators for equity, based on utilitarianism, egali-
tarianism & sufficientarianism are defined. These performance indicators allowed
an improvement in egalitarian and sufficientarian equity to be measured, by suc-
cessfully adjusting Flowtack’s settings in simulation experiments. Validation of
these settings showed that the gain in equity by the proposed settings becomes
greater, as the flow composition becomes more uneven.
This research concludes that it is technically feasible to improve equity in an
egalitarian & sufficientarian way. It is up to the traffic engineers and policy
makers to choose between egalitarianism, sufficientarianism and utilitarianism.
Their choices can now be explicitly substantiated by a combination of ethical
theories, control theory and principles in iTLCs.

It is recommended to further look into the perception of delay of road users. This
puts the results of the simulation experiment more into the perspectives of road
users and sheds light on the societal feasibility of adjusting equity.
Furthermore, the political feasibility of adjusting equity needs further research.
The function of an intersection is expanded by policies like prioritising cyclists
and green waves, the question that follows concerns how these policies interact
with the performance of equity.
Last but not least, this research limited itself to an isolated intersection with
a number of four ethical theories. This research could be extended by adding
ethical theories and looking to network level instead. Looking at network creates
new opportunities to measure- and improve equity. An example could be to use
contractualism as an ethical theory and use compensation of weight for initially
disadvantaged road users, giving them priority on the following intersection.
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Appendix B

This Appendix is written to support Chapter 6 experiment setup. The structure of that Chapter is pre
served in this Appendix.

B.1. Software
This section shows additional information for Aimsun, Flowtack and Excel. This includes origindestination
matrices, Flowtack settings with a corresponding weight function translation and excel function elabo
rations.

B.1.1. Aimsun Supply
The supply that is used for the experiments was delivered as a whole network, including multiple inter
sections that are currently using Flowtack in Deventer. Because this thesis limits itself to 1 intersection,
the other intersections are cut out of the simulation. This is simply done by creating new production
and attraction Zones for each cardinal direction of the intersection. No other modifications were needed
on the supply side.

B.1.2. Aimsun Demand
This section shows the OD matrices that are used as demand data in Aimsun. In these tables, the
numbers 14 refer to the 4 cardinal directions of the intersection, where the rows of the matrix define
the production of road users from these Zones, and the columns of the matrix define the attraction of
road users to these Zones. Direction 1 refers to the North location, counting clockwise. To limit this
experiment the single A050 intersection, the OD matrices for all other production and attraction Zones
are deleted, meaning no traffic will be produces around the other intersections.

Figure B.1: 2 hour origindestination matrix for car traffic at intersection A050 at Deventer, data adapted from (HaskoningDHV,
2021)

Note that Figure B.1 shows 2 hour data, whilst Figures B.2 and B.3 show single hour data. For the
experiment, theODmatrix of Figure B.1 ismultiplied by 0.9, because 10%of these vehicles is generated
as trucks in a separate OD matrix. Because one scenario run was defined as 30 minutes, the OD
matrices of trucks and vehicles are then multiplied by 0.25, whilst the OD matrices for active modes
are halved.

In the real world, there might be pedestrians and cyclists wanting to move between directions 3 and 4,
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Figure B.2: 1 hour origindestination matrix for pedestrians at intersection A050 at Deventer, data adapted from
(HaskoningDHV, 2021)

Figure B.3: 1 hour origindestination matrix for cyclists at intersection A050 at Deventer, data adapted from (HaskoningDHV,
2021)

having to double cross. However, to keep the simulation supply data more simple in this experiment, it
is chosen to generate pedestrians and cyclists only for the sake of crossing the intersection rather than
creating a realistic travel pattern, hence the blank spaces in the OD matrices for active modes.

For validation on the Rotterdam 79190 intersection, 3 OD matrices are created by this thesis’ author,
varying the distribution of traffic over the directions. These OD matrices are shown in Figures B.4, B.5
and B.6. Only car traffic is simulated on this intersection, this causes the cyclist path to be virtually
nonexisting. Note that North and South are simulated to be main roads with these OD matrices, with
East and South as its side roads in OD2 and OD3. This matches the layout of the intersection: an extra
lane for the directions NS and SN.

Figure B.4: OD matrix 1 Figure B.5: OD matrix 2 Figure B.6: OD matrix 3

B.1.3. Flowtack’s weight function
The settings that can be adjusted in Flowtack look as depicted in Figure B.7. This Figure shows the
settings that are currently used at the A050 intersection in Deventer. The weight function and road user
type settings have proven to perform well by trial and error and are composed by experts in the field
of traffic management from RoyalHaskoningDHV. The directional factors are mainly defined by policy
of the municipality: prioritising the main cycling route and helping the side roads a bit to decrease their
delay.

A translation of the weight function in Figure B.7 is visualised in Figure B.13. The dotted line is plotted
to show how it could be a smooth bathtub shaped curve, however, the actual plot is rather angular.
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Figure B.7: The settings in Flowtack that can be adjusted by adding/removing lines and changing the numeric values: weight
function, road user type weight factor and direction weight factor.

Figure B.8

B.1.4. Data processing in Excel
RoyalHaskoningDHV’s tool is used to read the SQLITE file that Aimsun creates into Excel. One column
with delay data per vehicle is copied for further processing in excel, as shown in Figure B.9. This initial
data is pasted on column A and consists of 1680 rows, meaning that 1680 road users crossed the
intersection in this experiment. Before this data is processed, the data is reduced from 4 decimals to 1
decimal by turning on Excels function: File, Options, Advanced, Set precision as displayed.

Column B shows the same data of 1680 rows sorted from small numbers to big numbers. This is
necessary to later link the correct cumulative percentage of the road users to the delay they have
experienced. Column C is left empty, because the following columns will have a different number of
rows, depending on the number of unique values in column B, these unique values are created in
column D. Column E shows the frequency that each unique value in column D is found in column B.
In order to create the cumulative percentage for these numbers, column F creates a cumulative of this
frequency, and column I divides the cumulative frequencies by the maximum cumulative frequency,
which creates a set of values between 0 and 1 that could be used for the xaxis of a Lorenz curve.
Column G creates the cumulative delays from the unique delay column D, after which this is divided
by the maximum cumulative delay to create a new set of values between 0 and 1 that could be used
for the yaxis of a Lorenz curve. The Lorenz curve plot is not necessary to find the Gini coefficient,
however this plot can be made easily from this data to check whether the results are plausible. Figure
B.10 shows an example of such a Lorenz curve.

Column J in Figure B.9 approximates the area under the Lorenz curve, by multiplying the difference
between 2 x values (width) by the average y value between 2 data points (height). Figure B.11 sums
column J, resulting in the total area under the Lorenz curve. Since the axes on of these plots are both
restricted between the values of 0 and 1, the total area of the rectangle is 1. Thus, half of this area,
the area under the line of equality, is 0.5 and given as the value of M2. Subtracting the area under
the Lorenz curve from the area under the equality line gives the area between both curves: value N2.
The Gini coefficient equals this area between the curves, however it is divided by the area under the
equality line in order to make it a value between 0 and 1, where a value of 0 represents perfect equality:
everyone has the exact same delay. A Gini value of 1 represents a Lorenz curve that follow the axes:
1 person has all delay and 1 person has no delay.

The average and maximum values can easily be extracted from the data without any steps. The bottom
3 values in Figure B.11 represent the quantitative measures of 1 simulation for respectively egalitari
anism, utilitarianism and sufficientarianism.
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Figure B.9: Excel formulas explained, read from left to right. Shows the first and last 3 rows of data for columns DJ.

Figure B.10: Lorenz curve plotted from columns H and I from Figure B.9

Figure B.11: Excel results from data, plus explanation
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B.2. Experimental settings
This section includes an elaboration of the settings for the scenarios of each experiment and how these
settings were created. At the end of this section, a validation experiment is elaborated starting with a
new Aimsun supply & demand and then repeated settings.

The standard numbering of an intersection is used, these are depicted in Figure B.12. The directions
for cars are numbered from 1 to 12, in this specific case directions 1 and 2 are however combined
on a single lane, thus regarded to as direction 2. Directions 45 and 51 regard to a shared bus lane,
22, 24, 81 and 83 refer to cycling paths and 31, 32, 33, and 34 pedestrian cross overs. Note that the
orientation of this Figure is upside down compared to the Aimsun orientation, the North is at the bottom
side of Figure B.12.

Figure B.12: Intersection layout Deventer A050 (Dynniq, 2021)

B.2.1. Experiment 0: Reference scenario and current settings
The current settings are already elaborated and shown in Figures B.7 and B.8. The only difference with
the current settings, is that the directional factors in Figure B.7 are now deleted from the code (which
means they are all 1).

Figure B.13: Weight function of the current settings and reference scenario A
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B.2.2. Experiment 1: Weight function settings
The reasoning for the weight function settings is found in Chapter 6. This section elaborates how
the weight functions are actually implemented in Flowtack. Figure B.14 shows the conceptual weight
functions as defined in the main document. This appendix section shows how these concepts are
actually implemented in Flowtack.

Figure B.14: Various function concepts as basis for experimental weight functions. Weight factor on the vertical axis, expected
delay on the horizontal axis.

Flowtack builds its functions based on combinations of weight and time data which it uses as reference
points for the weight function. For time in between those points, Flowtack uses the latest value, which
means horizontal lines are drawn until a new reference point is defined. Currently, the weight function
consists of 4 of these data points, which results in the ’curve’ is rather rectangular. After the last data
point, the weight function remains horizontal, meaning after a delay of 100 seconds the weight remains
10 for this road user in scenario A. The curves that are created for this experiment will have time steps
of 510 seconds to approximate the conceptual weight functions. Note that Figures B.13, B.15, B.16
and B.17 have a dashed line through the data that approximates the curve that is followed.

The weight function for scenario B builds up from the tub, that originates from the bathtub curve, towards
a stairs shape that approximates the straight line from the concepts. The exact data of this curve is
shown in Table B.1 and Figure B.15 shows a visualisation of this weight function.

Table B.1: Time and weight values in Flowtack’s settings for the weight function of scenario B.

Start Time (s) Weight (units/s)
0 1
5 0.1
10 0.3
15 0.6
20 1.0
30 2.1
40 3.3
50 4.4
60 5.5
70 6.7
80 7.8
90 8.9
100 10.0

The weight function for scenario C decreases every 10 seconds with 1 weight unit/s. This approximates
the linear function with a stairs shape again. A vehicle that is delayed for 10 seconds from the start
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Figure B.15: Weight function for scenario B

has a total weight of 110 units in this approximation function, where this vehicle would have 105 units
of weight if this shape would be a perfect straight line. This difference is fairly small, therefore it is
presumed unnecessary to add more detail in the weight function. Table B.2 shows the input data for
weight function C and Figure B.16 shows a visualisation of this weight function.

Table B.2: Time and weight values in Flowtack’s settings for the weight function of scenario C.

Start Time (s) Weight (units/s)
0 11.0
10 10.0
20 9.0
30 8.0
40 7.0
50 6.0
60 5.0
70 4.0
80 3.0
90 2.0
100 1.0

The weight function for scenario D is similar to that of scenario A. The idea of this curve is to add more
detail to the curve of scenario A, in order to make it more smooth like the conceptual curve. A few steps
are added between 10 seconds of delay and 20 seconds of delay, to more smoothly get out of the tub,
and instead of a jump from weight 1.0 to 10.0 at 100 seconds, this jump becomes more gradual in
scenario D as it starts at 70 seconds. Table B.3 shows the input data for weight function D and Figure
B.17 shows a visualisation of this weight function.

Table B.3: Time and weight values in Flowtack’s settings for the weight function of scenario D.

Start Time (s) Weight (units/s)
0 1.0
5 0.1
10 0.3
15 0.6
20 1.0
70 1.5
80 3.0
90 5.0
100 10.0

The straight line weight function of scenario E can very easily be implemented in Flowtack. However,
a threshold value has to be implemented to stop socalled ’fase bewaking’, which resets Flowtack if
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Figure B.16: Weight function for scenario C

Figure B.17: Weight function for scenario D

a detector is occupied by the same vehicle for too long. Table B.4 shows the input data for weight
function D and Figure B.18 shows a visualisation of this weight function.

Table B.4: Time and weight values in Flowtack’s settings for the weight function of scenario E.

Start Time (s) Weight (units/s)
0 1.0
180 20
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Figure B.18: Weight function for scenario E

B.2.3. Experiment 2: Road user type settings
For the road user type settings, one experiment is performed with the settings for the active modes:
cyclists and pedestrians. These modes have currently been given multiplication factors to compensate
for detection blindness. However, the impact of such multiplication factors on fairness was not taken
into account. To find the impact of these multiplication factors on fairness, the multiplication factors are
tuned in a way that should bring the inequity of road user types closer to each other.

Table B.5: Vehicle loss hours and Flow for cyclists, pedestrians and all road users (including cyclists and pedestrians) for 6
runs of reference scenario A.

Scenario A VLH bike VLH pred. VLH tot. Flow bike Flow ped. Flow tot.
Run 1 0.28 0.22 5.70 226 49 1679
Run 2 0.28 0.32 5.62 227 49 1682
Run 3 0.34 0.23 6.09 227 49 1669
Run 4 0.34 0.21 6.05 227 49 1676
Run 5 0.31 0.24 5.73 226 49 1681
Run 6 0.31 0.26 5.81 227 49 1667
Total 1.87 1.48 35.00 1360 294 10054

Table B.5 shows the results VLH and Flow per mode for 6 runs of reference scenario A. This data is
generated to automatically in Aimsun, therefore no additional actions are needed other than reading
the sqlite file in excel. The sum of all numbers are used to calculate the percentages as stated in Table
B.6. This table shows that 13.53 % of the road users are cyclists, who altogether experienced 5.33 %
of the VLHs (equivalent to 5.33 % of the delay). In contrast to the pedestrians, who count for 2.92 % of
all road users and experience 3.75 % of the VLHs. The ratio of VLH percentage and the percentage of
the flow creates a number that is 1 if both are equal, lower than 1 shows road users that are advantaged
over the other road users, and higher than 1 means that these road users are disadvantaged relative
to the total.

Table B.6: Vehicle loss hours and flows in percentages for cyclists and pedestrians for 6 simulation runs of reference scenario A

%VLH bike 5.33 %VLH ped. 4.22
%Flow bike 13.53 %Flow ped. 2.92

VLH:Flow bike 0.39 VLH:Flow ped. 1.44

This experiment aims to bring the VLH percentage of active modes closer to their flow percentage,
a ratio of 1.0, as this implies a more egalitarian situation between the modes on this cross section.
To do this, the current multiplication factors of scenario A are multiplied by the corresponding ratios
of VLH:Flow in percentage. This results in new multiplication factors of 0.8 and 5.8 for respectively
cyclists and pedestrians for the scenario AM (Active Modes).
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B.2.4. Experiment 3: Directional settings
This experiment includes multiple iterations based on the results of the earlier iterations. The focus
of this Appendix section is to show how the settings were created, the intermediate results of all sce
narios are found in Appendix ??. The argumentation behind the different iteration scenarios has been
elaborated in Chapter 6 and is shortly repeated in this section.

Because the amount of conflicts influences how one direction can be (dis)advantaged, it is decided
to link the amount of conflicts per direction to the directional multiplication factors. The conflict matrix
is extracted from Flowtack’s internal file in which the clearance times 1 are stated only for conflicting
directions. This conflict matrix can be found in Figure B.19. Figure B.12 shows the numbering of the
directions on intersection A050, which are also used in this conflict matrix. Numbers 0212 refer to
vehicle lanes, the 20s & 80s numbers refer to cyclist cross overs, the 30s numbers refer to pedestrian
cross overs, and the 40s and 50s numbers refer to shared bus lanes.

Figure B.19: Conflict matrix of A050 in Deventer, 0 = no conflict, 1 = conflict, direction numbers refer to the directions as
depicted in Figure B.12

The sum of all conflicts per direction is found at the right side of the conflict matrix and defines the
weights that are used for the vehicles in scenario conflict factor (CF). However, due to the fact that
conflicts without traffic are less significant than conflicts with plenty of traffic. The measured flow of
reference scenario A has been used as input for a weight on each direction. The number of conflicting
road users are counted as opposers in Figure B.20 and the number of non conflicting road users are
counted as supporters in Figure B.21. Then, the number of opposers is divided by the number of
supporters in order to gain the weighted conflict factor (WCF). The multiplication factors that are used
for scenario WCF can be found in Table B.7.

It was observed during these simulation runs of scenario WCF that the extremes of the multiplication
1Clearance times are the time that is needed between red light for one direction and green for the other, to clear the intersection
from traffic that has just passed yellow light before sending conflicting traffic onto the intersection.
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Figure B.20: Opposer matrix, conflicts multiplied by the measured flow on these directions.

factors are probably too high. Table B.7 shows that the multiplication factors vary from 13.7 to 0.01,
which causes enormous difference in weight for road users from different directions. For instance,
when a road user arrived from one of the directions with a high multiplication factor, all other traffic was
stopped to let this vehicle pass, regardless of the amount. This was not the idea behind this scenario,
as its purpose was to help those who have little support from the intersection layout and flow with
a higher multiplication factor, in order for these road users to experience lower delay. However, the
current settings created a situation where these few road users experience no delay at all at the cost
of the bigger group of road users.

The extremes in the multiplication factors have to do with the correlation of 2 supporting road users.
These road users expect a certain amount of support from other road users, but in reality they receive
less support than expected because all their supporter’s multiplication factors are lowered due to each
other’s support. The same happens with the opposers, where a certain amount of resistance is ex
pected but not experienced because the conflicting direction is being corrected for as well. The last
scenario iteration corrects for this correlation that causes extremes by manipulation of the extreme val
ues with a square root operator rather than solving the correlation issue. The square root values of
scenario WCF’s multiplication factors are shown in Table B.7. The formula for the multiplication factor
𝛽𝑗 for every direction of j is stated:

𝛽𝑗 = √
𝐶𝑗
𝑆𝑗

• 𝛽𝑗, a multiplication factor () that is direction dependent.
• 𝐶𝑗, the amount of conflicting road users (opposers) for direction 𝑗.
• 𝑆𝑗, the amount of nonconflicting road users (supporters) for direction 𝑗, including the amount road
users at direction 𝑗.
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Figure B.21: Supporter matrix, nonconflicts multiplied by the measured flow on these directions.

Table B.7: Number of conflicts, opposers, supporters, weighted conflict factors and the square root of WCF per direction.

Direction 𝑗 Conflicts Opposers 𝐶𝑗 Supporters 𝑆𝑗 WCF SQRT
2 11 1566 114 13.7 3.71
3 14 1437 243 5.91 2.43
4 8 263 1417 0.19 0.43
5 9 178 1502 0.12 0.34
6 10 923 757 1.22 1.10
7 6 720 960 0.75 0.87
8 11 1398 282 4.96 2.23
9 7 1186 494 2.40 1.55
10 2 26 1654 0.02 0.13
11 10 192 1488 0.13 0.36
12 10 828 852 0.97 0.99
22 6 44 1636 0.03 0.16
24 8 1191 489 2.44 1.56
31 2 21 1659 0.01 0.11
32 4 23 1657 0.01 0.12
33 4 499 1181 0.42 0.65
34 4 692 988 0.70 0.84
45 12 866 814 1.06 1.03
51 10 866 814 1.06 1.03
81 6 44 1636 0.03 0.16
83 8 1191 489 2.44 1.56
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Appendix C

This Appendix is written to support Chapter 7. The structure of that Chapter is preserved in this Ap
pendix.

C.1. Experiment results
This section contains additional information for the results of experiments 13, such as the tables that
contain the exact data points that were plotted in the Figures of Chapter 7. These tables are found at
the end of this Appendix.

C.1.1. Experiment 2: Road user type settings
Figure C.1 shows the equity indicators for scenarios A and AM. Both the Gini coefficient and the max
imum delay remain approximately the same for scenario AM. The average delay is on average half a
second higher than that of reference scenario A, which is explained by the fact that the higher pedes
trian factor causes the vehicles on the main road to wait longer since one of the pedestrian cross overs
crosses the main road.

Table C.1 is used to create Tables 6.4, in which the percentages of the totals of these runs in this Table
are used to create the VLH:Flow ratios of reference scenario A.

Table C.1: VLHs and Flow for cyclists, pedestrians and the total of all road users (incl. cyclists and pedestrians) for 6 runs of
reference scenario A.

Scenario A VLH bike VLH pred. VLH tot. Flow bike Flow ped. Flow tot.
Sc.A.1 0.28 0.22 5.70 226 49 1679
Sc.A.2 0.28 0.32 5.62 227 49 1682
Sc.A.3 0.34 0.23 6.09 227 49 1669
Sc.A.4 0.34 0.21 6.05 227 49 1676
Sc.A.5 0.31 0.24 5.73 226 49 1681
Sc.A.6 0.31 0.26 5.81 227 49 1667
Tot. 1.87 1.48 35.00 1360 294 10054

Table C.2 is used to create Table 7.1, in which the percentages of the totals of these runs in this Table
are used to create the VLH:Flow ratios of scenario AM.

Note that the Flow in Tables C.1 & C.2 remains almost constant. Aimsun produces the road users per
fectly constant, as the same random seed for the production of road users is used for each experiment
(experiment 14). The number does vary by a little bit, because they delay data is only known after
the road user has crossed. Thus, road users that have not crossed yet due to a different decision by
Flowtack can vary the outcome of the Flow by small amounts.
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Figure C.1: Results of experiment 2: Reference scenario A and scenario Active Modes (AM)

C.1.2. Experiment 3: Directional settings
The results of the iteration scenarios CF and WCF show why the corrections were made. Scenario CF
scores worse on the equity indicators, basically because the conflicts were not weighted, thus generate
settings that do not necessarily make sense. Then, scenario WCF weights these settings, but does
not take care of the correlation problem. During these simulations, it was seen that the multiplication
factors were too extreme, because the side roads were now granted priority over all other vehicles in
such a way that these directions never needed to stop. The outcome as depicted in Figure C.2 are
logical, as the average delay is almost doubled by making the bigger flows wait on the smaller flows
in this scenario. This also has a very positive effect on the Gini coefficient, because the distribution of
delay becomes more egalitarian, as more road users are delayed by approximately the same amount
of time.
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Table C.2: VLHs and Flow for cyclists, pedestrians and the total of all road users (incl. cyclists and pedestrians) for 5 runs of
scenario AM.

Scenario A VLH bike VLH pred. VLH tot. Flow bike Flow ped. Flow tot.
Sc.A.1 0.41 0.20 5.76 225 49 1676
Sc.A.2 0.38 0.22 6.02 226 49 1681
Sc.A.3 0.35 0.25 6.33 227 49 1682
Sc.A.4 0.39 0.22 5.92 225 49 1676
Sc.A.5 0.38 0.23 6.10 226 49 1681
Tot. 1.91 1.13 30.13 1129 245 8396

Table C.3: Directional settings for validation scenario combi 1, 2 and 3.

Validation scenario Reference combi OD 1 combi OD 2 combi OD 3
Weight Function A B B B

Directions Mult. Fact. Mult. Fact. Mult. Fact. Mult. Fact.
1 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.8
2 1.0 1.0 1.3 2.9
3 1.0 1.0 1.3 2.3
4 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.3
5 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.3
6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9
7 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.7
8 1.0 1.0 1.3 3.1
9 1.0 1.0 1.3 2.5
10 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.3
11 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.3
12 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

C.1.3. Validation
The Conflict matrix is the same for each ODmatrix, however the amount of opposers and supporters will
vary. The conflict matrix is not documented, because the conflicts are implicitly shown in the opposers
matrix, where every nonzero value implicates a conflict, since all simulated flows are nonzero. Figures
C.3  C.8 show the opposers and supporters matrices for each OD matrix. The directions count from 1
to 12. North, East, South and West are used rather than the direction numbering in the OD matrices.
To clarify the link between the directions, the cardinal directions corresponding to the number codes
are added at the bottom of the opposers and supporters matrices.

Table C.3 of Appendix B.1.3 shows the directional multiplication factors for each corresponding OD
matrix, created with the multiplication factor formula of scenario sqrt. It is shown in this table that only
the right turning traffic in OD 1 is given a lower multiplication factor, where all other multiplication factors
remain the same. This is caused by the fact that the amount of conflicts on leftturning traffic equals that
of straightahead traffic, whilst the rightturning traffic has less conflicts. When all directions generate
and attract the same amount of road users, the weighted conflict factor equals the conflict factor, thus
the sqrt(WCF) equals the sqrt(CF). The spread of the multiplication factors increases as the OD matrix
flows become more unequally distributed. As OD 2’s multiplication factors vary between 0.4 & 1.3 and
OD 3’s multiplication factors vary between 0.3 & 3.1.
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Figure C.2: Results of all iteration scenarios of experiment 3: Reference scenario A, scenario CF, scenario WCF and scenario
sqrt

Figure C.3: Opposer matrix 1 Figure C.4: Supporter matrix 1

C.1.4. Data points in table form
Tables C.4, C.5, C.6, C.7, C.8, C.9, C.10, C.11, C.12, C.13, C.14, C.15, C.16, C.17, C.18, C.19 and
C.20 contain the numeric values of the plotted points in the Figures that contain the equity measures.
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Figure C.5: Opposer matrix 2 Figure C.6: Supporter matrix 2

Figure C.7: Opposer matrix 3 Figure C.8: Supporter matrix 3

Table C.4: Data input for scenario A

Scenario A Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.73223 12.21423 113.1
2 0.754779 12.0321 121.3
3 0.726372 13.13223 114.6
4 0.729859 12.9901 114.6
5 0.742657 12.28186 123.8
6 0.740779 12.55609 111.7

AVG 0.74 12.5 116.5167

Table C.5: Data input for current settings

Current settings Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.731732 12.30874 107.6
2 0.73628 12.5793 103
3 0.727445 12.65167 116.9
4 0.759664 12.77765 105.8
5 0.735814 12.17014 101.4

AVG 0.74 12.5 106.94
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Table C.6: Data input for scenario B

Scenario B Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.730699 12.07564 81.4
2 0.726546 11.84105 95.5
3 0.706597 12.69449 96.5
4 0.707021 12.77097 98.3
5 0.717377 12.01056 99

AVG 0.72 12.3 94.1

Table C.7: Data input for scenario C

Scenario C Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.815611 13.80155 478.8
2 0.828111 15.36653 597.2
3 0.801823 14.73102 684.1

AVG 0.82 14.6 586.7

Table C.8: Data input for scenario D

Scenario D Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.735974 12.74122 112.2
2 0.737877 12.66269 103.9
3 0.738259 13.26957 105.6
4 0.738676 12.87894 103
5 0.733916 13.13069 103

AVG 0.74 12.9 105.54

Table C.9: Data input for scenario E

Scenario E Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.763476 12.65883 149.8
2 0.752807 13.72864 174.2
3 0.755047 12.59081 139
4 0.769215 12.88495 158.3
5 0.763579 13.19875 166.3

AVG 0.760825 13.0124 157.52

Table C.10: Data input for scenario AM

Scenario AM Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.739348 12.38359 111.6
2 0.740085 12.89114 113.3
3 0.738252 13.54941 122.7
4 0.734067 12.70895 109.6
5 0.736583 13.0702 121.3

AVG 0.74 12.9 115.7

Table C.11: Data input for scenario CF

Scenario CF Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.762675 12.25959 126.6
2 0.76144 12.7988 120.8
3 0.742938 12.6988 129.2
4 0.750109 13.49413 117.1
5 0.748024 12.7919 117.5

AVG 0.75 12.8 122.2
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Table C.12: Data input for scenario WCF

Scenario WCF Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.62013 26.77837 140.6
2 0.614412 26.46991 107.2
3 0.576299 27.18971 101.7
4 0.638419 19.47379 95.8
5 0.587106 48.59257 189.7

AVG 0.61 29.7 127.0

Table C.13: Data input for scenario sqrt

Scenario sqrt Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.661027 13.88459 76.3
2 0.670333 13.16008 89.5
3 0.66488 15.23188 103.3
4 0.676398 14.09185 118.1
5 0.657838 14.9874 104.9

AVG 0.67 14.3 98.4

Table C.14: Data input for scenario combi

Scenario combi Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.655375 12.79023 75.4
2 0.659109 13.076 78
3 0.655418 14.01077 80.3
4 0.658282 13.92262 93.8
5 0.652649 13.83897 79.2

AVG 0.66 13.5 81.3

Table C.15: Data input for Validation reference scenario A  1

Run VA1 Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.613597 25.32607 103.5
2 0.594098 23.79266 95.1
3 0.598527 25.73558 109.4
4 0.588527 24.07883 86.4
5 0.593793 25.32032 106.7

AVG 0.60 24.9 100.2

Table C.16: Data input for Validation combi scenario  1

Run Vcombi1 Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.56623 26.35297 121.2
2 0.616773 26.37634 130.3
3 0.598591 24.43034 104
4 0.4709 24.63531 92.9
5 0.532852 25.91988 110.7

AVG 0.56 25.5 111.8

Table C.17: Data input for Validation reference scenario A  2

Run VA2 Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.629604 25.48373 110.6
2 0.601119 27.16233 115.9
3 0.62353 27.4619 133.4
4 0.610437 26.47726 183
5 0.608501 26.8198 128.4

AVG 0.61 26.7 134.3
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Table C.18: Data input for Validation combi scenario  2

Run Vcombi1 Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.545011 26.71882 104.7
2 0.536729 25.74716 106.1
3 0.561636 27.6858 137.7
4 0.551773 25.74391 115
5 0.58668 27.36247 136.8

AVG 0.56 26.7 120.1

Table C.19: Data input for Validation reference scenario A  3

Run VA3 Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.768018 12.86643 119.4
2 0.790121 12.84855 119.8
3 0.778736 12.21968 109.9
4 0.794278 12.5773 126.9
5 0.780244 13.7138 116.9

AVG 0.78 12.8 118.6

Table C.20: Data input for Validation combi scenario  3

Run Vcombi3 Gini Avg Delay Max Delay
1 0.636738 14.80288 76.9
2 0.636402 14.88895 102.4
3 0.657914 16.34706 132.7
4 0.637255 14.91199 77.6
5 0.629377 15.84053 76.7

AVG 0.64 15.4 93.3
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